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EXTENSION OF THE TEMPORARY LIMIT ON
THE PUBLIC DEBT

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 2, 1980

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMM EE ON TAXATION AND

DEBT MANAGEMENT GENERALLY,
COMMrrrEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 a.m., in room S-

207, the Capitol, Hon. Harry F. Byrd, Jr. (chairman of the subcom-
mittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Byrd, Chafee, and Dole.
[The press release announcing these hearings follows:)

(1)



Press Release #H-19

PRESS RELEASE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
March 21, 1980 UNITED STATES SENATE

Subcommittee on Taxation and
Debt Management

2227 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.

FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT
SETS HEARING ON PUBLIC DEBT

Senator Harry F. Byrd, Jr. (I-Va.), Chairman of the Subcom-
mittee on Taxation and Debt Management, announced today that a hearing
on extension of the temporary limit on the public debt has been

scheduled. The Honorable G. William Miller, Secretary of the Treasuryl

Mr. James T. McIntyre, Director of the Office of Management and Budget;

and Alice M. Rivlin, Director of the Congressional Budget Office, will

testify on the public debt at 930 A.M., Monday, March 31, in Room 2221

Dirksen Senate Office Buildin.

Paul Volcker, Chairman of the Federal Reserve Boardl Dr.Raymond

.J. Saulnier and Albert Sindlinger, consumer research and economic
forecasting pollster, will testify in a second day of hearings, at

9:00 A.M., Wednesday, April 2 in Room S-207 of the Capitol.

Senator Byrd noted that the temporary debt limit of $879 bil-

lion which the Congress enacted in September of 1979 is due to expire

on May 31.

Senator Byrd said, *The Federal debt is the result of the

cumulative decisions which Congress and the Administration make about

Federal spending and the Federal deficit. Each year the Federal debt

has grown as deficit has been piled on top of deficit. No doubt,

Congress will be asked to increase the statutory ceiling.

"The greatest problem our nation faces is inflation. Unless

we get Federal spending under control and reduce the creation of money

to finance our debts, record high levels of inflation will continue.

'Runaway, double-digit, inflation is a disastrous conse-

quence of year-after-year Federal government deficits. The value

of the dollar has declined so that as of January 1980 it was worth only

.43 compared to a full dollar in 1967. The purchasing power of the

dollar will continue to decline unless we get inflation under control.

'The gross interest on the Federal debt for fiscal year 1981

is estimated in President Carter's January fiscal year 1981 budget

to be $79.4 billion.

'By law, the budget is required to be in balance by fiscal

year 1981.

'Recently, the Administration and the Congress have spoken

loudly about a balanced budget. The real test on Washington's resolve

to achieve a balanced budget will be in the months ahead.

'The Subcommittee will examine carefully the budget revisions

which the Administration has proposed.'

Written Testimony. -- The Subcommittee would be pleased to

receive written testii on yrow those persons or organizations who wish

to submit statements for the record. Statements submitted for inclusion

in the record should be typewritten, nor more than 25 double-spaced

pages in length and mailed with five (5) copies by April 11, 1980, to

Michael Stern, Staff Director, Committee on Finance, Room-2227 Dirksen

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C. 20510

P.R. #H-19



Press Release #H-21

PRESS REL AS 8

FOR IP2MEDIATE RELEASE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
March 28, 1980 - UNITED STATES SENATE

Subcommittee on Taxation and
Debt Management

2227 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.

FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT
RESCHEDULES HEARING ON PUBLIC DEBT

Senator Harry F. Byrd, Jr., (I-Va.), Chairman of the
Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management, announced today that
the hearing on extension of the temporary limit on the public debt
originally scheduled for March 31, 1980, has been postponed.

The hearing announced for April 2 will be held as

scheduled at 9:00 A.M., Wednesday, April 2 in Room S-207 of the

Capitol. Paul Voicker, Chairman of the Federal Reserve Boardi

Dr. Raymond J. Saulnierl and Albert Sindlinger, consumer research
arA economic pollster will testify at the hearing.

Senator Byrd also announced that a second day of hearings on
the public debt has been rescheduled for 9:00 A.M., Wednesday, April

16 in Room 2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building. The Honorable
G. William Miller, Secretary of the Treasuryl Mr. James T. McIntyre,
Director of the Office of Management and Budget! and Alice M. Rivlin,
Director of the Congressional Budget Office, will testify at that time.

Written Testimony. -- The Subcommittee would be pleased to

receive written testimony from those persons or organizations who
wish to submit statements for the record. Statements submitted for
inclusion in the record should be typewritten, not more than 25
double-spaced pages in length and mailed with five (5) copies by
April 21, 1980, to Michael Stern, -taff Director, Committee on Finance,

Room 2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C. 20510.



Senator BYRD. The hour of 9 having arrived, the subcommittee
will come to order.

The current statutory debt ceiling of $89 billion will expire on
May 31, 1980. It is estimated that the debt at that time will be
substantially higher than the $879 billion figure.

The administration has not yet submitted a revised figure as to
the request that it will make of the Congress in regard to the debt
ceiling. It did on March 3 submit some figures to the Ways and
Means Committee. Since then, there have been two changes in the
President's budget recommendations.

I might say that in the period of a little more than two months,
the President has sent to the Congress three budget messages. On
January 28, he recommended total spending of $616 billion. On
March 14, in a television address to the American people, he rec-
ommended total spending of $613 billion and on Monday of this
week, he recommended total spending of $612 billion.

The $612 billion figure for fiscal year 1981 is $64 billion more
than the Congress established for fiscal year 1980 only months ago,
November 1979.

The committee requested Chairman Paul Volcker of the Federal
Reserve Board to meet with the committee today. The committee
feels that the Nation's economic situation and the Government's
financial situation both are extremely grave.

The committee recognize that the Federal Reserve Board has
taken bold steps, and the chairman of this subcommittee, for one,
wants to commend the courage of Chairman Volcker and his fellow
Board members for the fight that is being made on the monetary
side in regard to attempting to curb the 18 percent annual infla-
tion rate.

It is the view of this Senator that the Federal Reserve Board
alone cannot solve the problem and the Congress must get into the
act in setting fiscal policy. However, I feel that the Congress should
get the viewpoint and the recommendations of the able Chairman
of the Federal Reserve Board.

We assume, Mr. Volcker, that you need some help in this anti-
inflation fight from the Congress, and if this assumption is reason-
ably correct, this committee would welcome your views and recom-
mendations and any comments that you would care to make in
regard to the Nation's rather severe economic problems.

Welcome.

STATEMENT OF HON. PAUL VOLCKER, CHAIRMAN, FEDERAL
RESERVE. BOARD

Chairman VowCKa. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think that'you received my statement yesterday, and perhaps

we can expedite things if I do not read it.
Senator ByRw. That will be made a part of the record.
Chairman VOLCKzR. I can affirm that your assumption is fully

correct: We can use all the help we can get in asserting an appro-
priate degree of restraint on this inflationary process. If we have to
press monetary policy without help from the fiscal side, the danger
will increase.



I have been gratified that this point has been appreciated some-
what now due to the severity of the inflation problem; the need to
attack inflation on all sides is better appreciated now.

The alarming recent price index figure to which you referred-
around an 18-percent annual rate--sure has gotten people's atten-
tion. While that particular index may exaggerate the problem, the
problem is very real and very severe, and I look forward to fiscal
policy pulling its oar harder in the direction of restraint.

We are certainly in one of those periods when the need for large
amounts of Federal financing brings pressure on markets very
directly. Those pressures are strong enough so that it is clear that
other potential borrowers, most notably home builders at this
point, but also farmers and even larger businesses, are feeling a
strong squeeze. The more credit is absorbed by the Federal Govern-
ment at this point in time, the less there is for others.

- We have felt it necessary and continue to feel it necessary to
restrain the growth of money and credit, because ultimately we
cannot deal with this inflationary problem if we do not have re
straint in money and credit growth.

Unfortunately, the deficit has gotten bigger this year and that
cannot be reversed immediately, although the bulk of that deficit is
now behind us. But, as we set our course for the next fiscal year-
and, indeed, as we look at the rest of this fiscal year and, equally
as important, as we look beyond the next fiscal year and to the
years ahead-I think we can now see the crucial importance of
getting this trend in spending reduced, not only because of its
impact in terms of the deficit, but also because that is the only way
that we can really prepare the ground for the kind of tax reduction
that many people are talking about. I do not think that is possible
or responsible at this point in time, when the budget is not in
shape, a factor which is urgently desirable in terms of the longer
run growth of the economy. All I would say in that connection is
that the priority at this point has to be getting the expenditure
trend down, into a shape that makes it possible, eventually, to
achieve the kind of tax reduction that we would like to see.

The only other point in my statement that is worth alluding to is
that when one looks at Federal Government financing, one has to
look beyond the budget to the somewhat arbitrary decisions about
what is included in the budget and what is not. There is a certain
amount of off-budget financing that has tended to increase in
recent years.

The administration itself has made some proposals for scrutiniz-
ing those off-budget credit programs more carefully and bringing
those more directly under congressional control in the aggregate,
and I think that I would commend those proposals to you; it is
important that that part of the Federal financing- picture be looked
at as well.

Senator BYRw. Thank you, Chairman Volcker.
In your statement, you say Federal borrowing absorbs scarce

private savings and intensifies pressures on financial markets.
How much borrowing do you foresee by the Federal Government

during this current year of 1980?
Chairman VOLCKER. I have not calculated a borrowing figure. I

do not have a better estimate of the deficit than the estimates the
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administration put out-in the neighborhood of $36 billion to $37
billion for programs in the budget and off-budget financing which
amounts to another $15 billion, for a combined financing of $51
billion to $52 billion for this fiscal year.

As I suggested, even on a seasonally adjusted basis, I think that
more than half of that is behind us. On an unseasonally adjusted
basis, we can look forward to some reduction in financing needs.

We normally have a big surplus during the current'quarter; if
we take that into account, the major financing for this year is
behind us. But that surplus for- this quarter is a normal, seasonal
phenomenon, and I do not want to suggest that that means the
problem is anything less than urgent.

Senator Bvw.*Another thought occurs to me as to the accuracy
of the figures with which we are dealing and the reliability that
can be placed on those-and I say that for this reason.

It was only 4 months ago that the Congress in the second
concurrent budget resolution adopted on November 16, put Federal
spending for the current fiscal year at$548 billion. Yesterday or
the day before, the Senate Budget Committee increased that figure
by $18 billion. That is for the current fiscal year, bringing the total
spending to the current fiscal year up to $566 billion.

What I am-suggesting is in a period of 4 months, $18 billion
has been added to the expenditure side of Government.

Chairman VoLczm. That is true.
Senator Bmn. That brings to my mind as to how much confi-

dence we can have in the new figures which are being submitted. I
do not know whether you have any comment.

Chairman VoLcmi. As the figures that you recite indicate, there
is great pressure to exceed budgetary estimates, growing from the
inflationary process.

I think the impact of rising prices was underestimated and the
impact on the budget was underestimated. We are in a period of
apparently rising defense spending, and the inflationary impact
from some sectors of defense spending, in particular, were underes-
timated in the recent figures you recite. Another factor has been
rising interest costs, because the money markets have been so tight
and rates have gone up. In the fullness of time, that could move in
the other direction as well.

" I would accept your point that the risk of recent events is that
expenditures might increase beyond the estimates. The reductions
that the President has proposed and that some congressional com-
mittees have proposed in a sense offset these reestimates of higher
expenditures and therefore do not show much net progress. There
are some real cuts there, but they have been necessary to offset
this momentum of increased outlays.

The lesson that I would derive from that is that the Congress
and the administration need to be as forceful in confining expendi-
tures within the budgeted amounts as they are making cuts; pro-
grams of the sort that have been proposed.

It is going to take continued efforts, I think, to confine actual
spending within the new estimates, but I have no reason to believe
that those new estimates are neither fair nor accurate appraisals of
where things stand at the moment.



Senator BwD. You indicated earlier that you thought that the
top priority is getting expenditures down?

Chairman VOLCKER. Right.
- Senator ByRD. I certainly agree with you. That is why I constrain
my enthusiasm for the proposals of both the President and the two
budget committees.

The impression has gotten abroad that recent activity in Wash-
ington is directed toward reducing Government spending. This is
just not the case.

When President Carter submitted his budget on January 28, it
called for a total spending of $616 billion. Now this week he called
for a total spending of $612 billion.

This is a $4 billion reduction, but that is a reduction from an
increase in spending. Even with a $4 billion reduction, which is
virtually nothing compared to a $616 billion budget, the adminis-
tration program still calls for a total increase in spending over the
current fiscal year, as enunciated by Congress last November, of
$64 billion.

That is not getting spending under control that I can see.
Chairman VOLCKER. If I may interject, Senator Byrd?
Senator BYRD. Yes.
Chairman VOLCKER. It looks to be less than $64 billion; the total

goes from more like $569 billion up to $612 billion, as you say.
Senator BYRD. I think where we differ, Mr. Chairman is this. I

am going to the budget resolution, what the Congress has approved
to date in spending for fiscal year 1980-$548 billion. This was in
the budget resolution which the Congress adopted.

Chairman VOLCKER. Right.
Senator BYRD. Congress has taken no further steps in regard to

the fiscal year 1980 budget. That is what the Congress said could be
spent for fiscal 1980.

Chairman VoLCim. Right.
Senator BYRD. Take $612 billion and subtract $548 billion from it;

you get a $64 billion! increase in spending.
Chairman VOLCKER. I am looking at the new administration

estimates which show an increase of $43 billion. The 1980 figure is
much higher than the figure that you suggest; that was the point
we were discussing before. But the point that I would make, I
think, about either of these figures, is that while spending is going
up by a large amount, if the present goal for 1981 set forth by the
administration or by the congressional committees that have been
discussing this were to be achieved, it would represent a very
substantial slowdown in the rate of growth; indeed, the rate of
growth would be below the rate of inflation.

So, I think there is a real change in trend here. If it can be
achieved, if it can be sustained in later years, it is not insignificant.
It would be highly significant if this goal could be achieved.

I would like to see even more, if that is possible, but I would not
want to dismiss what would be achieved if this goal could- be
reached.

Senator BYRD. I am not convinced that the goal can be reached.
No. 2, -the rate of growth, a $64 billion increase over the $548
billion figure is about 12 percent.

I would say that is a very substantial rate of growth.



Let me ask you this, if I may. How do we get interest rates
down?

Chairman VOLCKR. Ultimately, I think we will get interest rates
down by reducing the rate of inflation. I think over any period of
time you could not reasonably expect the level of interest rates to
be wildly out of line with the inflation rate. Indeed, you would
expect-if any period could be called normal-that in more normal
periods the rate of interest will be somewhat above the expected
rate of inflation; that has been the typical pattern in the past.

You would expect the return on investment to be adequate to
permit some reward to lenders, so that the normal expectation in, I
think, any market economy would be that interest rates would be
related to the rate of inflation over a period of time and, by and
large, they would tend to offer some positive return.

Senator BYRD. The way to achieve this-
Chairman VOLCKER. The way to get interest rates down is to get

-inflation down.
Senator Bnay. To get inflation under control first?
Chairman VOLCK. Right.
Senator Byvw. One tool that can be used in that regard is mone-
tary tool, and the other tool must be fiscal policy?
Chairman VoLcwm. Yes, sir.
Senator Bnvw. The Congress and the administration together

must do their part on the fiscal side if the efforts of the monetary
side are to be successful. Is that right?

Chairman VOLCKE. Yes.
There is no question, given from the general relationship of

interest rates to inflation in the short-run situation we are in-
and could be again in the future-that the more pressure is taken
off the markets by reduction in Federal borrowing the more easily
you would expect credit to flow to other sectors of the economy
and, to that extent, the lower the interest rates would be.

Senator BuRm. As I go around Virginia to meet with and talk
with people, so many put this question to me-perhaps you can
help me give a satisfactory answer.

Why does not Congress do something about interest rates?
Now, what can Congress do about interest rates?
Chainmn Vowiem. Congress can reduce the budgetary deficit;

that would be the most fundamental and constructive thing you
can do about interest rates.

Interest rates are influenced, certainly in the short run, by the
creation of money; that is a job that the Congress has delegated to
the Federal Reserve.

We used to think that the more money we had, the lower the
interest rates. I think-that we have learned that the more money

-we have the more inflation we have and, in the end, you may get
higher interest rates out of that process than lower.

B dly, that is what has happened in recent decades or for even
longer. I think that the effort to reduce interest rates by pumping
up the money supply, so to speak, may or may not have some
transitory effect in lowering interest rates, but the net result is to
increase the inflation rate. It would be counterproductive and we
would be back here complaining next year that interest rates were



still higher if we just went ahead and opened up the monetary
taps.

On the other hand, if we do begin to make some progress on the
inflation front-as we expect to; certainly our policy is aimed in
that direction-then, indeed, we can see interest rates come down
in a context of restraint on the money supply. Restraining the
money supply does not mean, over a long period of time, high
Interest rates; it should mean ultimately lower interest rates.

I see the inflationary situation responding to restraint. I do not
know of any way to short circuit that process. The effort to short
circuit that process is what would get us in trouble again.

We can use all the help we can get in relieving the pressures on
interest rates and tensions in the market through the budgetary
process. I know that you have unquestionably been visited by a lot
of home builders and realtors and small businessmen and farmers
who say they are having difficulty raising credit, and indeed, they
are.

I think the most constructive response that they can receive is
7 the assurance that you will do all you can to get the Federal

Government out of the way in terms of the demands that it puts on
the credit market.

Senator BYRD. Your reply to that question basically is the reply
that I gave to the 700 or 800 Virginia homebuilders here in Wash-
ington last week. I do not know of any way that the Congress can
legislate interest rates down.

Chairman VoLcwm. I do not either.
Senator BYRD. The Congress role is to curb this uncontrolled, and

maybe some disagree, but I say uncontrolled Federal spending.
Until we are able to control this Federal spending, I do not see too
much hope of getting interest rates down.

Chairman VOLCKER. If I might just elaborate on that slightly, if
Federal spending is not under better control you either end up
with a deficit and the situation we have now, or you end up with
the kind of tax structure that I think stifles growth in the econo-
my, which is not helpful to the long run picture either. So, I do
think the key to this process is restraint on spending.

Senator BYRD. The Federal Government overall gains by infla-
tion, does it not?

Chairman VOLEKER. I do not know where the net balance lies. It
certainly gains tax receipts, not just from the straightforward
transformation of inflation into higher receipts, but because of the
progressivity of the tax structure; inflation puts people in higher
brackets, so that, in effect, you get a higher tax burden.

I think that the nature of our .tax system is such that it taxes
profits-in this kind of a situation, profits that are not real, and
that is another way that it gets higher revenues and at the same
time inhibits the investment process.

On the other hand, of course, the interest rates reflect the infla-
tionary process, too.

On balance, perhaps, the budget gains from inflation, but I would
think that on a close analysis of the particular impacts at a partic-
ular time, there is no question that the process is not a construc-
tive one in the sense that there is without doubt an increased tax
burden as inflation continues.



Senator Bviw. I think the figures submitted by the administra-
tion on January 28 and again this week are immensely interesting.
On January 28 the outlay figure for 1981 was $616 billion and the
revenues were estimated to be $600 billion with a deficit of $16
billion.

Now they come along this week, 60 days later, and they reduce
expenditures slightly to $614 billion, but they estimate the rev-
enues will be $628 billion. That is how they get what they claim to
be a surplus, by increasing the tax take from the American public.

I think it is vitally important to have a balanced budget, but my
conception of balancing the budget is not to increase taxes but to
reduce spending. Spending is the problem. As you indicated a
moment ago, the priority should be given to getting spending under
control.

Chairman Vowxm=. In fairness, Senator Byrd, we did adopt the
approach on the basis that the reduction of expenditures itself-
admittedly from a higher level than presented in February would
be enough to balance the budget without any explicit new taxes.

There is that implicit new tax from the progressivity of the tax
structure, but the new revenues from the oil import proposal were

-not necessarily arrived at to achieve a balance in the budget.
Senator Bviw. In any case, the budget is being balanced by

taking more from the people.
Chairman VoLcK=. There is no question that the budget re-

ceipts relative to economic -activity are projected to rise rather
decidedly in 1981, to over 22 percent of the Gross National Product.
This tax burden, as projected in 1981, if I recall correctly, is as high
in percentage as it has ever been, including in wartime.

Senator BYRD. I think that is correct. I thought the facts were
that it is higher than in any period of our history, than the last
year of World War 11. There is just a fraction difference.

You might say it is the highest tax take percentagewise in rela-tion to GNP than has ever been in the history of our country.
Let me ask you this in regard to interest rates. Is it correct that

while the Federal Reserve can determine to some degree short-
term interest rates, that it has little or no control over long-term
rates?

Chairman VoLcmzR. I think that is essentially correct in the
short run. We can, with a certain range, have a strong influence on
short-term rates, but the long-term market is very heavily affected
by expectations of what an appropriate level of interest rates will
be in the future, which is in turn related to expectations about
inflation. Without engaging in massive operations-you would
practically have to buy up the Federal debt-you could not control
that rate very closely.

Indeed, I do not think we can control the short-term rate except
in limited time periods and within limited ranges with an inflation-
ary situation and an economic situation of the sort we have right
now. Our ability to control even the short-term rate structure is
circumscribed by the economic situation that exists; it is not unlim-
ited by any means.

Senator BYRD. I realized the delicate nature of your work, so to
speak. If it is not inappropriate, may I ask what rate do you see the
money supply expanding in this current fiscal year and in 1981?



Chairman VOLCKER. We have set our specific objectives for
growth in the money supply for this calendar year. We do not
divide by fiscal years, but rather we look for a pretty steady
pattern in terms of the calendar year. We have several definitions
of the money supply, the so-called narrow definition which is basi-
cally currency outstanding, and transaction balances.

We set forward a target of 3.6 percent to 6 percent for M-1A for
'this year. We are somewhere close to the midpoint of that target, I
think, over the first 3 months, and we will make every reasonable-effort to be within that targeted range. As a first approximation, I
think one could think of the midpoint of that range as a reasonable
starting point.

That would be a reduced rate of growth from last year. We have
not specifically set forward any targets for 1981, but the general
?philosophy-has been to reduce growth of the money supply over a
-period of time. I think that is the operative objective, although we
have not set down a particular number for 1981 as yet. We will
have to make a preliminary judgment on that in July.

.Senator BYRD. In reading the March 21 Federal Reserve statis-
tics, and I do not know that I am an expert on reading these
statistics, but as I understand it, currency plus demand deposits for
March for the 4 weeks ending March 14, 1979, 52 weeks previous inparens, the increase is 7.1 percent.-
pn Chairman VOLCKER. I do not have a calculation precisely on that
basis, but it may well be true. If I recall the figure correctly it is
about 4.5 percent for M-1A from the September average-before
our October announcement-to the March estimate.

There was a bulge in February that probably affects the figures
itat you are looking at. From September 1979, to December 1979,
'the last quarter of last year, M-1A was at 4.4 percent rate of
growth. January growth was 3.6.percent. February had the bulge,
11.9 percent. There is no question, knowing what we know so far of
March, that the March figure will be very low.

Senator BYRD. Why is there the 11.97 That is a huge number.
Chairman VOLCKER. That is right. It took a big bulge in Febru-

ar senator BYRD. Why was that?

Chairman VOLCKER. I wish I knew why these figures move
around from month to month. They do but we do not have the
precision and control that permits us to keep absolutely steady on
a month-to-month basis. February had a big bulge, but you will
find that was largely reversed in March.

Senator BYRD. This statistical report shows, take December 12,1979, and compare it with the 13 weeks previous, 6.8 percent.
Chairman VOLCKER. That period sounds to-me like it includes

February.
Senator BYRD. December 12 until March 12.
Chairman VOLCKER. It says mid-March.
Senator BYRD. I see. You think that includes February?
Chairman VOLCKER. I assume that 13 week average would in-

clude February, and that is why that is higher than.we like to see
it. That is somewhat above our target, but that particular calcula-
tion reflects that February bulge. It is real; we had a big increase
in the money supply in February.



All of these figures are annual rates. We had a 1-percent in-
crease in February; if you multiply that by 12, you get the annual
rate.

There is no question that we had a bulge in February, but for the
first quarter of the year we certainly had an increase m the money
supply of reasonable proportions.

Senatr Bwvw. I have figures here beginning with 1960, expan-
sion of the money supply from 1960 through 1979. It.shows that for
calendar year 1977 and 1978, the two together, an increase of 15.1
percent which is the highest it has ever been--

Chairman Vowmm. Adding together the 2 years?
Senator ByrD. Yes.
Chairman Vowwm. M-1?
Senator BYv. That is right.
Chairman-VOLCKRR. That is about right.
Senator BYRD. The next highest period was 1971 and 1972 where

it was 15 percent. Then it drops down. During 1973, 1974, and 1975,
itgoes up a little in 1976 or well up in 1977 and 1978 and then in
1979 it drops down to 5.5.

Chairman VoLcKmI. That 5.5 figure is misleading. For better or
for worse that particular figure dropped down in 1979 because of
transfer out of demand deposit accounts to NOW accounts and so-
called automatic transfer accounts, which technically were not in-
cluded in the M-1 figure.

If you adjusted the figure for estimate of those transferred, the
1979 figure would have been 6.8 percent. That is still down a bit
from the 1978 figures that you cited, but not down as much as to
5.5.

Senator BYRD. So that 5.5 figure is low?
Chairman VOLCKER. Is artificially low in a sense.
Senator BYRD. Should be'adjusted upward?
Chairman Vowwim. ShQuld be adjusted upward to be compara-

ble.
Senator Byiw. Thank you.
Senator Chafee?
Senator CHAIF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I would likb to follow through on this interest

problem. As you mentioned, we have had home builders and road
builders, real estate agents, everyone in Washington deeply con-
cerned about the interest rates.

- You said the best thing we can do to lower the interest rates is to
end the Federal deficit on the theory that interest rates and infla-
tion march along together pretty much.

Chairman VoLcKmz. On thaf theory and also on the theory-it is
clearly more than a theory-that by removing the Government
borrowing demand from the market you have a direct impact on
interest rates.

Senator CHAm. No question, but on the other hand, we have
respected economists who say if we balance the budget we are only
going to reduce inflation by 0.3 of I percent so that if we followed
that along, then interest rates would only go down .0.3 of I percent,
and how much better off are we.

Chairman Vowxma. Not much if that analysis is correct, but I do
not accept that analysis.



I think that kind of statement is based upon econometric equa-
tions that really do not reflect and cannot pick up the dynamics of

----the process. I think if you ran those equations backward in history,
Fso to speak, there is no way you could use those equations to

explain how we have an inflation rate of the sort that we have
now.

I think those equations neglect the role of expectations, and they
neglect many changing and shifting relationships that cannot be
caught up in this kind of analysis.

Another aspect of the shortcomings of this sort of analysis: every-
one has been projecting a recession for more than 1 year, as you
know, and the recession, at least so far, has not developed.
7 The recession should have been here long ago because on the
basis of all historical precedent and all past economic relationships,

'people should not be spending so much; they should be saving
more. We should be in a recession. But what we see is they are
spending a lot more than any of those equations forecast. -

Why are they spending more? Well, it appears that at least part
of the explanation must be that the inflationary process as it has
proceeded has induced people to spend more money.

Senator CHAF=. Not much incentive to save?
Chairman VoLcxm. Not much incentive to save, but that is not
Captured in those equations. When you look ahead in terms of

balacing the budget, I think what we are doing-what we would
ihope t do-is to begin to change the psychology of inflation a bit,

'which is itself effectively keeping inflation going.
We would take pressures off the financial markets, which have

[--moved in the sarue direction if for no other reason than the inter-
est rate effect. It is not just balancing the budget that counts-or

that there is a difference of $10 billion or $15 billion in numerical
terms-but rather that there is an appreciation of the fact that the

Government is consistently moving to deal with inflation, moving
to deal with this expediture trend, increasing the prospt of tax

V reduction in that connection, increasing the prospect of lower inter-
r4est rates, and increasing the prospects of a reduced rate of infla-

tion.
People's behavior will change if this is done in a consistent way

-and supported by monetary policy, through the changed expecta-
tions that that generates. I think that we will find the inflation
r ate moving by much more than 0.3 of 1 percent.

Senator CHir. You pointed out that there were two tools, at
least, in the discussions here so far: the monetary tool, which is in
your bailiwick and the fiscal tool, which is in our bailiwick.

But is there not another tool that has to be used to address these
problems that you mentioned inyour statement on page 4 where
you're" deploying the decline in productivity and the slowing of
prouct vity growth in the seventies. When productivity lags and
the economy grows more slowly, the aspirations for higher living
standards are- frustrated.

Is there not a tax tool that we have to use here at some point? Of
course, that seems to me, is the key question-at what pmit. But

1 :we have a situation in the country where, balanced budget or no
balanced budget, we cannot compete in the international markd*
in steel. Well, maybe in automobiles, but in a host of areas.
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So that we have the peculiar situation that this great industrial
nation is trying to balance its payments overseas by its agricultural
exports.

At what point do we bring in that tool?
Chairman VOLCKER. I -think it is urgent that that third tool be

brought in. I think our productivity performance has been nothing
short of disastrous. It is declining, not during a period, of economic
decline, but even when the economy is growing.

I hope the decline in the past year exaggerates the severity of
the problem, but I am not sure it exaggerates it by all that much.
You have put your finger on a terribly important problem that is
at least partly amenable to revisions in the tax structure that help
give more investment incentive and investment return.

As you said, the critical question is one of timing. I think, unfor-
tunately, we do not have the budget in the kind of shape that
permits us to give up revenues at this point; the net result of tax
reductions at this point would be more pressure on financial mar-
kets and more inflation, Which itself would be -destructive of the
kind of investment and, ultimately, the kind of productivity in-
crease we want to see.

So, unfortunately, in the short run, in some sense, we have to
work at cross-purpmes because we have got to get this budget in
shape as a prerequisite for the kind of action that you are suggest-
ing. I look forward to the day, I welcome the day-the sooner it
comes the better-when we can responsibly take that kind of tax
measure. Alongside dealing with the inflationary problem in gener-
al, I think, ought to be put, the achievement of strength on the
spending side of the budget so that that day when we can begin
moving concretely in that direction is not intolerably far off; but
that day of tax reduction is not now.

Senator CHAFEE. But are there not little things that we can do?
For example, I noticed the other day-and this does not deal with
productivity but it deals with the interest problem that you are
concerned with, that we are all concerned with.

An attempt was made in the House of Representatives to elimi-
nate the withholding on interest on bonds both governmental and
industrial held by farms. Now, some people got off splendid speech-
es against the wickedness of eliminating that interest withholding,
particularly as the administration is now suggesting that we are
going into the withholding.

It seems to me that the objective is to have lower interest rates,
your lower. interest rates by having more money available from
lenders.

If foreigners would come in and lend more, then the result could
not help but be lowered interest rates.

Chairman VOLCKER. I think, in general, that is constructive for a
variety of reasons. I would not expect that particular measure to
hve any pronounced effect on the level of interest rates, but it will
tend to attract more foreign investment in this country.

Senator CHAFEE. It is not equity investment.
Chairman VOLOCKR. There are various farms.

'Senator CHAFE. Not foreigners owning our farms.
Chairman VOLCKER. The proposal that I saw most recently ex-

clules dividends and equity investments. Some people would argue



that that investment sometimes is the most constructive-not nec-
-V essarily in farms, where we are very efficient-and that this coun-

try can benefit from foreign equity investment. It brings with it-
tas we used to argue from the other direction-technology and
manage ment techniques that sometimes are very helpful.

Volkswagen, for instance, seems to be doing reasonably well with
J|s investment. Volkswagen cars in the United States are produced
in the United States, which is more beneficial to our economy than
im rting them, I would think.

ienator CH"z. In these little things such as that, do you make
yuour views known? Do you say there is something that will help
Increase availability of money for lending even though you did not
say necessarily at lower interest rates, but it helps. It is a plus.

Do you make your views known, or are you not asked?
Chairman Vow m. I suppose sometimes I am and sometimes I

iam not. On that particular question, I have had some discussion
with Treasury.

Senator CHiu . I think the Treasury people support it.
Chairman VoLCKxz. Yes, they did. I have not been following it

-closely, but that is my understanding.
Senator CHFzz. Many of us were raised in an era when people

were not concerned about Federal deficits over the years, starting
,-_way back. Our parents would rant and rave about deficit spending
but we got pretty well adjusted to it and I guess in the past 40
years we probably had surpluses in the budget six times.

Chairman Vowcmt. I do not know what the figure is over 40
years; I know we had a surplus only once in the past ten years.

Senator CHAin. Eleven years.
Do you think that the inflation that we have today is due to

those continuous deficits?
Chairman VowxKz. In part. I think that it is due to what might

,,be called a laxity of policy in a number of directions and that is
one symptom of it. In general, probably because we were so heavily
c,=€onditioned by experience during the Great Depression, we have
been very cautious about the possibility that the economy might
occasionally be in a recession and we have been les concerned
about inflation historically, until now. So policy has been biased.

Senator CH"in. We have not made the choice now yet.
Chairman VowwR. Well, I am not sure.
Senator CH"=. I am not sure the decisions have been made.
Chairman Voicmi. We will see, but I think the mood has

changed in any event.
We will see how far it has changed, but I think there is evidence

that it has changed. Historically, during the postwar period, when
z there was ever any concern about a downturnor sluggishness in

the economy, as there often was, the temptation was to let the
budget drift, let monetary policy drift; if, in the end, that resulted

in a little more inflation, that was considered not too heavy a cost
to bear.

That worked all right when there was no great expectation of
inflation and the inflation rate was relatively low, but I do think
we live in 4 new world now where the expectations of inflation and
the expectations of an increasing rate of inflation mean that that



kind of approach no longer works, even in its primary objective of
supporting the economy.

We have reached the stage where stimulative policies are, in a
sense, feared by the markets, and they tend to tighten the markets
rather than to ease them, creating distortions which are counter-
productive even to the nominal purpose of the stimulating policy.

They do not work any more, and I think that is the lesson of the
1970's; we end up with the higher inflation rate and -the higher
unemployment rate at the same time. That kind of approach comes
to a dead end; we have to learn how to do this differently..

Senator CHAm. It seems to me that, in addition to balancing the
budget, that there has-to be a consistency- to this, that if we
balance the budget in 1981 we would be making a terrible mistake
if, at the same time, we embarked on new programs that had a
balloon effect in the outyears which would throw this budget way
out of balance in 1982, 1983.

Chairman VOLCKE. I agree.
If I just might interject, Senator Chafee, the significance of

moving toward expenditure restraint now does not rest entirely
upon what is done in 1981 or the magnitude that we are talking
-about, as Senator Byrd suggested; this is not enormous, in terms of
the whole budget. But it does indicate a change in trend, which is
much more significant and which is necessary to support the tax
measures that you referred to.

Senator CH"z. If you had your druthers on the various tax
measures, which would you take first: Eliminating double taxation
on dividends; capital cost recovery, the so-called 1.0-5-3; increasing
the investment tax credit; increase the exemptions or deductions
on the individual? Which would you choose?

Chairman VOLCKER. Let me express a general philosophy without
taking a particular position.

I do think the emphasis ought to be on this investment problem,
given the productivity problems that we have. We ought to provide
a better climate for business investment, a better climate for busi-
ness profitability. My inclination is to approach that problem, to

- the extent possible, directly through the way that we tax business
and investment.

Now, there are several alternative ways of going about it: You
you can do it through depreciation, liberalization, new investment
tax credits; you could reduce the corporate tax rate; You could deal
with this double taxation of dividends.

Each approaches the problem from a somewhat different direc-
tion. I would be reluctant to be too firm in choosing any one of
those approaches because, although they are all aimed at the same
problem-they are all possibly constructive approaches-each hits
particular businesses differently and therefore becomes controver-
sial within the business community as well as more broadly.

The emphasis ought to be on moving in that direction ratherthan at least at this stage, on debating the differences between the
approaches. I think that there seems to be a consensus developing
that perhaps the depreciation route is a more promising one; if
there is a consensus in that direction, which seems to me one of
the effective routes tht could be taken because it has some partic-



ular advantages during an inflationary period, then, in some sense,that may be the most promising path.
But I would not want to overemphasize the distinction between

that particular path and some of these alternative ones. The em-phasis, in general, should properly lie in that direction.Senator Cm. What do you think of the administration pro-
posal on the withholding, on the interest?

-_Chairman Voz~cumz. That is an old issue on which philosophies
differ, as you know, Senator. It can be approached simply as a_-means of assuring that taxes would be paid. There are great com-
plications in enforcing and adopting that approach across the boardbecause, it is virtually impossible to do so for marketable securitiesand, therefore, you are especially burdening, our savings institu-
fions.

Whether this is just the right time for the particular reform is
':perhaps a debatable matter.

Senator CHAFE. If, on a savings account, and there are zillions
1.of tiny savings accounts in this country, that many banks, savingsbanks, do not even bother adding up the interest until a personcomes in for their withdrawal. At least in the book, I suppose, in
-some way they are compounding it.

Chairman Vowzaz. Of course, they do have to report the inter-est to the taxpayer at the end of the year, so they already have to
go through that process of mailing out these notices.

Senator CH . There is a lot of difference between doing itquarterly-this proposal of the administration would do it quarter-
ly, would it not?

I, Chairman VoLCmx . I am not sure about the details of the pro-iPosal in terms of when withheld taxes would -actually be sent tokthe Treasury. I would assume it would be at least quarterly, so it
advances the time--
--Senator CHizz. That the administration gets the money?
SChairman Vowa (continuing). When the administration gets

Ie money.
-I suppose, in theory, they should be getting it anyway, through

Lthe esmated tax. Their concern, of course, is that they do not getit, so in a sense I do not think it is fair to call this a tax increase,
but rather-a tax enforcement device.

'It creates some additional burden of recordkeeping for the insti-
tutions and for the taxpayer.SSenator ~~Ii. It seems to me, if we are going to lick tliSenate C n pin tolckti
Inflation in addition to the balanced budget, there has fo be a"nsis tency in our policy. We were discussing recently, the adminis-bation comes in, supports a measure to tax exempt the foreiond... The foreign bondholders, in order to help the credit situa-ion the country, then immediately right on the heels of that
thbey come in with this withholding provision which is contrary to-he very provision they are supporting.

"Chairan VowzmI. Contrary in what sense? I am sure If they
;;-were here they would argue-

'Senator CH= That the other part is de minimis?Chairman Vowm. People are paying taxes that they should bepaying anyway; there is no tax increase involved in better enforce-



ment. I suppose, they would say that you should not conduct tax
policy by permitting ease of evasion.

Senator CHAm. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BYRD. Senator Dole?
Senator DoLz. I apologize for being late, and I will just ask that

my statement be made a part of the record.
Senator BYRD. It will be made a part of the record.
[The statement of Hon. Bob Dole follows:]

STATEMENT OF SENATOR BOB DOLE

WHY HAVE A DEBT LIMIT?

Mr. Chairman, I want to congratulate you for scheduling this hearing to focus our
attention on the expiration of the temporary debt limit at the end of May. This is
the first year in this Senator's recollection when Congress and the public have
shown such concern over increases in the Federal deficit, and the level of outstand-
Ig public debt. The persistent efforts of the senior Senator from Virginia have
contributed greatly to public awareness and understanding of these issues, and for
that reason he deserves out thanks.

The Chairman of the Federal Reserve will share his thoughts with us today, and I
welcome his appearance. Chairman Volcker has been spending a great deal of time
with congressional committees lately, but I am glad he has found time to comment
on the public debt limit. While the Treasury is responsible for managing the
Nation's finances, the Federal Reserve bears the burden of maintaining a system of
money and credit that can accommodate both the demands of government and the
demands of the private sector. These days the public is aware as never before of the
crucial role of the Fed in facilitating our Nation's economic growth, of how its
polices on money and credit affect employment and housing. Chairman Volcker
recently told the Banking Committee that deficits at the Federal level may be
needed in some years, but that a deficit should be the exception, whereas Congress
has made it a rule. I would hope that Mr. Volcker would expand upon that
comment in the context of the upcoming expiration of the debt limit.

Mr. Chairman, we do have a debt limit. It has not been effective, because it is not
fixed, it is notbinding. Each year Co makes cumulative spending decisions,

including long-term spending, that result in the need to raise the temporary limit
yet again. Perhaps this time around we will find a way to put some teeth in the
process. I hope some efforts will be made in that direction.

In the long run, however, we may do better by controlling the budget before we
reach the point where the debt limit must be raised. In this connection I would like
to point out that the Judiciary Committee recently passed up an opportunity to

make major progress in that direction. By a vote of 9 to 8, the Committee rejected a
bipartisan proposal to amend the Constitution so as to require a three-fifths vote to
adopt a deficit buget. The Amendment, S.J. Res. 126, would also require a recor

vote in order to increase the level of taxation. The distiguished Chairman of this
Subcommittee is cosponsor of this resolution and I think he will agree with me that
the Senate should have an opportunity to vote on the measure. Thirty states have
demanded such action, and with petitions from four more states, a constitutional
convention would have to be called to deal with this issue. It would be preferable for
Congress to take the lead here and retain the abilitv to control the outcome.

Mr. Chairman, I thank my colleagues for their attention to these matters, and I
look forward to the testimony of our distiguished witnesses.

"TALKING POINTS' REGARDING DEBT LIMIT/BALANCED BUDGET

I. Deficit spending
Debt limit action merely ratifies the deficit run by the government. Peristent

deficits cause inflation by: (A) Putting more money in circulation without productiv-
ity gain (more goods and services). Dollar cost of existing gods and services inevita-
bly rises; () Federal Government borrows to finance deficit, and Federal Reserve
allows money supply to grow to avoid credit crunch. Increase in money supply bids
up goods and services, devalues dollar. Alternatively, Fed raises interest rates to
reduce credit demand; (C) Large Government borrowing draws capital away from
private sector. Thus, potential for real economic growth reduced; (D) International
money markets perceive decline in dollar value and value of dollar in trading
declines-international confidence in our economy is undermined.



Senator DoLz. If you have covered this you can just say so and I
will not keep the Chairman, but we have heard Dr. Burns before
the Joint Economic Committee last week urge the repeal of the
Credit Control Act. Dr. Burns said the act was stupid and -dictato-
rial and that Congress, in effect, had abdicated its responsibility in
passing the act.

Do you have any views on that?
Chairman VoLcmKz. I can make a general comment, Senator

Dole. Let me draw some distinction between the Credit Control
- Act, in general, and the very limited opening in it that the Presi-

dent made. He did not invoke the whole act, only portions for
consumer credit, and for money market funds.

That act, if one reads it, grants an enormously sweeping authori-
ty, and I would question whether it is appropriate to have so

-sweeping a grant of authority. Therefore, I would be not at all
reluctant, at the very least, to have Congress review that act,
because it is such a sweeping grant of authority-overly sweeping,
-it seems to me.

Senator DoLz. This may already have been discussed but there
has been a feeling, I think, in the Congress, probably also in the
administration, that most of the burden of trying to restrain infla-
tion has been heaped on yuui- shoulders, that the Fed must carry
most of the load.

Does that cause any concern, or do you accept that responsi-
bility?

Chairman Voicm. We do not have any alternative but to
accept it and we do accept it, but it is not right. We would be better
off if that burden were more distributed. The result would be less
pressure on the financial markets, less distortions in the economy.

We were talking before you came in, Senator Dole, about the
: extremely heavy pressure on the home building industry, for in-
stance, as one symptom of so heavy a reliance on monetary policy,
and the need for more balance in the approach; that is one reason
why it is more important to get fiscal policy carrying a bigger part
of this load as soon as it can.

Senator DoILz. It has been suggested by some that steps are
-.- needed to offset high interest rates, which are having a great

impact on States like Kansas, on cattle producers and others who
have to refinance.

Chairman Vocsmm. That is another area where the &ueeze is
tight.

Senator DoLz. It has been suggested that one way to offset that
is to get some sort of a tax credit for everything-certain percent-
age-over 12 percent; anything you pay above that in interest you
would get a credit against your income tax.

I am not certain that would be really addressing the problem.
Chairman Vowxim. I do not think it would. Of course, you

ready get a deduction for interest. I think the general treatment
in the tax code-the saver and the lender on the one side and the

-borrower on- the other side-has generally facilitated borrowing
and restrained savings, which is part of our difficulty.

I have not heard the proposal that you just cited, but it seems to
me that that is a further extension of a part of the philosophy that
got us in trouble in the first place.



-Senator DOLE. That is my view. It is just a bill that has been
introduced, or will be introduced, by a number of Senators. I
thought it might be good to have your comments on the record, but
it seems to me that that would not do anything to restrain borrow-
ing.

Chairman VOLCKER. Certainly if you did this in the economy
generally it would be disastrous. It just means that nobody would
pa the higher interest rates.

nator DOLE. This is probably outside the scope of your respon-
sibilities, but as you know, the administration is talking not about
the imposition of an import fee.

Do you see that as a help in your efforts to slow down inflation?
Chairman VOLCKER. The oil import fees?
Senator DoLz. Yes.
Chairman VOLCKEa. I do, frankly. Again, this is an area where

you have a conflict between the short run and the long run, but I
think, looking at our economic problems broadly, and at the infla-
tionary problem in particular, the oil problem just sticks out. If we
try to duck away from that problem and always try to moderate
the initial impact of the higher imported oil prices on the Ameri-
can economy, we will not achieve the conservation, we will not
achieve the foundation for stability in the future; we are going to
be chasing our tails year after year.

What we ultimately have to do is get some conservation. We are
getting some now, but we need more. We have to reduce our
dependence on foreign oil as a part of the process of getting out of
this inflationary spiral.

If you put on something like an oil import fee that is reflected in
a higher gasoline price, in the short run, that will be reflected in
the Consumer Price Index. In the not so distant future, it is part of
the process of getting this thing leveled off.

In the short run, to the extent that this can be recognized and
should be recognized as a particular action to help deal with the oil
import situation, the oil conservation situation, I would hope that
the initial impact on the Consumer Price Index is not viewed alone
but as a predictable result of a whole policy approach that does
seem to me to be sound in its longer range implications.

Senator DOLE. I imagine that there would be some controversy
about that import fee and I would think maybe there will be some
effort to deprive the President of that authority, particularly when
there is some question of whether he can make it stick only on
people who use gasoline, but not on all petroleum products. That is
another matter that we will be discussing, I assume, and some
appropriate resolution, disapproving the President's efforts, or
some way to change his authority may be introduced.

Chairman VOKER. I do not think, and I suspect the President
does not think, that the oil import fee is the most desirable way of
going about this. That is why he has asked for the explicit gasoline
tax substitute, and I think this would be a constructive way of
dealing with part of the problem that you cite.

Senator DOLE. I think there are some of us willing to do that if
we can be persuaded that we are finally going to bring about
conservation, some change in the inflation rate, and we are all
discussing a balanced budget for 1981. It seems to some of us and, I



Am certain, to nearly everyone, that we cannot just focus on 1981,
we have to take a longer view.

We tried that in the Judiciary Committee-the chairman of this
subcommittee is a cosponsor of the balanced budget amendment

senatee Joint Resolution 126. That may not be the best approach
wording to some, but there are some of us who feel that we ought

obe mandated to balance the budget, with certain exception.
Some members of the Judiciary Committee believe we might do it
y statute.

iChairman Vowcmi. We had quite a lot of discussion before you
ce in, Senator, about the very point that you make: the budget
ercise in 1981 will be important to the extent that it betokens, a

1nger run change of attitude fid performance.
I would repeat what we were discussing earlier, the particular

-importance on the expenditure side of the budget. We do want to
iake room for some tax reduction, and it is the expenditure side

that is particularly crucial here, not just in 1981 but beyond that in
*ow we follow through.

I have not personally been convinced that a constitutional
Amendment is the best way of going about this, but I certainly fully
agree with the point that it is this long-term trend and the need
for long-term restraint that is critical, along with perhaps some

,hange in congressional procedures.
-The effect of producing stronger restraint on the spending side

;w6uld be welcome.
Senator DoLz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
-Senator BnD. Thank you, Senator Dole.
Just a couple of brief questions, Mr. Volcker.
The dollar has noticeably improved recently. Am I correct in

assuming that the major reason for the strengthening of the
dollar-not the only reason, but the major reason-is the high
interest rates that now prevail?

Chairman'VoLcK a. That is right. The combination of high inter-
e rates and restricted credit availability. The challenge, of course,

,Is to make progress on the more fundamental problem of inflation
pOtat will, in the end, permit us to sustain that strength.

Si.ienator BYn. Is foreign investment today in--very-short-term
Bank accounts, and if interest rates go down, is there a potential
ithat these deposits will quickly leave the United States?

Chairman VoLwxzR. What we know from the performance of the
market suggests there must have been an enormous inflow of
short-term capital in the form of bank deposits or other instru.
inents.

Again, I think that the prospects for retaining that money are
,ultimately very much wound up with the success of our anti-
inflationary effort. What has been going on most recently, in terms

=of the size of the inflows and the day-to-day strength of the dollar,
is abnormal-I suppose that's the word that I would use. You
cannot have that go on continuously; it will not go on continuously.
It does reflect the particular market conditions that exist today.

Senator BinD. If the interest rates were to drop sharply, would it
not be logical to expect a great deal of this money, then, to leave

kthis country?
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Chairman VoLcKcR. You have to answer two other questions to
answer that. If interest rates drop sharply, and everything else
remains the same, you would expect a reversal. But you have to
ask what is happening to interest rates in other countries at the
same time, because it is the relative position that really is impor-
tant here.

Again, most crucially for any lengthy period of time, is whether
those interest rates drop in the context of the inflation rate drop-
ping, not only in fact, but in prospect.

If there is confidence that the United States has its inflation
under control, then the expectation would be that the dollar would
remain relatively strong and there would not be the same strong
incentive to pull that money out even with lower rates of interest.
But the present situation is certainly abnormal in the intensity of
pressures on our market and the level of our interest rates.

Senator BYRD. So that a confidence on the part of the American
people and on the part of foreign bankers is very important as to
what will happen in that regard?

Chairman VoKER. That is true.
Senator BYRD. We mentioned earlier the $52 billion of new

money that the Government will need this year, but we did not
mention the rollover.

As I understand it, the rollover plus the new borrowing that will
amount to somewhere around $260 billion to $270 billion. To what
extent is the Federal Reserve prepared to accommodate Treasury
borrowing in the public marketplace?

Chairman VOLCKER. I suppose that the developments in the mar-
ketplace do not suggest that we are terribly tolerant of accommo-
dating Treasury borrowing. It has had to come in and borrow in
the same market that everybody else has borrowed in and, of
course, it is the pressure of those borrowings that help account for
the level of interest rates.

Our aim is to keep that money supply in control and keep credit
expansion under control, and I think the Treasury would agree
with me that we have not been particularly accommodating of the
Treasury's needs.

Senator BYRD. If the Federal Reserve exceeds its money supply
figures, does this translate into the CPI inflation rate? How does
this work?

Chairman VOLCKER. There is a relationship. It is not, -unfortu-
nately, so direct a relationship that we can trace a week's, or a
month's, or a quarter's, or even a year's money supply figure
directly into the CPI. But, if one looks at the relationship over long
periods of time-in this case you can literally go back hundred of
years-the relationship broadly between growth in money and the
inflation rate is unmistakable. Inflation cannot continue without
money to feed the process. What we are seeing now is that there is
not enough money to feed that process. That Creates tensions in the
market before the inflation rate heals, but eventually it will have
to heal.

Senator BYRD. One final question. There has been a massive
outflow of savings from banks and savings and loans.

Id you feel that these two groups, the financial institutions,
particularly the savings and loans, can withstand this outflow?



Do you see this as a serious problem? -
Chairman VoLcxum. Those industries certainly are under pres-

*4gre. It is not so much that there has been an outflow of funds in
he aggregate but that there has been a great shifting of funds

,&m what is to savings institutions a cheap source of money-
gavings deposits-into money market certificates and other high
WA forms of deposit, so that there is great pressure on their costs

1eltive to their revenues as long as this period of exceptionally
1*igh interest rates lasts. There is no question that the pressures

strong in that connection, but they are not so much reflected in
e natural outflow of funds; it is rather that the funds have

icome much more costly to them and since most savings institu-
-ions have a high proportion of fixed rate assets, they are under
vek-y heavy earnings pressure.
SSrenator Byan. Does it represent a serious danger to anybody?
Chairman Vowzmm. I think that it is a serious problem. I do not

thn that it is a serious danger in the sense of a collapse.
-- These deposits are insured. And now, after the passage of the
'inancial Institutions Act the other day, we have even stronger

Powers for de with any liquidity problems that could arise. I
Am confident that while there are earnings pressures, our power is
ihfflcient to take care of any particular acute liquidity problems

ht could develop.
The industry has earnings problems, no question of that.
Senator Bran. One final question which I think I should ask for

'the record and that is your view as to the wisdom or lack of
Jwdom in regard to wage and price controls.

-One Presidential candidate advocates them; another Presidential
candidate opposes them.

Chairman Vowxsa. Putting the question that way, I should
_retire from the road as a nonpolitical figure.

Senator BY= Let's strike that part of the question.
Chairman Voiemm. I have not been persuaded that price and

yage controls answer the inflationary problem. I have often said
'that apart from all of the other problems of those controls, their
jwbitrary nature, the administrative problems, the distortions that
Tey create in markets, perhaps the greatest difficulty is that turn-
ing to wage and price controls ultimately creates the illusion that
they can handle the inflationary problem. The danger is that
0ple think it is an answer to the inflationary problem and there-

-Ore will not do the other things that are necessary.
I would fear-and almost predict-if you had price and wage

'Otrols the Congress would not deal with the budget because these
*Idgetary decisions are hard. If you think you have an answer to
iiflttion with price and wage controls, why cut the budget?

There would be great pressure for relieving any restraint on the
money supply and credit because such controls are seen as a substi-
t*#e way of getting at inflation. If there is one thin that I feel
absolutely confident about, it is that if we had price and wage
controls and went ahead then with an expansionary budget, and an
"xpansionary monetary policy, you would ultimately end up with
Imore inflation than you started with and I think that is the great
daner.



Senator BYRD. Do you anticipate that the country will have wage
and price controls between now and November?

Chairman VOLCKER. No, I definitely do not.
Senator BYRD. Thank you very much, Chairman Volcker. The

committee appreciates our being here today.
Chairman VOLCKER. Thank you.
Senator BYRD. It has been very helpful.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Volcker follows:]
STATEMENT BY PAUL A. VoLCKER, CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE

FEDERAL RasSSVE SYSrM
Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to appear before this Subcommittee to discuss the

proposed increase in the limit on the public debt. I should like to focus my opening
remarks on the broader issues of federal finance highlighted by the need to raise
the debt ceiling. It is important that we understand the implications of deficit
finance in the current economic environment. It is also important that we recognize
that the conventional measures of the budget and the national debt significantly
understate the scope of the government's presence in the credit markets. I want to
emphasize the need for effective control of federal financing activities as we attempt
to solve the nation's serious economic problems.

Fighting inflation stands clearly as the most urgent task of economic policy today.
The ominous acceleration of price increases over the past year has given rise to asense of real crisis. There is now, I believe, the resolve to resist the inflationary
momentum that has bcen building for so long. The Federal Reserve, for its part. has
moved decisively to reduce progressively the growth of money and credit. Thateffort seems to me an essential component of an) effort to restore price stability. To
that end, we have taken a series of actions to improve our control over the growth
of the monetary and credit aggregates.

Last October 6, in addition to raising reserve requirements and the discount rate,we made a change in our operating procedures. We believe that these measures
contributed importantly to our success in bringing about a moderation of monetary
expansion in subsequent months. A second major set of actions was announced
March 14. I refer to the program of social credit restraints that was established In
conjunction with the Administration s anti-inflation effort. While it is too early to
evaluate the effects of our latest actions-which are supplementary to our basic
effort and temporary-I fully expect that they will reinforce the measures taken
last October, while tempering the degree of pressure that might otherwise be placed
on some sectors of the economy dependent on bank credit.

Monetary policy cannot-without peril-be relied on alone to halt inflation. The
other major tools of public policy must also be brought to bear on the problem, withfiscal policy playing a central role. Thus, I am greatly encouraged by the efforts of
the Administration and the Congress to achieve a balanced budget in the 1981 fiscal
ear. I frankly would urge an even earlier start-doing what we can right now-and
would personally encourage the Congress to work with the Administration toimplement even deeper cuts in spending than are currently in prospect. But what is

essential is that there be a clear commitment to the consistent application of
budgetary discipline in the years to come, and a reduced rate of expenditure
increase should be the centerpiece of that discipline. Such a policy, complementing
consistent control of the money supply, would provide a credible basis for anticipat-
ing sustained progress against inflation.

That we are faced again with an imminent need to raise the debt ceiling is a
sobering reminder of how difficult it has been in practice to achieve a reasonable
balance between federal outlays and receipts. It would be unreasonable and unwise
to insist that the government budget be in balance or surplus every year in all
economic circumstances. But deviations should be the exception; and It would be
naive to Ignore the obvious bias toward deficit that has been apparent in the
conduct of fiscal police. The record speaks for itself: the federal budget has been indeficit in every one of the past 10 years, and has been in surplus only once during
the past 20 years. Mest recently, the Federal Government has continued to run
huge deficits even in the late stages of one of the longest expansions in the postwar
era.

In retrospect, it is apparent that there has been a tendency in the development offisca policy to focus more on the possibility of weakness in economic activity than
on he danger-of greater inflation. In my Judgmert, the resulting pattern of budge-tary decisions has played a major role in both accommodating and intensifying
lnfationry preur. It also should serve asa warning in the present circum-



+7atances. The current resolve to cut expenditures and balance the budget in the next
7 fiscal year is to be applauded. But history strongly suggests that it will be difficult

to sustain budgetary discipline. This lesson must be kept firmly in mind if the
sacrifices made in the short run are to produce lasting benefits.

The financial counterpart of persistent budget deficits has been, of course, a
mushrooming of the federal debt. The federal debt subject to statutory limits
reached $845 billion at the end of February, almost three times its level in 1960.

4- This enormous expansion of debt has serious consequences for economic perform-
once. Federal borrowing absorbs scarce private savings and Intensifies pressures in

.-financial markets. When productive resources are being pressed by strZong demands
_for goods and services and overall credit supplies are tight, the government pre-

, empts the loanable funds that would otherwise be available to finance private
capital formation.

.Q rhe adverse consequences of reduced private capital formation are difficult to
exaggeratete, given the fundamental importance of investment in determining the
pbae of Productivity growth. While the economic profession has yet to arrive at a
fully satisfactory explanation of the substantial slowing in productivity growth in

,the 1970s, there is no doubt that one important element was the falloff in the
expansion of capital stock at a time when labor force growth was accelerating.

Increases in output per hour worked are the basis of a rising standard of living.
. When productivity lags and the economy grows more slowly, aspirations for higher
living standards are fiustrated.

Competition for shares of real income and inflationary pressures are aggravated.
In short, persistent deficits and increases in government debt tend to inhibit capital
formation and productivity growth, further contributing to the wage-price spiral.

The potential for federal financial activity to displace other borrowers extends
-well beyond the growth of debt associated with persistent budget deficits. Outlays of
+ ff~bu t agencies have grown to be very sizable in recent years. Such outlays were

jAust under $12% billion in 1979 and are expected to be $15 billion in 1980. Off-
ZbUdget outlays largely take the form of direct government loans and are f by
,the Federal Financing Bank (FFB). Ultimately, however, the FFB obtains its funds
7 from the Treasury, and thus the deficits incurred by off-budget agencies directly
-increm federal borrowing needs. In addition to its direct loan programs, the Feder-

I al Government also provides financing assistance through loan guarantee programs.
Outstanding loans guaranteed by the Federal Government totaled $228 billion at
the end of last year.

As intended, the. direct government loans and loan guarantee-programs allow
certain targeted activities to be financed under more favorable terms than would

Otherwise be possible. The provision of such credit assistance to achieve particular
social and economic objectives certainly is a legitimate activity of the Federal
Government, It must be kept in mind1 however, that the supply of credit is limited,
and that government assistance to particular sectors may make it more difficult for
other groups to obtain credit to finance worthwhile and productive investment.
, I an increasingly concerned that such government financin activity is not under
effective control. Over the past 10 years, federally guaranteed loans have somewhat

.more than doubled. Yet, at present, there is no comprehensive framework for
evaluating these activities. Only a small portion of this credit activity is ever

cosidered in the Congressional deliberations on the budget. Loan guarantees do not
,involve the expenditure of funds, and consequently are not reflected in the unified

budget, except to the extent that appropriations are required to cover the cost of
f defaulted loans.

In sum, there are serious shortcomings in the current process of reviewing federal
fimancing activity. I would wish, therefore, to reiterate the position of the Board,
expressed in recent testimony by my colleague, Governor Teters, that a federal

S+credit control budget should be established along the lines suggested by the Admin-
istration, or preferably more comprehensively
-- It also seems to me that the issue of the debt ceiling should be more closely linked

-to- the budgetary review process. The statutory limit on federal debt is not reason-ably a separate device for contro the budget. The determination of the budget
C and the debt ceiling are more logically a simultaneous process. The present system
carriess with it the potential for contradictory actions on the part of the Congress.

SIn deed, twice in the last two years, the authority of the government to borrow
eped briefly, causing the postponement of Tresury security auctions, delays in
the mailing of federal checks, and the threat of default on federal checks already in
the mail. Lengthier delays in extending the debt limit could have produced much
more serious consequences, including ultimately a default on maturing government
securities.



To minimize the possibility of such problems, I strongly recommend that the
Congress consider setting the debt ceiling in the process of approving the budget. At
present the Conpsa. already must pass resolutions setting recommended levels for
the debt when it votes on the budget. Essentially, I am seconding the Treasury's
recommendation that such resolutions be given the force of law.

I am, indeed, somewhat encouraged by the strides that have already been made in
gaining better control over the budgetary process. There seems to be a genuine
opportunity to balance the budget in the coming fiscal year. We can do better. For
one thing, we should bring federal financing activities under better control. More
generally, we must demonstrate a commitment to reduce inflation by consistently
striving for budgetary discipline in the years ahead.

Senator BYv. The next witness will be Dr. Raymond J. Saulnier,
professor emeritus, economics, Barnard College, Columbia Univer-
sity, former Chairman, Council of Economic Advisers.

Iam delighted to have you, Doctor. I have had the opportunity to
- be with you many times and I have been very much impressed

with your analysis of economic matters and appreciate your
coming to Washington today.

STATEMENT OF DR. RAYMOND J. SAULNIER, PROFESSOR
EMERITUS, BARNARD COLLEGE, COLUMBIA- UNIVERSITY,
AND FORMER CHAIRMAN, COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS
Mr. SAULNIER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate your invi-

tation and I am pleased to be here. .
I have prepared a short statement, copies of which I have turned

over to the staff; and I believe copies have been presented to you
and Senator Dole.

I will proceed, with your permission, not by reading the state-
ment, which is not a long one, but by summarizing briefly it major
points.

Senator BYRD. I think that is a good way to handle it, and the
text of your statement will be published in full in the record.

Mr. SAULIER. First, there is a simple statistical chart to which I
will be referring, drawn on semiogarithmic scale so that it is
possible to see easily how the rate of increase of Federal spending
has changed over recent fiscal periods.

With that introduction, going to the substance of the statement,
the first point I would make, Mr. Chairman and Senator Dole,
concerns what was in the January budget what came out when the
budget was discussed in the March 14 announcements of the Presi-
dent and what came out when the March 14 figures were revised
slightly in a recent announcement.

When you look at all those numbers, the point that leaps out at
you is that the big problem is the fiscal 1980 budget.

I do not want to say that the fiscal 1981 budget is not a problem;
it is a problem in part because it starts from a very high platform,
which was created by a very rapid increase of spending in fiscal
1980.

It is hard to believe that, as it stands, Federal spending will be
rising in this fiscal period by over 15 percent.

Actually, it turns out to be 15.2 percent, but if you were to look
at the numbers through February the percentage is 15.4 percent.
In other words, we have been spending a bit faster even than the
15.2-percent regular rate.

Senator BYRD. Could I ask you for a clarification?
Mr. SAULNIER. Yes.



Senator BYD.i That 15 percent is over what period of time?
Mr. SAULNIER. Compared to last year, compared to fiscal 1979.
-Senator ByRw. That is for 1980, 15 percent over 1979?
Mr. SAULMER. Correct, sir.

-Senator Byim. All right.
_,Mr. StAULsIER. Incidentally, in absolute amount the increase is
$5 billion, so that we have a major Federal spending problem
right now, and one of the things that I am saying, Mr. Chairman,

_is that there ought to be an emergency program going on in the
-,White House, it must be today, to slow down the increase of spend-.
1ing.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, I have had a little experience with
Ais business myself. I served for 4 years as Chairman of the

councill of Economic Advisers in the 1950's, during the second of
the two Eisenhower terms, and I think I know a little something of

What is involved in doing something with the budget, I know from
that experience that you cannot perform miracles, certainly not on
a budget that is already half finished, as this fiscal 1980 budget is,
but I do know that you can do something about an increase in

Spending if there is a will to do it.
Senator BRyD. The key is to reduce the rate of increase.
Mr. SAULNIE. That is correct, sir.
Now, that is the first point that I want to make.
The second point has to do vith the fiscal 1981 budget.
Now, the fiscal 1981 budget contemplates a considerably slower

rate of increase of spending than in fiscal 1980. That is good, for
-sure, but it is a slower rate of increase from a very high platform,
and now a question. Does the President's proposals for cutbacks do
a much as should be done? Let me try to answer this way.

= If we were to say, which I think there is a basis for saying, that
An the present circumstances an annual increase of Federal spend-
ing of 9.5 percent per year would be reasonable-it be nowhere
nhear as much as that if we had a lower inflation rate, but given the
inflation rate which we have, which affects Government s cost of
operations, 9.5 percent would seem to be a reasonable goal, so to

speak, for the time-spending in fiscal 1981 would be about $20
'billion less than what the President is proposing.

So I have to say, quite respectfully, that while the President
must be commended for being willing to take the budget apart,

!-only 6 weeks after it was set before the Congress-indeed, to take
-it apart twice, and I commend him for it-after all the work is
--done the expenditures are still far above what they should be if the
Federal Government were doing all that it should be doing to help

,,overcome inflation.
So much, Mr. Chairman, for that point.
Next, turning to the credit control side of the anti-inflation pro-

gram, what I would say first of all is that it is regrettable that it
was thought necessary to invoke the Credit Control Act of 1969.

I agree with what was said here this morning by Chairman
Volcker; namely, that the legislation ought to be reexamined.
Indeed, it would be a national benefit to rescind it.

Now, was it necessary -to use it in the present situation? My
answer to that question is that it was apparently necessary to use
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it-to apply marginal reserve requirements against managed liabil-
ities of nonmembers of the Federal Reserve System.

That need has since been eliminated, however, with the signing
by the President the other day of a new banking statute.

Second, it might be said that the act was needed in order to put
a marginal reserve requirement on the assets of money market
funds. I believe that was a very constructive action, and a much
needed action. If money market funds are going to offer what they
call check-writing privileges, they must be dealt with like a check-
ing account institution, and that means they must be subject to
reserve requirements.

But it would seem to me that if a real effort had been made,
some way could have been found to do that without invoking the
Credit Control Act and maybe before too long we will have banking
and financial legislation that will cover money market funds on a
new-emergency basis.

I served, Mr. Chairman, as a member of the Hunt Commission,
and we worked over all these problems in preparing the report,
back 6 or 7 years ago, but in view of some of the things that have
happened since then in the financial area it would be a good thing
to reactivate a commission of that type to reexamine bankinglegislation.But I do not believe, Mr. Chairman, that it was necessary to

invoke the 1969 act in order to put reserve requirements on con-
sumer credit. Consumer credit and mortgage credit are already
being reduced. New extensions of those two types of credit are
already dropping substantially. Indeed, the volume of new exten-
sions of consumer installment loans was down-my recollection is
34 percent-in the fourth quarter of 1979 over what it was in the
third quarter. In short, the restraint on consumer installment
credit, in the circumstances, is not really necessary.

Where is the credit problem? The credit problem is in an area
that the Credit Control Act of 1969-does not touch, and that is the
Federal deficit. The credit problem is the vast amount of Treasury
financing that must be done currently as a result of the deficit on
the budget, plus the deficit of off-budget entities and Federally
sponsored agencies. The latter two add something like $30 billion,
maybe even $35 billion, to the on-budget deficit.

So much for the nature of the anti-inflation program.
However, will it have an effect? Let me put it this way, as I did

in my paper: Will it have a bite?
My answer to that, Mr. Chairman, is that it will have a real bite.

True, there is not going to be much bite from the fiscal side. I am
sure my friends at the Council of Economic Advisors would say
that when the budget swings, as it is projected to swing, from a
substantial deficit in fiscal 1980 to a substantial surplus in fiscal
1981--granted that the latter is due in large part to a gasoline tax
and to the proposed withholding of taxes on interest and dividends.

This will be highly restrictive on the economy, and as it occurs
jointly with the credit control program, it will have a significant
anti-inflationary effect.

Whether these will be any bite from the fiscal side of the pro-
gram is a question. A big swing from deficit to surplus could have a
beneficial disinflationary effect, but mainly the bite will come from



-the credit side. This will partly be because the program is not very
clear. People do not understand it all that well, and lending institu-
tions do not understand it all that well. In the circumstances, their
reaction is likely to be to close the loan window altogether.

Naturally, there may be in the consumer credit area, more
impact than the authorities are interested in having. All in all, I
think there will be a significant bite.

What will this do to the economy? Briefly Mr. Chairman, I had
the view for quite a long while, going back well into 1978, that we
would have no recession in 1979, and I held to that view steadily
over many months- no recession forecast.

Moreover, I thought we could go through 1980 without recession.
But I abandoned that view around July or August of last year. I
-abandoned it because I saw a money supply explosion beginning.

.,The money supply, which had been rising from a=ut September of
1978 until March of 1979 at a very low rate, suddenly begin to
increase very rapidly. I inferred from that that sooner or later the
Federal Reserve would have to step on the credit brakes, and they
-were going to have to step on them real hard, because the mone-
tary explosion was telling us that we were going to get faster and
faster inflation late in 1979 and early in 1980.

So, expecting the Federal Reserve to step on the brakes, I gave
up the notion that we would operate without recession, and began

--forecasting recession for 1980.
I must say that the economy resisted recession even then more

than I had expected, but I think that a downturn is now beginning.
I think it is now underway. I believe, furthermore, Mr. Chairman,
that it will not be a mild downturn, not a downturn smaller than
we had in 1973-75, but could be deep. I am not talking about a
catastrophic decline, because I do not contemplate that at all. But
it could be a very sharp decline.

Finally, I am not one of those who believes that after the econo-
my has declined a bit it would start recovering very soon. On the
contrary, I expect to see the economy drop off 5, 6, 7 percent, and
then-as I have put it many times-b-ump along for a fairly ex-
tended period at that reduced level. And if that is the case, the
revenues that are counted on in the budget numbers are very

--unlikely to be forthcoming.
Mr. Chairman, I will close there; if you wish to pose questions on

any part of my statement, I will be glad to try to answer-them.
Senator BnD. Thank you very much. You are a little bit more

optimistic, I believe, than I am. I think that we have a very
rubbery budget and to indicate that, it was only 4 months ago

--that Congress decreed that outlays would not exceed $548 billion
for fiscal 1980 which is the year that you feel that we are in serious
problems.

Just this week, the day before yesterday, the Budget Committee
has now approved an $18 billion increase in spending in that short
period of time.

The word has gone out through the country that the President
and the Congress are reducing spending, but the figures do not
show that and your chart is a very illuminating one. it shows that
spending is continuing to rise at a very substantial rate. The Gov-
ernment will spend, if the President's proposal is approved, $64

63-894 0 - 80 - 3



billion more in 1981 than the Congress contemplated just 4V2
months ago, that it would spend in 1980, this is a $64 billion
increase in spending.

- As you so well put it-and I might say I have been frequently
using the term you have been using for several years-we must
moderate the rate of increase in spending.

I do not know of anyone who proposes to reduce spending below
what we are spending today. That cannot very well be done.

But what we can do is to sharply reduce the rate of increase. In
my judgment, the President has not done that. This new figure
brought in $612 billion against the original figure. This is a net $4
billion reduction. Therefore program cuts of $16 billion are almost
de minimis.

It amounts to virtually nothing in the overall total.
When you get to the recessionary aspects, I was with some

people" a number of bankers recently, and all of them said that
their banks are no longer making 5-year loans on automobiles but
they have tightened it up to 3 years.

Is that not going to have quite an impact?
Mr. SAULNMm. It will indeed.
Y ou know, in 1956, at President Eisenhower's request, we asked

the Federal Reserve Board to make a study of consumer install-
ment credit to determine whether there ought to be a re-enactment
of standby selective credit controls. At that time, we were con-
cerned because the average length of automobile contracts had
increased from about 22 to 23 months, which was a big change for
the moment from something like 18 to 23.

When we get to the point where people are buying automobiles
-on something like 5-year terms, we must be at the end of the road.
As a matter of fact, we may be off the road, and -should reverse
substantially, no question about it. And the credit controls are
going to do something of that kind, partly because they put pres-
sure on the lending institutions to ration credit. Under the controls
they are allowed to expand credit by lesser amounts.

So there will be a certain amount of rationing, which will come
through in a shortening of maturities.

Senator BYnw. You mentioned the recession of 1973, 1975?
Mr. SAULum Yes.
Senator Byiw. I cannot remember how that recession ended.

Taking construction, which is so much in the news today, and
Senator Dole and I and practically every Member of the Senate, I
guess, had large delegations come to see us in the homebuilding

idsry.
How long did the severe problem with homebuilding last during

that recession and how-did it end?
Mr. SAULN=. I can answer that quite explicitly.
Housing, regrettably, is always hit hard in such situations. It is

hit hard because it uses long-term financing, because homebuilding
Is heavier financing. Ninety percent borrowing against 10 percent
equity is not unusual; it is a highy leveraged type of financing. So
when we get into trouble, even though the troubles may be due to
pressures on the credit markets caused by the Federal Govern-
ment's borrowing, the housing industry gets hit hard.



Housing starts were at about 2.4 million in 1972 and early 1973.
Annual rate, 2.4 million. Very high. Exceptionally high. They

i4ropped and it was precipitous. They dropped to a level of about,
900,000, annual rate, which was hit early in 1975, so that you had

_approximately 2 years of sharply declining housing activity.
A very big drop, and a protracted one.

S- Now, what is going to happen this time? Well, housing starts are
already down from something like 2.2 million, where they were in
1978, to around 1.4 million now.

It seems to me, Mr. Chairman, that it is inevitable, a virtual
certainty, that they are going to drop much more.

I feel sure you are going to see the housing starts number well
-under I million before it reaches its trough.
1 New commitments for the financing of home construction by the

major home financing agencies-S. & L.'s, mutual savings banks-
down very substantially, and that is going to come through in

,lower starts in June and July.
The outflow of funds from thrift institutions has made it impossi-

ble for most of them to do anything but finance commitments that
"were made a substantial time ago, and which they must meet.

Where is the money going? The money is going out of the thrift
Institutions into such institutions as money market funds. And

-what are the money market funds doing with it? They are buying
Government debt, so that in the end the money is going to finance
Federal deficits. And so I find myself saying as I have said in

congressionall hearings many times, that the most constrictive
thing we can do to run our country the way it ought to be run is to
keep Federal spending and Federal receipts in some reasonable
alinement year after year.

Senator BYRD. I certainly agree, and while I strongly favor and
-,have been a long advocate of a balanced budget, of course, there
are two ways to balance it. One by an increase in taxes, and the

--other by a decrease or a control of the increase in spending
!2and it seems to me that the key to it is to control the increase in!spending.

Mr. SAULNIER. There is no question about that in my mind,
--Senator Byrd. I have never been the least bit impressed by the
proposition that you can do anything to stop the increase of spend-
tig except by acting directly on spending.

I have heard it said-many times that if you cut taxes, then there
will not be that much money to spend, and the spending will not go

,-up. I have seen nothing in the history of the country that supports
-.such a proposition.

Spending has to be worked on directly.
I have said here, Mr. Chairman, that in present circumstances

--we could increase Federal spending 9.5 percent a year, but if you
'had stable prices you could not have Federal spending rising by
more than 3 percent per annum without increasing the ratio of

--,that spending to the total economy, which is something that I
would not want to see done.

Senator BYRD. I will make one observation and then yield to
Senator Dole.



It seems to me that there is no easy or painless way out of the
dilemma and the problem in which our country finds itself. I do
not see an easy way out.

I will quarrel a bit with that 9.5 percent figure. I think that is a
pretty high increase.

I really think that this country needs to be shocked a little bit in
the fiscal way and that to do that is going to require some substan-
tial reductions in the $64 billion increase in spending.

No one is going to like it. I did not like to propose it. I proposed a
$26 billion reduction and I specified it function by function for
example. I started with $9.6 billion in the budget for foreign aid,
and left with $8.5 billion.

I did not want to put that in the congressional budget, have it
open to every pressure group in the country this year, next year
and every other year, but I think we arein a hell of a fix and I am
willing to do what little I can do to specify where, in my judgment,
the budget can and must be reduced.

Mr. SAULNE. Mr. Chairman, we are in a critical situation. I
wish that I could command a word that would convey the serious-
ness of the situation beyond merely saying that it is critical.

You get to 17 percent inflation but, believe -me, that is not
necessarily the end of the road. People begin to talk about 20
percent inflation. You get to 20, and you are going to go to 27, and
so it goes. At some point something will have to be done to turn
this around.

And the longer we wait to turn it around, the more painful the
process is going to be. Itis going tobeverypainfulasitstands,
and that is because we waited so long.

Look at the fiscal 1980 budget. How could a rational government,
with the kind of inflation prospect we have had, undertake to
increase its total spending by 15 percent. Actually they did it when
the inflation rate was a lot less than 15 percent but that it was
rising.

So what happened? We got 17 percent. I think the situation is
just as critical as it can be, and I agree with you entirely that as
far as the executive branch and the legislative branch of the Gov-
ernment is concerned the focus of all efforts should be on expendi-
ture control. And they should not stop with on-budget spending
because these ate all kinds of things offthe budget, and there is a
vast collection of credit agencies out here, so-called federally spon-
sored agencies, that are dispersing billions.

Senator ByRD. What you indicated earlier about getting used to
inflation, one of my colleagues whom I will not identify, but he is a
very able Member of the Senate, mentioned to me yesterday, and I
do not say that he is not concerned about the problem, but he said
this-the Israelis have learned to live with an inflation rate of
more than 100 percent. His implication was we ought not to be-he
did not say it this way, but we ought not to be too upset with the
inflation that we have got now.

I cannot subscribe to that.
Mr. SAuLNIE. I do not think there would be very many Israelis

who would agree with it.
Senator BYRD. Senator Dole?



Senator DoLz. I do not have any questions except to say that we-are all trying to get out of the mess. Could you give me about a 2-
-minute response on how we got into the mess?

Mr. SAULNIzR. Yes. We got into it, first, by excessively rapidincreases in Federal spending, and excessively rapid increases in
-the use of credit. This caused our money supply to increase very
,--much faster than it should have increased, and this has given us

inflation.
Senator DoLz. It is not all the increases in energy costs?
Mr. SAuLNim. I think that one of the disasters of recent times,

intellectually, has been the notion that the inflation was due to
.gasoline costs. Of course, when a foreign monopoly is in effect in
control of an urgently needed commodity and raises the price,
there is a danger of general inflation. But the only way that price
:increase can be transmitted through the whole economy, and
.become not just a one-time jacking up of prices but a continuing
increase of prices, the only way that can happen, is if the process is
accommodated by a big enough expansion of money and credit.

That did it. And so I do not subscribe at all to the view that
inflation is due to oil prices, or to high interest rates, or to grain-shipments, or some other such thing. As a matter of fact, they are

-all explanations that tend to obscure the real causes.
Senator DoLz. I think that I share that view. I think that there

,has been an effort by some to indicate that that is the cause of the
problem and while I do not want to be partisan about it, I think
! the President is engaged in that to some extent: claiming that the
only reason we have inflation is because of increased energy costs.

And our answer to that is to pass a $227 billion tax bill called
the windfall profits tax that was designed to tax the oil companies.

But I think the result is going to be to tax the American people.
They are going to wind up paying the tax. The oil companies are
probably going to pass it on to the man driving up and down the
street.

And I do not think that these two Senators voted for that wind-
--fall profits tax, but that tax is not the answer as I look at it. It isgoing to add to inflation, increase the price of gasoline and energy,

and destroy the incentive that we have got to provide for people to
go out and solve the problem.

We did not tax anything but domestically produced oil, that is all
we are going to tax. We are not going to tax anything else, and it
seems to some of us that we have taken one step backward.

In fact, that bill is being signed this morning, I guess, by the
President.

Senator BRwD. You were not invited to attend?
Senator DoLz. I was not invited since I did not vote for it, but I

will go down there next year when Reagan is there.
Mr. SAULNIER. I agree with you. There is very little one can say,

in a complimentary vein, I am sorry to say, about the whole energy
program.
It is one thing to put a tax on the so-called excess profits of the

oil companies-and I would have a hard time defending that-but
the big question is, what are you going to do with the money?

Senator DoLz. You are going to balance the budget with it.



Mr. SAULmeR. It ought to be put back into the business, t*i to
find more oil. But rather than that, the money will be utilized in a
whole long series of things that are not going to help solve the
energy problem or, to my way of thinking solve, anything else.

Senator BYm . It would tend to stimulate additional spending
programs, as I ee it.Mr. SAUaUNM. I believe so.

Senator BYnw. The spending programs will be entirely aside from
energy-not spending programs to create more energy-but in
more and more social type programs, which has helped to get the
Government into the problem that it is in now.

Senator DoLz. Thank you very much.
Senator ByRD. Just one final question, Dr. Saulnier.
You gave some interesting figures orr housing.
Mr. SAUum=. Yes.
Senator By=D. Construction starts. 1972, 1973, 2.4 million.
Mr. SAULMIR. Yes.
Senator Byan. That dropped in early 1975 to 900,000?
Mr. SAULmm . Right.
Senator Byan. At what point, and for what reason, did the up-

trend begin which culminated in 2.2 million in 1978?
Mr. SAULmnE. We had a big drop in interest rates.
Senator BYnw. A big drop in interest rates?
Mr. SAuxxm. Yes, a big drop in interest rates.
Senator Bvw. That was brought about in what way?
Mr. SAULImE. By the recession, by a deep recession.
By the time we got to the trouh in 1975 we were down nearly 6

percent, 5.6 percent, something like that. It was the recession that
did it. It is unfortunate that it gets done that way, but that is the

way it was done.Senator BYRD. Thank you very much indeed.

Mr. SAULNUIR. You are very welcome, sir.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Saulnier follows:]

TwMoNy BY DR. RAYMOND J. SAULNI

Mr. Chairman: My purpose this morning is not to comment on the Treasury's
request for an increase in the public debt ceiling, which is always a kind of
command performance for Congress. but to give you my reactions to President
Carter's March 14 anti-inflation program and this week's minor amendments to it.
If it works, the program would reduce needs in the future for periodic increases in
the public debt. One hopes it will, though that remains to be seen.

the budget aspects. For the moment I will limit my remarks to budget
outlays, putting aside consideration of deficits. To facilitate the presentation, a
simple statical chart is appended which shows budget outlays separately and, in
an adjaent series, budget outlays combined with net outlays of off-budget entities
and federally-sponsored enterprises. The latter two are often overlooked in budget
analyses but they have the same effect on surplus or deficit as on-budget transac-
tions. The chart is drawn on semi-logarithmic scale to bring out differences in the
rate (year-by-year) at which federal spending is increasing.

e first ng that stands out in the chat is that the big spending problem is infiscal 1980. pdng would have to be many billions less in every year shown in my
chart If the federal government were don what it should be doing to retard
inflation and bring interest rates down but the game is being given away in a
particularly damaging fashion in fiscal 180. Even after you take account of the cuts
proposed by the president, this year's spending increase is 15.2 percent and the
amot spent wil be larger by $5.3 billion than was proposed in last January's
budget message Not only is this too rapid an increase for any single fiscal year, it
sew avery high platform from which fiscal 1981 spending increase will take off.
Accordingly, although we are nearly halfway through fiscal 1980 1 must emphasize
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the urgency of doing everything possible to reduce the rate at which spending will
up in the remaining six months. I have had some experience in these matters,

(knd Iknow you cannot perform miracles on a budget, least of all on a budget
halfway over the dam, but I also know that the White House is not emptyhanded

--when it comes to having ways to stern increases In federal spending, even on short
note. It should have an emergency program in operation right now to slow fiscal
4980 spending, and cutbacks should be far greater than those proposed by the

--president. My first comment, then, Is that the president's proposals are inadequate
to meet the critical spending surge of fiscal 1980.

Turning now to the more distant fiscal 1981 budget, every citizen should com--mend President Carter for his willingness to take his original budget proposals
a at so soon after they were set before Congress. But, as you will see from my

even if the cuts he is currently suggesting are achieved, spending in fiscal
1981 would be $118 billion more than it was In fiscal 1979, only two years earlier.
_ Undertandably, judgments differ on what the increase of federal spending should
be, but if we were to settle on 9.6 percent as a reasonable average in present
circumstance, and if increases were held to 9.6 percent through fiscal 1980 and
1981, spending in fiscal 1981 would be nearly $20 billion less than the president's
modified budget calls for. This is a measure of how far off the track the budget has
managed to get, and how much more should be cut from federal spending if there is

3to be an effective federal effort to overcome inflation.
Let me turn for a moment to the net outlays of off-budget entities and govern-

-ment-sponsored agencies. As my chart shows, these do not alter the upward trend of_feea pndnbtte lf grgt spending by large amounts. In fiscal 1981,
federal spending, but they lift a teo '
federal outlays which include Spending under these two categories will be $36.4
billion higher than on the basis of on-budget spending alone. This means that
'Treasury borrowing needs, and thus the upward pressure on interest rates, will be

'that much greater. The president is right in asking Congress to take steps to bring
federal credit-extending activities under control. I would have thought this might

-have been done when the Federal Financing Bank was established, but clearly it
was not.

One additional point on the budget. You will see from my chart that spending is-expected to increase much less in fiscal 1981 than in fiscal 1980. The annm rate of
:increase drops from 15.2 to 7.6 percent. Clearly, a drop is needed, but it would be
-obviously much better from a cycle-stabilization viewpoint, and much more timely

n the fight against inflation if the adjustment were to begin now rather than be
'deferred until October 1. This is another reason why the executive branch should
have a-crash program in operation now designed to retard the upward momentum
of -fiscal 1980 spending. L

So much for the budget. Let us look now at the credit side pf the program, which
-remains substantially as announced on March 14.

First, it is essential to recognize that the big credit problem today is not consumer
instalment credit and not home mortgage credit: the big credit problem is presented

,by the federal government's budget deficit. Consumer instalment credit and home
i'mortgage credit rose significantly in 1978 and most of 1979, but that phase is over.
Instalment credit was down 34 percent in the fourth quarter of 1979 over the
preceding quarter, and mortgage borrowing by households was significantly lower in
the second half of 1979 than in the first. Moreover, you can be sure both will be

--down sharply during the rest of this year. Conversely, the amount of credit ex-
tended to the fde government has increased enormously. Funds raised in credit?markets by the U.S. government, including those raised by fderally-spnsoredagencies, were 54 percent larger in the fourth quarter of 1979 than in the previous
quarter, and substantially larger than in the first half of last year. Thus, the credit
problem we face today cannot be laid at the door of the American household; today's
credit problem is being generated in Washington. Of course, credit must always be
available to the federal government, and interest rates do not deter the federal
government from borrowing money. Accordingly, while we may not be fighting the
right credit war in doing this, the brunt of Federal Reserve credit restraint will
necessarily fall on householders, on business, on state and local governments, and
on what we call "the rest of the world."
'_ As to the specifics of the Federal Reserve program. First, I wish the Credit
-Control Act of 1969 had not been invoked. I don't like this act anymore than I would
like a wage and price control act in 1980, which I think would be a disaster. In my
view, it would be infinitely better if the Federal Reserve were using only the
established tools of indirect credit control. The need to bring nonmember banks
under the marginal reserve requirement against managed liabilities may have
necessitated this exercise in direct control but I hope the fimancial legislation
enacted this week will obviate any such need in the future.
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Similarly, I assume the credit control act was needed to put a marginal reserve

requirement on money market funds. this was clearly a constructive and much
needed step.-if-money market funds are to provide checkwriting privileges, and act
as an investment medium in competition with conventional thrift institutions they
must expect to be subject to appropriate reserve requirements. But it seems to me
some way could have been found to accomplish this without opening the Pandoras
box of direct credit control. There should be appropriate permanent legislation to
this end.

Apparently it was necessary also to-use the 1969 act to apply a reserve require-
ment to consumer credit outatandings; but, since new extensions of consumer credit
are already being sharply reduced, this move strikes me as an overreaction. Finally,
the 1969 act was surely not needed to permit the Federal Reserve authorities to
urge large commercial banks voluntarily to limit the increase of their loan assets.
All in all, therefore, the case for having invoked the Credit Control Act of 1969 is
marginal at best.

However, for better or worse, the deed is done: the question now is whether LLie
anti-inflation program taken as whole-federal spending restraints; indirect Federal
Reserve controls; and selective credit restraints-will have bite. It is my guess they
will bite real hard. The bite will come, however, from the credit control side of the
program, not from budget restraints. Indeed, I don't see any significant overall
effect from the latter, certainly not ii the near term. Specific spending programs
may be significantly affected, but in aneconomy that is $2.5 trillion in size you
cannot expect much overall impact by cutting back planned increases in fiscal 1980
outlays by $2.4 billion, and certainly not when the amount to be spent, even after
the cuts, is $5.3 billion more than was contemplated last January, and 15.2 percent
more than was spent in fiscal 1979.

Nor-can agreat deal be expected from the reductions now proposed for fiscal
1981: spending will be $4.3 billion less than was proposed last Januarybut $42.6
billion more than in fiscal 1980.

A species of restraint will result from a decline in the rate of increase of federal
spending between fiscal 1980 and fscal 1981; but, overall, the federal spending side
of the anti-inflation program will have little economic effect.

The impact of the budget outcome on the oonomy-that is, whether there is a
surplus or a deficit-is more difficult to evaluate. A $36.6 billion deficit is projected
for fiscal 1980, only $3.3 billion less than was projected last January, and $8.8
billion larger than the fiscal 1979 deficit. There is obviously no help here in
combating inflation, The fiscal 1981 budget is expected by the president to swing
sharply to surplus partly from the gasoline fee and the expected withholding tax on
interest and dividends, but partly also because the administration is counting on
higher tax receipts from'! recovering economy subject to rapid inflation. A swing to
surplus would be highly beneficial, but it goes without saying that achieving it is
still problematical.

Clearly, therefore, the significant bite will come from skyhigh interest rates and a
lessened availability of credit. Moreover, the credit controls can be made tighter if
the Fed wishes and it is my impression that the Fed would not hesitate to-make
them tighter if circumstances require. That may not be necessary, but the monetary
aggregates have not yet been adequately retarded if inflation is to be significantly
reduced. In any case, it will be necessary to hold present restraints in place for an
extended additional time.

In view of all these possibilities, what can we expect of the economy over the next
year or so? It looked for a long time as If we would move through 1979 and 1980
without recession, but I abandoned that forecast last fall when the money supply
exploded upward in a way that made it evident the Federal Reserve would have to
apply severe restraints to credit markets. That was the outlook prior to March 14;
the new credit restraints make a downturn all the more likely.

True, there are not yet many signs of recession, but a change is underway. The
composite index of foiur coincident indicators, which is our best comprehensive
monthly index of economic activity, was down in February and I expect it will be
down again in March. At the moment, however, pressures are greatest in financial
markets, especially where there has been heavily-leveraged speculation in commod-
ities. This is contrary to administration thinking, but having these credit market
pressures in mind I believe the economic outlook has deteriorated markedly from
what it was at the beginning of the year. Earlier, it seemed to me that the drop in
real output would be smaller than in 1973-75, but I am now less sure of that. A
further substantial drop in construction is In prospect, and large cutbacks in invest-
ment spending are a virtual certainty. There was a small drop in retail sales in
February, and I expect another small one in March, but it would surprise me
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= rtly if the April drop were not fairly large. All in all, signs point to a major
yd ine in activity around midyear 1980, perhaps sooner.

-The recovery outlook is also unfavorable. One of the negative effects of inflation
o the business cycle is that it tends to rule out vigorous recoveries. In my opinion,

ithe economy is unlikely to do more than bump along well into 1981, at or not much
above this cycle's trough.

In the process, inflation should moderate by a few percentage points within a
year's time, and Interest rates should trend down beginning soon. It will be a long
time, however, before anti-inflation policies can be safely relaxed. Indeed, premature

relaxation would lead to a renewed failure of confidence and to a quick acceleration
of inflation, which would create conditions worse than we now have.

I wish the prognosis were more favorable but in the circumstances it cannot be.
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Senator BYRD. The next witness is one who has made some very
accurate predictions in tho past. I know from firsthand knowledge,
in regard to what would take place in the economy and the stock
market and other economic areas of our country.

I particularly remember June of 1973-was it 1973 or 1974?
Mr. SINDLINGER. 1973-74.
Senator BYRD. At a meeting of a group of Senators here in

Washington which I got together-
Mr. SINDLINGER. That was in July of 1974.
Senator BYRD. July of 1974.
He predicted with great accuracy just what the stockmarket

would do over the upcoming months.
The committee is pleased to have Mr. Albert Sindlinger, chair-

man of the board, Sindlinger & Co.
Welcome.

STATEMENT OF ALBERT SINDLINGER, CHAIRMAN OF THE
BOARD, SINDLINGER & CO.

Mr. SINDLNGER. Thank you.
I think, in view of the prior testimony that I will change my

presentation slightly to amplify some of the points that were previ-
ously made. I am not going to be quite as optimistic as the wit-
nesses you have just listened to, because I think that we are in a
crisis now, a real serious crisis. And I think that Congress is going
to have a special session, which it has never had in its history, to
deal with the problem. The timing that I originally had for this
crisis session of Congress was about October, just before the elec-
tions.

-But I think that the events, particularly the President's adoption
Qf the new credit control act, turning the responsibility over to the
,Federal Reserve Board, has accelerated the timetable and I think
that we will probably have this collapse of the economy more likely
in June or July.

The collapse of the economy, I am talking about is something
that you gentlemen are already sensing and hearing from your

nstituents.
If you recall, Mr. Chairman, 2 years ago I was forecasting an 18-

,prcent prime rate interest rate for 1980 and I was completely
laughed at. Chase Manhattan raised it to 19 /. My forecast now is
-hat we will have a 22 percent prime in June or July which will go
1t 24 percent in August.

You are going to have the discount rate about 20 percent. You
re going to have T-bills and all Treasury bonds at least up 300 or

-400 basis points which is an additional 3 points higher than the
interest rates are now.

Senator BYRD. If I could interrupt you at that point, the ratesdropped the other day.
Mr. SINDLMNOER. They dropped for a very good reason. They

dropped because whenever there is a demand for something the
interest rate drops. What is happening here is that all our money
that was formerly in savings and loans and in the banking system
Is now going Into these money market funds and they are buying
Treasury bills.



The T-bill rate by this summer .will be up at least 400 basis
points higher than it is now.

I calculate that a 1 point rise in the cost of interest for the
Federal Government increases the deficit by $10 billion. If we have
a 3 or 4 point rise, then you have $20 billion, $30 billion, $40 billion
of interest that is not even thought about.

I would like to start by reading this addendum that I have put
on the table be--ause I think that this is very, very important.

With our exhibit C-if you will just turn to the exhibits that I
haqe-and if you will turn to exhibit C-

Senator BYRD. Is that in the main part?
Mr. SINDLNGER. You have some exhibits attached to my pre-

pared statement.
Do you have them?
Senator BYRD. I want to get the right one.
Mr. SMDLINERi . Exhibit C-1 we are looking at first.
Senator BYRD. All right.
Mr. SiDLiNGiR. The first column is the public debt. Starting in

January 1972 it was $422.9-billion, and if you will look over on the
far right you will see public debt interest in the 12-month cum,
January 1972, when the debt was $422.9 billion-the annual inter-
est payments totaled $21.3 billion or roughly about 5 percent of the
debt.

Since then, the magnitude of interest payments as a percent of
the total debt increased or declined as interest rates fell. In the
recession of 1975, as interest rates fell, the percentage dropped to
about 5 percent. By June of 1979, interest rates on Treasury bor-
rowing started to rise and, the share of interest payments exceeded
7 percent of the total debt.

In February 1980, the share of interest payments-and you will
see that on the bottom of C-2-in February 1980, the share of the
interest payments exceeded 7.7 percent.

Senator BY". I do not see that.
Mr. SNDu4GR. To get to 7.7 percent, let me skip over to an-

other exhibit, and that is F.
Look at F-2.
At the bottom of the page, F-2. Do you see it?
Senator BYRD. Yes.
Mr. SmNDLmO , On the bottom of exhibit F-2, in February, the

debt was $854.6 billion and the interest was $65.7 billion, or 7.688
percent of the total debt.

Now, the Carter administration has projected in the budget that
interest costs on the Federal debt should be 8.2 percent for the
1980 fiscal year and that the rate should fall to 8.1 percent for
1981.

This is a gross, gross miscalculation, assuming that interest rat&
for fiscal 1981 are going to be lower than 1980. 1 am saying they
are going to be 3 to 4 points higher.

Since our interest rates have been rising since January, and
SCP, our forecasting model, says they should go higher by 300 to
400 basis points, before the interest rates level off, the financing on
the debt will have to be at least 8 to 8.5 percent.
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The U.S. Treasury has $190.4 billion of marketable Federal debt,
'22 -percent of the total for Federal rate, where the debt is $854.6
billion.

Of this $190 billion, the new money that the Treasury has to
-raise, about $111 billion is financed by the regular Monday weekly

uctions which are approximately $2.2 billion. Last Monday s was
about $4 billion.

Another $78.7 billion is not included in the weekly financing and
-this is the part that the Federal Reserve Board picks up, $19
'billion. If the Treasury refinances this long-term portion and the
'Fed will continue to hold the $19 billion, there will be a $60 billion
of older long-term Government bonds that must be financed by the
public and I cannot find this in the budget.

For this refinancing of the $60 billion, about $25 billion has a
-coupon-less than 7 percent. About $20 billion carries coupons be-
_tween 7 and 8 percent and another $25 billion has coupons between-8 _and 9 percent, and only $11 billion are 9 percent or more.

The point I am making here is that all of this new financing will
lave to be at a very, very much higher interest rate so that we

-aYve additional cost in the budget not included which will be due
't the rise of the interest rates. Because of the interest rates in the
.1980's with no long-range fall in sight, the likelihood of an increase
in the average cost of the budget financing is guaranteed.

Another situation that is compounding the financial problem is
'that every new issue probably will be of very short maturity. We
are no longer going to have long-term bonds, and with the financial
problems I see coming, a 5-year bond by anybody will be unheard
;of and we will have 90-day, 60-day, 30-day Treasury financing at
rising interest rates, as we get into this credit problem.

F The short-term rates that are forecast have to remain at a high
level and I figure that the short-term interest rates at the present
time should be around 25 to 28 percent in about October. The
:short-term rates will fall slightly to about 22 percent, after that but
the long-term rates will be rising about 4 percent at the same time.

This means that the additional cost of financing the Federal debt
rises but it is not accounted for.

A new fact of nonmarket debt-as for the nonmarketable part of
the Federal debt, there is a new problem that is being presented by
inflation. That is a U.S. savings bond.

If you and I were going to form a company to sell savings bonds
-and we were going to sell them as a private institution we would
be put in jail for fraud.
.So what is happening here is that savings bonds hit their histori-
-cal peak with a growth rate of 1 percent, or $800 million new
money in September 1979. By February 1980, the magnitude of
bavin-s bonds declined to $79.6 billion, with a yearly change of a
negative 12 percent and the new money should be minus $1 billion.
-The consumer has become more sophisticated given the presence
'6f money-market funds and will not continue to hold these savings
bonds.

I estimate that at least $10 billion of the savings bonds will be
q''dated by the public over the next 12 months. This adds an-

other $10 billion to the money that the Treasury will have to
finance which is not even considered in any accounting.



Now, again, to conclude with this point, on the back page--and
again, I want to repeat that my calculaions, and others agree with
me, that a one point rise in the interest rate for Treasury securities
adds about $10 billion to the cost of financing.

What will Congress be faced with in the next year? I pproect for
February 1981, that the Federal debt will rise to $92.8 billion and
it will cost $85.4 billion to finance this. That is not in any of the
official figures and this is with the most guaranteed accuracy.

With the time being short, I think that what I will ask you to do,
Mr. Chairman, is to put my prepared statement in the record and I
would like to go over some of the headlines. It is quite lengthy. We
have spent a lot of time on this.

Senator Bwv. Your entire statement will be put into the record.
Mr. SINDLING R. Because I want to document at the present

time, we are fighting inflation with press releases. The bankruptcy
of the United States is well on its way. I call this the money
meltdown collapse of 1980.

We have heard comments today about recession. If you will turn
to exhibit A, this is a tabulation from my interviewing of last
Wednesday, a week ago today, and you will see that 45 percent of
the people we interviewed for the last month report that their
current income is down.

That is the highest figure that I have ever measured in 25 years.
Most of the time when you get into a recession, you only have 25
percent of the people reporting their income is negative. We al-
ready have it at 45 percent.

This means that for better than 4 out of every 10 households in
the United States, they are already in a recession. In some later
tables, as you study this, you will see that as far as households are
concerned, using the Government's gross national product, the re-
cession started on a negative basis in October of 1979.

In other words, on a per household basis, our households are
growing at 1.8 percent every year and since October 1979, real
GNP has been growing at 1.5 or 1.3 percent, less than 1.8.

So on a household basis, we have households truly in a recession
since last October.

Senator Bviw. To put this into perspective, let me say at this
point, as I understand it, what you do each day, Sindlinger & Co.,
what you do each day is to have a telephonic conversation with a
large number of individual citizens throughout the United-States.

Mr. SmDLmoNR. Throughout the 48 contiguous States.
Senator BinD. And you have been doing that for 25 years?
Mr. SMDUNGER. Right.
Senator Bnw. And you do it day after day?
Mr. SIDLINGEE. Every day.
Senator ByRD. Then you analyze the results that you get from

the responses of those households?
Mr. SmDLoR. Each Wednesday for the prior week. So that we

have each Friday a current reading of the attitudes and the opin-
ions of people throughout the Nation, both on the economy which
are based on the questions that I showed you here, and we also ask
political questions. Right now, we are asking a series of questions
on what people plan to do with their savings bonds and that is
where I get this $10 billion cash-in, which I think at the present



time is a very conservative figure because most people have not
figured out that they can make a profit.Senator BYRD. A $10 billion cash.- of savings bonds?

-Mr. SINDIJNGER. Ri ht. Which has to be refinanced, which is not
in anybody's budget. So when the Congress talks about balancing a
budget with all of these figures that you are talking about, you
have got to figure that there is $10 billion that is not in there that
has to be taken care of.

The Treasury has to refinance this, so that is going to add to the
debt and I am not even including the off-budget in this presenta-
'tion. I am only concerned and talking about only the budgeted
items.

Senator BYRD. What do you find to be the confidence factor on
the part of the American public?
,--Mr. SINDLINGER. Confidence, at the present time, is in complete
confusion. People understand, where the President said, that infla-
tion is cruel tax. That is one thing that people very well under-
stand and agree with the President.

But what they cannot understand with the new March 14 pro-
gram is how you balance a budget b increasing taxes when taxes
are a cruel tax and inflation is cruel. It is beyond comprehension.

I have transmitted this to the President through the proper
authorities and I have also told him that the worst mistake that
could possibly be made-and I was glad that this committee, from
what was said this morning, agrees with me-that this credit con-
trol program with the Fed is about any the worst thing that could
ever have been done.
_I had a meeting with Mr. Volcker which I discuss in here later,
but I want to get this in at this point. I had a meeting with Mr.
Volcker on the 1st of February. In fact, I talked to you at that
particular time.

And the reason for this meeting was that I had come to the
conclusion that the economy is going to be in dire straights by that
_'date. I am talking about October. Now I have moved it up simply
,because I do not see how American businessmen can operate with
20, 22, 23 percent prime rates, which means-you have talked to
your building people. You were talking about housing starts. I have
housing starts down to 1.2 million in December of this year and in
January of 1981, I have housing starts at 750,000, compared to the
figures that you got from the gentleman ahead of me.

We are going into one collapse because the American economy
cannot operate and businessmen will be forced into bankruptcy
with these 20, 22, 24 percent interest rates.

Senator BYRD. You mentioned earlier that Congress will be
forced into an emergency session?

Mr. SINDLINOER. To stop a rash of bankruptcies.
Senator BYRD. What will the Congress do in an emergency ses-

sion?
Mr. SINDUNOER. Congress is going to have to start doing all the

things that you have been talking about for all these years that
they ought to do. They are going to have to bite the bullet.

It is going to be forced on them because these people across the
country are not very excited about any of the Presidential candi-
dates and we have a situation where we have a very volatile public.



What will make Congress act and what Congress will listen to is
when the finance people on campaigns say we have no funds. We
are going to have massive bankruptcies this summer. We are going
to have some very large corporations in bankruptcy. We are going
to have some massive retail bankruptcies.

We are going to have a credit crunch like we have never experi-
enced in our lifetime simply because we have a complete disloca-
tion of money.

The irony of all this is it is not that we do not have enough
money. We have our money in the wrong places.

We have $600 billion of our money m Eurodollars that should
not have been there, and we have all this massive debt that I am
talking about, this massive interest, this crowding out.

The Government has to get its money ahead of everyone else.
You are going to have massive bankruptcies in savings and loans.

If we had the time, we could go through these figures and I could
show the outflow of savings and loans. Savings and- loans are in
serious trouble.

You are going to have a massive farm problem. Bankruptcies in
farms this summer and you are going to have some massive bank-
ruptcies in retail trading, plus a lot of small businessmen associat-
ed with automobiles. The bankruptcies that are going to be in the
news this summer and fall just before the election are going to
make Congress have to act because this affects our country.

If you will turn to exhibit G--
Senator BYRD. G?
Mr, SINDUNGER. G.
Here is an explanation of why we are going broke.On the first page, you see inthe first column a list of current

dollar personal income by months starting in January 1977. That is
the current dollar value, and the constant dollar value is after you
take out inflation.

The difference is how much inflation in millions of dollars and
billions of dollars.

The next line is the percent. In other words, in 1977, inflation
was eating up $392.2 billion, or roughly 37 percent of personal
-income. In February of 1980, you had $2,051,000,000 and just a
little over $1 trillion in constant dollars. So the difference was $874
billion.

Now, note that the amount of money that is being eaten up by
inflation and personal income is very close to the national debt.

Do you need any explanation of why inflation is created by the
national debt?

Now, we turn to the next page and this is what I call the new
money, exhibit H. Here is the bottom line.

In January 1977, we were adding year over year $128.9 billion to
total personal income, total personal income in January 1977 was
$1289 billion more than in January 1976. But when you took the
inflation out, the add was $46 billion. So we lost $82.9 billion, or 64
percent of the new money being created.

Skip down to February 1980. In 1980, in February, and the
money wq spent, $200.5 billion %as added to personal income over
the prior year and the figures for the prior year are on the page
ahead of I
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The inflation leaves only $5.4 billion, or inflation in February
destroyed $195.1 billion, or 97.3 percent of the money generated in
personal income.

By July-August, that figure will be 100 percent.
In other words, what this table tells you-and this is why people

across the country are uptight when I interview them-what this
table tells you is that- inflation is eating up money faster than

-_people can get their hands on it.
A company with an outflow exceeding its inflow is bankrupt- and

the Nation at this point in July will be fiscally bankrupt so that
inflation is eating up money faster than the Fed can even print it.

Senator Bviw. Do you regard the President's program as ade-
quate to bring down inflation?

Mr. SINDLINGER. No.
The point was made by your other colleague that if we balance

the budget it would only reduce inflation by a point.
There is some truth to that. My data says-and this is a shock-

er-that Congress is not prepared for-and this is the point that I
make in my testimony-that all of this talk right now about bal-
ancing the budget is completely academic. It is an exercise and just
press releases.

What Congress has to do between now and this time next year is
to have a-surplus of about $40 billion, a surplus. I am not talking
about a balanced budget.

Somehow, between now and a year from now, Congress has got
to have $40 billion in surplus to issue a tax relief to the people, not
to spur the economy, but to save the Nation's banks.

The Nation's banks, I calculate, will be short about $40 billion in
February and March of next year.

As you remember, Senator, we had some long conversations in
1974 where I had calculated that the banking sector was going to
be short 19 billion in early 1976. You recall that.

And with Wilbur Mills and the other people working with me,
and the Treasury working with me, we came to the conclusion that
there would have to be a tax cut. -

First of all, based on the interviewing, my data showed me that
80 percent of the tax cut would go into the banking system so that
we had calculated that the banking system would be short about
$9.5 billion.

Mr. Volcker cannot put money into the banking system of that
size. The Treasury deposit cannot put it into the banking system of
that size. There is no law that would allow either one of them to do
it.

But the way that you relieve liquidity in the banking system is a
very simple process. You have a tax cut, and what do people do
with a tax cut? It has to be a check. It cannot be credits on the
books. It has to be a physical check and what-do people do when
they get a tax cut check? They take it to their bank so that the
people across the Nation take an even amount of money to what-
ever bank they are associated with and very quietly the Treasury
is robbed.

In the case of 1976, it was robbed by $13.5 billion to get $9 billion
into the banking system. Confidence goes up and politicians say
that we have tax relief now which will spur the economy.

63-894 0 - 90 - 4



That is not why you have tax cuts. You have tax cuts, and why
tax cuts are necessary, is to provide liquidity for the banking
system when you get into a recession.

The same method that calculated that we needed $9 billion in
1975 now tells me that in February of next year, the banking
system is going to need $40 billion which is in nobody's budget.

Senator BYRD. You are much more pessimistic than I am, but in
1974 you also were much more pessimistic than I was.

Mr. SINDUNER. I think I remember that.
Senator BYRD. You were correct and I was not. But I just cannot

quite see-you use the word collapse in the economy.
Mr. SINDLINGER. You cannot run the American economy with

interest rates in excess of 20 percent. Do you know of a business-
man who can operate on a 20 percent interest rate?

Senator BYRD. How can you get interest rates down, other than
reducing Federal spending?

NMr. SiLINGER. I was very pleased at your questioning this
morning and very pleased with Voicker's answer and I will go back
to my conversation with him.

At this meeting that I had with Mr. Volcker on the 1st of
February, I put it to him this way. I have been very critical of the
Fed for many years.

I said I am very critical of Congress because we run our financial
affairs just like Three Mile Island was run. We always read the
wrong information and we always try to find something that justi-
fies our hopes.

We say inflation is not where it is. We say inflation is around 9
or 10 percent and we are going to reduce it to 7 percent.

K Those are words from the financial community and the real
world does not operate with press releases. The rearworld operates
on what the facts are and the facts are that the inflation rate at
the present time is around 20 percent in the United States. There-
fore, all interest rates have to be at that level.

Inflation dictates the interest rate level. The Federal Reserve
Board does not do it. This is why the Federal Reserve Board in
October suddenly decided we are going to stop controlling interest
rates because they discovered they could not control them.

Senator BYRD. There is no way that Congress can control interest
rates.

Mr. SINDLINOER. Here is what is going to create this new emer-
gency session in Congress that I am talking about. It came out in
the questioning today.

Constituents across the country are going to start demanding
from Members of Congress that you bring down interest rates. You
are hearing it already.

Most Members of Congress that I talk to believe that the Federal
Reserve Board controls interest rates and they believe that Mr.
Volcker could bring interest rates down.

Most people in Congress think that the Federal Reserve Board
controls interest rates.

Senator Byri. Right.
Mr. SnwuNoDa.I have been arguing this for 20 years. I talked to

Mr. Volcker on the 1st of February and I said, Mr. Volcker, I see
the scenario and we have had conversations before-and I might
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add that this is the first time in 40 years of visiting the Fed that I
did not get an argument, because I always get arguments when I

--go over there.
I said the time is going to come where there is going to be an

-emergency session of Congress. The timetable then was October. I
move it up now to midsummer-when the Congress is going to be
pressured by these higher interest rates and the Congress is going
to be pressured to bring interest rates down.

First of all, nobody understands why we have the interest rates
--where they are and the reasons that the interest rates are where
they are, 19% yesterday and 24 percent this summer, is because
interest rates have to meet the inflation rate and the true inflation

-.rate is about 20 percent. The reason the true inflation rate is
--around 20 percent is because of the Federal debt, oil, and all of

this. These are other problems.
But this problem started out long before the Arabs had the oil

embargo in October, November 1973. This goes back 20 years so we
-cannot blame-the Arabs or Khomeini for our problem.
nSo I sLaid to Mr. Volcker, you are going to have to tell Congress
in a very polite way three things. No. 1, you are going to have to
tell Congress that you cannot control interest rates, that inflation
does it.

No. 2, you are going to have to tell Congress that you cannot
control the money supply. Inflation does that. -

The Fed creates more money because people need more money
for inflation.

The third point you are going to have to tell Congress is that the
Federal Reserve Board should never have been in the inflation
fighting business in the first place becausvi it cannot fight inflation.
Monetary policy cannot fight inflation that is created by fiscal
policy.

And this emergency session of Congress brought upon by the
demand of the public, businessmen, and people to lower interest
rates, is going to create, in my judgment, a new appraisal as to how
we got here.

Senator BYRD. If that is the case, if that is the case, No. 1, as I
see it, there is no way that Congress can legislate a reduction in
interest rates.

Mr. SImDLmG . No; Congress has to have a surplus of $40
billion to solve this problem.

Senator BYRD. What you are saying is if there is an emergency
session that the purpose of the emergency session would be, I
assume either from what you say, either would be to sharply
reduce spending or increase taxes. Would that be it?

Mr. Sn4VLmozR. No.
Senator BwRD. To reduce spending?
Mr. SINDLNGER. You increase taxes, you increase inflation.
Senator BYRD. What would be the purpose of the emergency

session?
Mr. SMDUNOER. First of all, to learn how the economy works,

No. 1, and the second result would be after you learn how the
economy works would be to decide that we can only stop inflation
by cutting spending.



Senator BYRD. It gets back to a sharp reduction in the increase in
spending?

Mr. SINDLINGER. That is right. And we have to build a surplus.
Senator BYRD. You envision the need for a very substantial re-

duction in the overall spending by the Government?
Mr. SINDLINOER. I am talking about the Congress cutting spend-

ing to get a $40 billion surplus which we are going to need to
protect the banks next year.

Now, the longer Congress waits, the more it is going to cost.
Senator BYRD. I think the longer the Congress and the longer the

Government waits to tackle the problem facing us the worse off
everybody is going to be.

Mr. SINDINGER. I think what is going to bring this to a head-I
-have given this a lot of thought, but it is the only thing Congress
will understand-is when it gets a cry from the people.
2 I am sure that Members of Congress are already beginning to get
the cry from people, get interest rates down. I am sure that is
happening now.

It will happen every day and it is going to amplify, as interest
-rates go up. Each week they go up more. There is no law. If

Congress attempts to legislate a freeze on interest rates, you will
- raise interest rates and create a black market like people have

never seen before. You will wreck the world economy.
-Senator BYRD. I think, as evidence of that, Congress has even

gone to the extent of eliminating usury. laws in various States.
With the usury laws, no one could borrow any money.

Mr. SINDLNOER. That is right.
In this presentation I have not included the out-budget financing.
Senator BYRD. I understand.
Mr. SIDUNM. That was deliberate. I do not want to bother

I with it. I have just taken the on-budget financing.
Senator BYRD. I am interested in what you learned from the

public on these day-to-day telephone conversations.
Incidentally, as you know I have been to your home and your

place of business.
Mr. SINDLINGER. And you have listened.
Senator BYRD. I have listened in and heard the responses.
Mr. SINDLINGER. The last time you were there we had a -peaceful

America. That was not too peaceful that night, was it, compared to
now, but it was a peaceful America. You should hear them now.

Senator BYRD. What do you find to be the dominant interest on
the part of the people?

iMr. SINDULNGE. Nobody in Washington understands my problem
and I do not want to hear any more promises. Nobody understands
my problem. You have got to remember that people basically are
very selfish and they also want somebody else to sacrifice for them.

But what is happening here is that 45 percent of the people tell
:-us that their income is down. In other words, 45 percent of the
Nation right now is in a recession and the economy, the way I see
it, next year we will not be arguing about a recession next year.

At the present time you hear everyone talking about a recession

and when is it coming. By next year at this time, the argument is
going to be, how long will the depression last?

That is where we are heading. How long will the depression last?



In my testimony, I make the point that the economy is no longer
in V's and U's, but the economy at the present time is an L. You
go down, you stay there.

It was pointed out by the two prior people sitting here, we are
not going to have a sharp recovery. It is going to take a long time.

I hate to say it, but I think it is going to take us 10 years to get
us out of this mess. But what concerns me is we have always solved
our problems in the past by going to war, and are we going to go
through that procedure again rather than trying to think our way
out?

We always shoot our way out rather than think our way out.
Senator BYRD. I assume you find that the people have very little

confidence in-government?
Mr. SINDLmONzR. None.
I would say they have no confidence and it is being manifested in

the primaries.
Senator ByR=. I feel that the people have been misled and are

-being misled now as to what the Government is doing or is prepar-
ing to do in regard to spending.
Mr. SImDUNOR. I am trying to transmit a message to the White

House and I know it got through. You would be surprised that
within 48 hours after the President had announced his new plan on
-March 14. It sounded great, as if we were going to balance the
budget, and you have already gone on the mathematics of it, how
we did it.

We raised it then we cut it.
The public, within 48 hours had completely figured it out, so 7

out of every 10 people said well, all he has done is raise taxes. That
is how fast the public that out.

Senator BnD. Seven out of the ten people?
Mr. SMDUNGER. That is correct. In 48 hours. That is how fast

the public figured it out.
So you cannot pull press releases on the American public. They

figured out in 48 hours what the President did, and that is exactly
what he did. He raised their taxes to balance the budget.

And you will say, well, how does that solve any problems?
Senator BYRD. Most of the commentators, most of the news re-

porters and what not, still report that the Government, the admin-
istration, is reducing spending. This morning, however, I heard
David Brinkley when I was driving to work and he diagnosed it
exactly.

He said there is no, except a very minimal, decrease in the
increase in spending.

Mr. Sm-inuou. That is right.
Senator Byi. There is no reduction in spending. There is a

"light reduction in the increase in spending, but a veryheavy
increase in the revenues which the Government is taking.

Mr. SmNDumo. And that adds to inflation and that is adding 2
percent, 200 basis points, to the interest rate.

You see, we are kidding ourselves, Senator. We are kidding our-
selves. We are running the country just like Three Mile Island was
run.

We want to think there is no such bad thing as inflation, but you
cannot kid yourself against the financial markets, ideal and reality.



I talk to people and the information I get from people gives me a
firm foundation to project the economy and the stock market and
the bond market. The bond market and the stock market are
operating on the assumption that is correct, that interest rates will
go higher and that the inflation rate is around 20 percent.

You do not hear anybody in Congress admitting that we have a
20-percent inflation rate and we have people saying that the reces-
sion is going to take care of inflation and interest rates.

You are never going to take care of interest rates, which are a
function of inflation, until Congress understands how the economy
works and understands that you cannot spend more than you
make. It is that simple.

Senator BYRD. Congress does not understand that, I am con-
vinced.

Mr. SUWLINOER. They are going to learn it this year.
Senator BYRD. They do not understand that. So many Members

of the Congress, particularly some of those in key positions, have
grown up over the years on the theory that you do not need to
balance the budget, that deficit spending is all that one needs to
do. If there are any problems, just spend more money.

Mr. SINDUNGER. The sad truth, Senator, is that Congress has to
have inflation to operate.

Senator BYRD. Government gains by inflation.
Mr. SINDLINGER. That is a point.
Senator BYRD. Government gains.
Mr. SINDLINOER. When you get to the point where the people's

money, the new money that we are printing is being eaten up by
inflation at 100 percent, which is what we are going to have this
summer, the country is broke.

Congress is broke. They do not know it yet, but they will find it
out this summer. This is what I am saying.

Senator BYRD. The problem is that no one wants to bite the
bullet and it is not pleasant to bite the bullet.

Mr. SINDLINGER. Do you agree with me that the pressure is on
for the Congress to lower interest rates? Do you agree with me on
that?

Senator BYRD. Oh, yes, but-
Mr. SINDUNOaa. How many people in Congress realize?
Senator BYRD. The trouble is that most people think that all

Congress has to do is pass a law and that lowers interest rates.
Mr. SINDLmNOE You pass that law and you will have interest

rates on the black-market at 30 percent.
Senator BYRD. It would be ridiculous to do that.
Mr. SINDLINGER. Somebody had better get some sense.
Senator BYRD. Let me ask you one final question. You predicted,

with great accuracy, in July 1974, what the stock market was going
to do. Looking ahead 4 or 5 months, how do ou see it now?

Mr. SINDLINOZ. You should have a rise in the stock market
betwe-en-I do not know what it is doing today. Does anybody know
what the market is doing now?

You should have a rise in the stoch market in the next 2 weeks.
Then you will have a sharp fall and by the end of this year the
Dow Jones should be down to about 600 or 550.



Anybody who is in the stock market now has 10 or 12 days to get
out, if they have not gotten it out.

The bond market has had a collapse and it is only the first stage.
The bond market told Congress what the President's plan did, did
it not?

Senator BYRD. That is why the President has revised slightly his
original January proposal.

Mr. SINDLINGER. All it did was add 2 percentage. points to the
inflation rate and interest rate. When you are raising taxes, you
are raising inflation and interest rates.

Now, somebody had better get some sound economics around this
town.

Senator BYRD. I must say, Mr. Sindlinger, you are a great deal
moreL-more pessimistic than I am about the future.

Mr. SiNDUNER. I am scared to death.
Senator BYRD. I think we have grave problems, but you are a lot

more- pessimistic.
Mr. SINDLINGER. I am scared.
Senator BYRD [continuing). Than I am. And I would not be as

worried if I had not been present in 1974 when you predicted--
Mr. SINDLINER. Nobody wanted to believe me.
Senator BYRD. Exactly. What happened in the next years.
Mr. SINDLINGER. If you remember, nobody wanted to believe me.
Senator- BYRD. We had 12 Senators present. None of us felt that

you were realistic in what you were saying, but it turned out to be
correct.

Mr. SINDLNGER. I think I hit it on the month.
Senator BYRD. I want to thank you for being here today and I

think that this has been very helpful to the committee and it
i-certainly has been helpful to the chairman.

Mr. SINDINoER. I tried, in my prepared statement-which is
long-I tried to go through a little bit of logic as well as my points
to show how we got into this mess and the key conclusion I want to
make is I could tell from my interviewing that the Congress is
going to have this pressure on it, that you are going to have to
have some sort of emergency meeting.

Senator BYRD. We are meeting right now. We could do it right
now if we had the will to do it.

Mr. SINDLINGER. You do not have the will yet, but you will. You
will get it.

Senator BYRD. Time will tell.
Thank you.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Sindlinger follows. Oral testi-

mony continues on p. 101.]
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Mr. Chairman, members of the committee:

Thank you for another opportunity to report to your
committee on the true nature of the -economic situation being
shouldered by the American people in the Spring of 1980.

I sincerely hope this Ii the last time anyone will have to testify
on the Issue of raising the national debt ceiling and that In future
appearances we can discuss far more constructive matters-like how
Is the most efficient way to use people's money to create a Federal
budget surplus.

Based upon what I am going to discuss-Congress should be
moving in the opposite direction-working on reduction of the U.S.
debt-creating a surplus-rather than providing a legal -escape valve - -

for more budget deficits and unsound fiscal policies which -are now
at crisis proportions.

FIGHTING INFLATION BY "PRESS RELEASE"

Unfortunately, I am not persuaded that Congress and the
Administration are prepared to go to the truly austere lengths
necessary until they are backed to the wall by a severe financial
crisis which worse than now is In the making prior to our next
election day-which Is not to create a recession but a depression.

-1-
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Judging by recent developments, Including President Carter's

"press release" fourth attempt to fight Inflation as of March 14th-

I must conclude that Washington still hasn't grasped the true evil of

having a mammoth national debt overhanging the American

economy. It has reached the point where Congress has already spent

more than it can finance-making the debt only a eulogy.

A BANKRUPTCY OF THE UNITED STATES

The fact is the United States is already In (not headed toward)

a severe financial crisis that has been provoked by past reckless and

improper fiscal policy. I call it the "Money Meltdown Collapse of

1980"-in a book now being written.

I am not here today to talk about an ordinary economic set-

back or so-called recession-but rather the coming bankruptcy of

the United States with a long depresion-If we don't act.

What we have now is a situation in which Inflation is melting

down the value of people's money to the point where it is becoming
virtually worthless.

REAL RECESSION HITTING U.S. HOUSEHOLDS

This money meltdown is already manifested in a credit crunch

stage among 4 In 10 of every American households. The crunch

should subsequently spread next to Industry and then to finance
both domestic and foreign.

But among the nation's households, I will show that a "real

recession" is already eight months old-having started last September.

All political eyes are now focused on Election Day which is

only thirty weeks away. But those eyes are going to get crossed up

before then-where a government-inspired credit crunch will change

tho focus from political promises to economic realities.

-2-
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WHO WILL SAVE CONGRESS? *

History records-that Congress saved Lockheed from bank.
ruptcy-then Congress saved New York City-more recently Congress
is trying to save Chrysler.

And, there are -other gigantic bankruptcies lurking in the
wings.

My question today is: Who Is going to save Congress In the
financial peril facing it-between now and Election Day?

OUR APPEARANCE TWO YEARS AGO

In my last appearance before this Committee on January
30, 1978, I demonstrated how the national debt (then at almost
$722 billion) and, more specifically the interest on the national
debt (then at $43 billion) were the underlying root causes of the
cost/push inflation that has been plaguing the nation since 1968.

The debt and the cost of financing It continue to produce an
Intense capital shortage that simply cannot allow the economy to
work like It used to. -

When I .testified In January 1978,. the national debt was
$721.6 billion. Since we were then sampling 70,893,000 U.S. house-
holds-this meant that the average American household was respon-..
sible for $10,178.68 of the Federal debt-which most people don't
even know they owe.

In February 1980, as we were sampling 73,489,000
households with the Federal debt at $854.6 billion-the per-household
figure Is $11,628.82.

HOUSEHOLD IMPACT OF INFLATION

Two years ago when I last testified before this Committee-
current dollar Gross National Product (GNP) was $1,998.0 billion-
getting close to two trillion dollars.
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To take inflation out, the current dollar GNP figure is divided
by what is called the Implicit price deflator (IPD)-to convert to
1972 dollar values.

INFLATION DESTROYS OUR MONEY

Two years ago, the IPD was 146.3, representing a year-to-year

inflation growth rate of 6.2 percent.

By dividing current dollar GNP by the price deflator, "real"

GNP was worth $1,365.7 billion. In other words-nflation ate 31.6%
of GNP by destroying $632.3 billion in money-more than the then

national debt of two years ago. Current dollar GNP per-household

two years ago was at $28,183.32 while "real" dollar GNP was
$19,262.83.

To keep our facts in focus;

... Two years ago in January 1978-a 6.2% inflation rate to
calculate "real" GNP was destroying $8,920.49 per-household.

... And on top of that, the national debt per-household-
which most people did not know about was $10,178.58.

THE MOST WASTEFUL USE OF MONEY

Government borrowings to finance the debt take money away
from private borrowers and the competitive scramble for money
between the two sectors drives up interest rates for both. Rising

money csts ultimately exert a two-way squeeze on people-through
higher prices in their roles as consumers and higher taxes in their
roles as taxpayers.

Moreover, the interest on the debt Is the most wasteful use of
money. The Interest payments literally evaporate and never return
to the economic mainstream.
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For February 1980 Interest on the debt totaled $65.7 billion-

23%, or $12.4 billion more than In 1978.

Our Sindlinger Calculated Projection (SCP) model forecasts
that by February 1981 the Interest payments will reach $85 billion.

That will mean $20 billion more that the Treasury will have to

finance.

A $20 BILLION DOLLAR DRAIN

That means that another $20 billion will be driven out of the

economy and denied to those sectors that need them to build plant

and equipment, improve productivity and make jobs to expand the

size of the labor force.

Interest rates rise still further oo the diminished money stock
and the inflationary spiral continues.

Wage and price controls, credit controls, voluntary restraints,

imported oil cutbacks, recession, rising Interest rates, tighter money

-none can work until the fiscally unsound diversion of money Is

halted. These orthodox "solutions" can scratch the surface of the

1980 problem but they can't touch the firmly rooted base that grows

bigger as fiscal policy makes less sense and accelerates the meltdown
of the people's money.

PAYING FOR THE EXCESSES

We are already paying the price for these excesses. With a

20% inflation rate. With a prime rate already above 19% going to

24%. With an economy that seems to boggle the minds of textbook

economists who continue to project a cure-all recession seems to

always be coming next month. With an Incredible illiquidity among

the nation's households that Is getting even worse as the money
meltdown comes closer.
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FORECASTS ON INFLATION, INTEREST
RATES MATERIALIZE

As this committee knows, I forecast all of these developments
two years ago when orthodox economists blithely projected a mild
recession to break the entire Inflation-Interest spiral.

And what I was forecasting two years ago to this committee-
is here-and now.

What great secret did I possess to buck the economic con-
sensus?

PEOPLE FORECAST THE TRENDS

Nothing all that exotic. My Sindlinger Calculated Projection
(SCP) computerized microeconometric model showed me the light
because it is based purely on Input from the American people-and
the way they use and plan to use their money.

By taking a realistic account of the people's problems, by
recognizing that the true inflation rate reported by people Is quite
higher than the rate reported by the government, by fully compre-
hending how unsound fiscal policy, the debt and Its interest burn
up money, SCP told me that there would be no let up In Inflation
and interest rates from mid-1979 throughout October of 1980.

SIGNALING THE CRUNCH AND MONEY MELTDOWN

These same factors ere now signaling the credit crunch and
eventual money meltdown to hit just before election time.

Surely, you might ask, hasn't President Carter helped arrest
the spiral with his budget balancing moves? I must heartily demur.

BUDGET CUTS ARE FRACTION OF CLAIMS

Even If the budget cuts Indeed totaled the $13 billion that
was billed by the Administration, they wouldn't do more than chip
the hard-core Inflationary base that's Imbedded In twenty years of
unsound fiscal policy.



But the fact Is that "real" cuts In the budget are only a
fraction of the Administration's claims.

Here Is what has really happened.

In January, the Administration submitted a budget for the
1981 fiscal year calling for outlays of $616 billion and Income of

$600 billion for a deficit of $16 billion. On Friday, March 14th, the

President told the nation the FY 1981 budget was to be balanced
and spending was to be cut $13414 billion. The domestic financial
markets did not buy it.

But It wasn't the original budget that was being cut.

ILLUSION OF BIG BUDGET CUT

By March 14th, technical revisions hid raised the outgo side

by $10 billion putting it at around $626 billion. Revised income
estimates through a tax Increase lifted the revenue figure to $614
billion.

Thus by the time of the President's message we were working

with a much revised budget and it was this enlarged budget that was
being pared. The President- cut the enlarged budget by $13 billion
and bringing the FY 1981 outgo down to $613-$14 billion to
about match the Increased revenue estimates.

The real cut Is only $3 billion and not $13 billion as the
President would have us believe. The President has given us only a
"press release" Illusion of a budget cut, not a really substantial cut.

That's like applying a wet bend aid to the rapidly spreading

inflationary cancer. SCP says the Carter March 14th new program
actually aggravated the outlook for interest rates and Inflation for

this year-end speeded up our financial money crunch crisis.

INFLATION FORECAST IS WORSE, PRIME TO 24%

Prior to the unveiling of the program, SCP forecast that
inflation should peak through a percent year-over-year growth in

Consumer Price Index (CPI) about 19% and that the prime rate
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would peak at 20% In October.

But a new run through of data following the President's

message produced forecasts of a 22% rate of inflation by August

and a 24% prime by mid-Summer or shortly before the two major

parties convene to nominate presidential candidates.

PEOPLE ARE CONFUSED AND FRUSTRATED

Certainly the American people don't see any panacea. Our

continuous daily telephone conversation with people, which among

other things generate Information for SCP forecasting find people

confused and frustrated. The March 14th new program has done

nothing to stimulate people's confidence. People question how the

President can claim he Is balancing the budget through spending cuts

when he is also asking for a tax hike in the form of the gasoline con-

servation fee.

One of our respondents recently remarked: "The President

calls Inflation the cruelest of taxes then he adds another cruel tax on

top of it to make us think Congress is balancing the budget,"

THE "DOUBLETHINK" GROWS IN POPULARITY

I am sorry to tell you that the President's program is another

example of an annoyingly growing practice of the bureaucracy and

academe to talk our way out of problems by arguing that they really

don't exist or aren't as bad as presumed.

George Orwell called it doublethinkk.'" It's the game of

managing to be for and against both sides of an Issue at the same
time.

A neat trickle But the manifestations of "doublethink"

abound and the Increased capacity for "doublethink" is preventing

us from getting to the real roots of our economic problems.

EXCUSES AND MORE EXCUSES

Take the entire "recession" scenario written by the orthodox

economic consensus and the multiplicity of excuses its membership
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has employed to explain why the recession hasn't materialized.

A major problem with trying to read the future economy
Is that most economists, especially political economists, are human
and optimistic by nature. They are first reluctant to concede a
recession can occur and they then see little more than a mild recession
after government data Indicate a softening economy. But at all times,
their criteria are straight out of the textbook and their forecasts are
principally based on hopes and guesses rather than on a knowledge of
how people are faring.

MINORITY CAN'T BUOY ECONOMY

These difficulties have been exacerbated today by Inflation
which has destroyed the classic V or U shaped cyclical functioning
of the economy because it has put people behind the financial eight.
ball.

In most past recessions, only 25 percent of the households were
affected and the other 75 percent could spend our way into recovery.
Today, because of inflation, nearly half (see Exhibit A) the households
are suffering declining income and are In real recession. A minority of
households can't carry on the economy on their backs.

PEOPLE STAVED OFF CLASSIC RECESSION

This Is a primary example of how economists relying on macro-
economic data erred because they made assumptions about people
without really understanding how people live and use their money.

The recession, at least as officially defined as two separate
quarters of negative growth in real GNP, didn't occur early In 1979
because of an outbreak of hedge buying to beat Inflationary price
hikes.

It didn't occur in late 1979 because Consumer Confidence shot
up with -the Iranian and Afghanistan crises as people anticipated
higher defense spending and more jobs.
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It hasn't occurred thus far In 1980 becaiqselpeople, in perhaps

one- lat hedge buying, gasp, are buying autos, appliances, home

Improvements and other goods and services' that promise some

relief from mounting enefy costs. -

We know this because people have been telling It to us, as we

Interview people daily.

BUYING IS IN, SAVINGS IS OUT

And people also have been telling us that they are buying

because they consider spending a prudent exercise during the current

inflationary spiral. ,They can buy on credit, pay back in cheaper

dollars, beat price Increases and' perhaps reduce their fuel bills. It

doesn't pay them to save because the interest rates offered them

don't keep up with Inflation.

But scratch a member of orthodox economic consensus and

he or she will automatically ascribe continued consumer buying to

people's reluctance not to downgrade their lifestyles.

PEOPLE ARE BLAMED FOR INFLATION

As one follows current press reporting on the economy-

many orthodox economist go on-to blame people's buying for

hyping Inflation and preventing' the long-awaited recession from
snapping the spiral of Inflation and Interest rates.

"If only that damn, dumb consumer wouldn't be so hoggish,

we'd be In good shape." is the way It Is being said. It's almost as

If the economists and the Washington establishment are praying for
hard times to cure our Ills.

A MISIMPRESSION ON ECONOMIC CYCLES

The flaw In their whole reasoning Is the failure to understand

how people must live and survive under the new economic rules of

today-which are totally different from the rules that were taught

in the outmoded textbooks.
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tThe orthodQx economists-be .they "lceynesians'" or
"monatarists"-belevi that.an officially doflnd repesslon eventually
will materialize end defuse inflation and-nterqst rates because they
are under the misimpression that t e nomy Isll is operating In
traditional cycles.

INFLATION WON'T LET ECONOMY FUNCTION IN CYCLES

To have an officially defined. reiesion, we must have recovery
following an economic bottom. That's the old "'V" or "U" shaped
economy. -

But the economy, according to our plculations and projec-
tions Is no longer working like It used to In "V" or "U" shaped
cycles. Inflation, as it Is currently Indexed by Congress and the
aforementioned capital shortage simply won't let the economy work
like It usid to.

THE L-SHAPED ECONOMY

Instead what we really have for the 1980's Is an L-shaped
economy. The economy dropped straight down In the 1974.75
recession and hasn't In fact really recovered since.

It's been proceeding on a straight line and each new spurt of
hedge buying just prevents it from slanting downward.

THE NEED FOR NEW MONEY

But that can't last for very long.

The best sign of the economic health of the economy is how
much "real" new money Is produced so that it may be recycled Into
the economy by people to sustain growth. The new money helps
finance expansion that absorbs the growth of the labor force.
(See special tables on "A"' through "Z" money.)

MONEY GROWTH TO DECLINE

SCP says that on an aggregate basis (see "A" through "E"
money) there should be a fairly brisk growth In the money supply
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on a year-over~year basis through the first half of 1980. This should

result from the latest hedge buying outburst and from the loading of
people's checking accounts In April to pay inflated Federal taxes.

... The outlook Is not so good for the second half. SCP
projects that the money supply will be flat compared with the
third quarter of 1979.

... And In the fourth quarter, SCP projects that the money
supply should decline on a year-over-year basis.

SCP sees no bottom to the money supply contraction and no
turn up in growth as the economy moves into 1981.

TRACKING A CRUNCH AND MONEY MELTDOWN

In effect, the money supply trends should be tracking first
the credit crunch and second the fullscale meltdown of money.

We must agree that none of this appears in the "official"
government figures which purport to show only "real" economic
expansion since the 1974-75 recession.

FIGURES SUPPORT THE "DOUBLETHINK"

Here, we have another aspect of "doublethink."

The official figures, to be perfectly frank, are often In error,
misleading and primary causes of serious mistakes In monetary and
fiscal policy. Take the seasonal adjustment process for example
which, through an arbitrary statistical process, converts raw, or
actual data, Into "official" figures.

Seasonally adjusted figures are like the meters at Three Mile
Island. They are flashing false signals and prompting wrong decisions.

INJURIOUS TO FINANCIAL HEALTH

Last week, the press and TV carried numerous stories about
the first anniversary of the near disaster at Three Mile Island-
complete with accounts of antinuclear marches and protests, analyses
of the future of nuclear power and controversies surrounding the
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ventirig of krypton gas from the damaged reactor building. There

are concerns about health and about safety.

Official accounts of the accident say it resulted because

people read the wrong meters. We happen to have the very same

situation In fiscal and monetary policy because the Federal Reserve

and Treasury read the wrong meters-the- seasonally adjusted figures

-and the disasters that may befall the nation's collective pocket-

book Is beyond the realm of reasonable calculation.

Here we have the most bizarre Instance of where the wrong

meters generating bogus information a Ia Three Mile Island are

actually used to buttress the concept of "doublethink."

FED HAS BLINDERS ON FIGURES

A classic case is on money supply. The Federal Reserve

won't look at anything but the seasonally adjusted figures and the

seasonally adjusted annual growth rate for the last 13 weeks In

setting monetary policy. Yet, the raw data supplied to the Fed by

Its member banks are the figures that show how the people and the

banks are really using money.

Our analyses show that the seasonal goes cockeyed at many

points in the year often declining when the actual figures are in-

creasing or vice versa.

ELIMINATING CHRISTMAS BY STATISTICAL DECREE

At Christmas, for example, the seasonal adjustment never

acknowledges the huge sums put Into the money supply by people's

spending. And in the two months following Christmas, it Inflates

the money supply while people are drawing down their checking

accounts to pay Christmas bills.

INCOME TAXES TOUCH OFF EXPLOSION

But the TMI syndrome really does the most damage around

Income tax time when people load up their-checking accounts to

pay Federal taxes. On a raw data basis, the money supply falls

almost as quickly asexpands when the Treasury cashes the checks.
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But the seasonal adjustment, as a misguided averaging device flashes
an "explosion" and never catches up with the decline.

It implies that the Fed has lost control of the money supply
which is presumed to be growing at an inflationary rate. The Fed
then hikes interest rates and actually pours gasoline on the fires of
cost/push inflation.

ANOTHER EXPLOSION IS DUE SOON

This has happened every year since 1975 and SCP forecasts It
should happen again later this month. Ironically, the Fed at the
beginning of every year revises the back data to conform to new
seasonal factors. So the revisions say the explosion really didn't
occur. But it's too late. The damage already had been done.

THE TMI SNAFU ON GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT (GNP)

Another monumental statistical TMI snafu occurs in measuring
"real" GNP.

The government does it by applying its Implicit price deflator
(IPD) to current dollar GNP.

In recent months, IPD has been showing year-over-year growth
of less than 9 percent. That's way under the rate signaled by other
Inflation measures and about half of what the people tell us is the
true rate of inflation for the things people must buy just to live.

So the inflation rate used in deflating current dollar GNP to
real terms Is woefully understated-fooling all economic planners,
except Sindlinger.

VICTORY BY TALK

This is another exercise in the "doublethink." The under-
stated IPD gives the government a seemIngly legitimate way of saying
that inflation Isn't so bad as it appears when measured by the
Consumer or Producers Price Indexes. So any good "doublethinking"
bureaucrat or economist can simply try to lick the problem by
talking it down-with the help of the wrong meters and the wrong
figures.
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REVOLVING CONSTANT DOLLARS UPWARD

Moreover, through the government's calculation process, the
value of the 1972 dollars, or the constant dollars which are used as
the base for "real"- GNP, have been Increased In value by 38% over
the last eight years.

Thus, we have been showing consistent economic expansion
only with the help of two statistical quirks. If the proper inflation
rate were utilized and the value of 1972 dollars held constant, we
would have only had three to four positive quarters of "real" GNP
growth since the middle of 1975.

TRILLION DOLLAR INFLATIONARY WASHDOWN

Even with the TMI-calculated inflation rate, the story on GNP
is a shocker.

In the fourth quarter of 1979, the understated IPD actually
chopped a full one trillion dollars off current dollar GNP for the first
time in history. SCP forecasts that the amount lost to inflation should
grow In coming quarters and eventually the amount burned up by
inflation should exceed the total of "real" GNP. That's when the
money meltdown really will be obvious.

45% OF HOUSEHOLDS IN RECESSION

But even the broad figures don't begin to catch the full impact
of inflation on people.

Earlier, we noted that a real recession had begun among the
nation's households last September.

How ddwe define this real recession?

Very simply, anyone who has suffered a decline In income
has to be considered in a real recession.

For March 1980 interviewing-45% of all households In the
nation are reporting to us that they have suffered declines in income
during the past six months; I.e., they are in a recession.
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At the same time, 46.2 percent report Income Is up for this period.
(See Exhibit A).

SPLIT INTO TWO FINANCIAL CAMPS

In effect, the nation Is split Into two financial camps.

A minority of households Is carrying the economy.

The others are In real recession and they blame Inflation

for reducing their incomes.

This Is only one way of looking at the people's plight,
although a very telling one to be sure.

To repeat-this committee will recall at my January 30, 1978,
appearance I Introduced the concept of dividing the national debt
by the number of households in the nation to demonstrate the share
that each household had in the national debt.

NATIONAL DEBT IS $11,629 PER-HOUSEHOLD

At the time, I found that the national debt equaled $10,178
per-household. Thus, every household in the nation had a $10,178
debt it knew nothing about before it could even get started. In-
cidentally, that $10,178 grew to $11,629 per-household during
February 1980.

Today, with Exhibit E, I will offer still another concept of
per-household calculations.

It is "real" GNP on a per-household basis. It is derived by
dividing the "real" GNP, as derived through the government's IPD,
by the approximate 74 million households sampled in the nation
for each month.

"REAL" GNP PER-HOUSEHOLD HAS NEGATIVE GROWTH

In September 1979 "real" GNP totaled $19,684.66 per.
household. This was $48.72 less then the "real" GNP per-house-
hold figure for September 1978.
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In other words, on a per-household basis, "real" GNP had
actually gone negative-even with the use of the understated IPD.
And the table (Exhibit E) projects out to the end of 1980.

What does this mean?

The household is the basic microeconomic unit in the country.

... Key spending decisions are made on a household basis.

... Liquidity is figured on the income of all Income producers
in the household.

- SCP is so accurate because it takes a microeconomic view of

the economy as being economically comprised of households.

HOUSEHOLDS OUTRUN MONEY GROWTH

The negative trend that began in September 1979 and has
accelerated since means that the number of households in the

country is growing faster than the economy can produce "real"
money. Perhaps a more realistic way of looking at it is that the
number of households is growing faster than the money needed to

finance them; i.e., going broke.

In short, the economy is serving up k money per-household

and the nation's basic microeconomic units are undergoing a
liquidity shortfall. It's the real impact on people from the capital
bum up caused by excessive fiscal policy-political implications?

THE ESSENCE OF "REAL" RECESSION

Right now, it's "real" recession among households. -

... Soon, prior to election it should be a credit crunch.

... Next year, it should be a money meltdown, leading to
depression.
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It is the type of situation which simply-has absolutely no

relationship with the classic cyclical economy and offers no relief

from inflation through orthodox solutions. The money meltdown Is

all pervasive.

It spares no one.

Only action of Congress can correct It.

THREE-QUARTERS ESCAPED PAST RECESSION -

In past, typically V-shaped recessions, only about a quarter of
all households were stung by the recession. The remaining three-

quarters actually improved their lot. Each prior recession brought

down Inflation and Increased the purchasing power of the majority.

They were, therefore, able to spend the nation out of recession.

The big difference in 1974.75 with the 1980's Is that Inflation,

as it is now Indexed by Congress-Is the cause of the 1980 economic

downturn. It Is hitting everyone by melting down the value of their

money, threatening to price people out of work and causing an on-

going liquidity squeeze even when the macro, official data make it

look like the nation still is in flat out boom.

INFLATION WIPES OUT CYCLES

As a result, it Is foolhardy to expect -development of -the

classical recession to bring down Inflation and interest rates as so
many are reasoning.

... Inflation is flaring because of factors unrelated to the

economic cycle and the economic cycle cannot be an effective
weapon.

... Interest rates have to remain high, just to mirror the

inflation rate.
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"DOUBLETHINK" SUPPORTED FED MYTH

.A major reason that the "doublithinkers" refuse to challenge
the TMI-like figures or the orthodox scenario is that they are loath
to temper with the misconception of Federal Reseive primacy on
matters of money supply control and Interest rates.

The seasonal adjustment, by limiting money supply changes
to small amounts, supports the myth of absolute Fed control.

Atually, the raw data show that the people have far greater
control of the money supply In the way households move huge
amounts around.

FED IS SADDLED WITH INFLATION FIGHTING ROLE

There is a method to their madness. Everyone, Including
Congress, is more than happy to have the Fed assume the mantle of
number one Inflation fighter so the others can get themselves off
the hook.

This Implies that the Fed can fight Inflation in the classical
way by tightening money and driving up Interest rates. The "double-
think" philosophy Is Interlocked with these TMI concepts.

SOUND FISCAL POLICY IS REQUIRED

Monetary policy cannot -fight inflation -alone... -It. needs .a
responsive fiscal policy. Even If monetary policy could have some
Impact, this would work only during demand/pull inflation which Is
not what we have today. The Fed's real control over money s far
less powerful than the people's. And Interest rates can't really be
used to fight cost/push Inflation.

The Interest rates must rise under those circuripstances to
meet rates of Inflation.

BANKING ON A RECESSION

But the selling of the Fed has been so persuasive that many
people still are banking on the tight money Induced recession to
bring down Inflation and Interest rates.
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The present record rates are still viewed as phenomena that

are bound to start peaking soon. One very strange argument

advanced for a near-term peakout Is that nobody foresaw the current

levels six months or a year ago, as Sindlinger did, with its SCP
forecasting model.

A TIMELY WARNING AND A MIXED RESPONSE

Well, of course, we did thanks to SCP. We warned clients two

years ago to borrow early because all interest rates were. going still

higher. Some did. Others Ignored us. We warned our clients to get

liquid as early as last July 1978, because of the coming credit crunch.

Some did. Others Ignored us.

The problem is that most businesses and investors especially

small ones, passed up the signals to borrow at what were relatively

cheap rates and to stay liquid.

EMERGENCY ACTION IS FORESEEN

These miscalculations should aggravate the credit crunch and

make it necessary for Congress to take emergency action to bail

out the bond market and stave off the crunch-Congress will have to

act to curb a rash of bankruptcies-and this includes banking.

Originally, I predicted the emergency session should come

some time in the Fall between the nominating conventions and

election day. The timetable has been advanced, and I now see a

possible action even before the conventions.

Unfortunately, it will be the people's plight that prods

Congress. Typically, Congress gets the itch only when key contri-

butors start letting their favorite Congressmen know they are in

financial trouble. So it may take near bankruptcies or bankruptices
to get action.
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SHORT HORIZONS FOR DECISION MAKERS

One of the major weaknesses that pervades the entire
economic system In this respect Is the rather short horizons shared
by all elements.

... The politician Is thinking largely of the next election.

... The businessman's horizon Is the next quarter.

Nobody Is looking out ahead.
/

... That Is why the scenario of a collapse and money
meltdown that we have presented Is so unthinkable to most so-
called authorities.

One result of the short horizon and Its first cousin, the surface
approach, has been the aforementioned lack of appreciation about
the people's financial problems.

NO HELP FOR PEOPLE'S LIQUIDITY

Earlier we discussed that GNP pir-household has been going
negative. This has resulted largely from negative trends In the people's
money measures such as checking and savings-and the personal
Income Inflation meltdown.

The only thing that Is keeping "real" GNP positive has been
the "gimmick" monies In our economy--commercial paper, banker's
acceptance; teim Eurodollrs. ..There re two: problems with them;--
They are vulnerable and they are not the people's monies.

Thus, the growing money measures are those that are beyond
people. They don't add to the people's liquidity.

DISSATISFACTION WITH THE SYSTEM

This goes right to the heart of the public's dissatisfaction with
the political system.

It may come as no surprise to yoo that our data show that no
presidential contender, Including the Incumbent, has really caught
on with the people and established any real broad base of support.
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NO CANDIDATE DEFINES PROGRAM

Why? Because none of the candidates has yet to define an
economic stand acceptable to the people. Much of the support
being accorded is negative in character. One candidate's position
Is less objectionable than another.

That, for example, is helping President Carter keep a lead
over Sen. Edward Kennedy. As long as Kennedy remains In the
race, he is helping Carter by acting as a political lightning rod. But
this hardly represents a mandate for the President.

SUGGESTION TO THE FED CHAIRMAN

In a meeting with Fed Chairman Paul A. Volcker on Feb-
ruary 1st, t explained how the Fed could take a giant step toward
dispelling this mistrust and at the same time move toward getting
the economy righted.

My advice in effect was that the time would soon come when
Congress and the Administration had to know the truth on what the
Fed can and cannot do.

My advice: simply withdraw from the inflation arena and
throw the ball back to Congress-where it really belongs.

FED SHOULD ADMIT LIMITATIONS ON MONEY,
AND INTEREST RATES

I advised Chairman Volcker to take this step at about the time
Congress meets for emergency action on the "bankruptcies plight."

... I suggested he concede that in this inflationary environ-
ment the Fed cannot control interest rates.

... I suggested that he tell Congress that in this inflationary
environment the Fed cannot control the money supply.
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CONGRESS MUST CARRY THE IJATTLE

... I suggested that he tell Congress it was up to the legislators
to carry on the battle with fiscal policy.

And I suggested that the Fed concentrate on the primary
function for which it was created in 1913-to supply liquidity to the
banks.

LIQUIDITY TASK IS AWESOME

Heaven knows, the Fed's liquidity supply task looks awesome
in view of the credit miscalculations made over the wrong guesses
on Interest rates.

As a result, we predict that the emergency action that
Congress should -be taking soon-will only be an initial step in
rescuing the nation's financial system and that far bold r action will
be needed next year when plans for a budget surplus are under way
for real.

More recently, I advised the Administration on why they took
one giant step backwards when they handed the Inflation fight to the
Federal Reserve Board-in asking the Fed to do something it can't
possibly do.

TAX CUTS AND BANK LIQUIDITY

Historically, during past recessions, there has been a problem
of bank liquidity created by credit errors.

The Fed can help some when a few banks are in trouble but
it really can't rescue any situation where a number of banks are on
the ver"e of collapse or trouble.

Only Congress can do that and the sp used is a tax cut.

Politically, the tax cut is a popular device and supposedly it
helps prime the economic pump. But In reality, it is a method of
utilizing the people to channel government funds Into the hard
pressed banking system.

As many of you know, I worked with several Congressmen In
1974 and 1975 to fashion a $13.5 billion tax cut so that 80 percent,
or $9.5 billion could find Its way Into the banks to solve their
liquidity problems of mid-1975.
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$40 BILLION CUT NEEDED

Well the need for another tax cut is looming, despite the
Administration's protestations. And the old cut is peanuts com-
pared to what I am projecting will be needed In early 1981. The
tab-$40 billion.

That's right. Congress will have to start thinking of cutting
taxes In 1981 (not 1980) by something like $40 billion to rescue our
banking system with the money meltdown now being forecast.

Not even Congress has that kind of ready cash at Its disposal.

There's certainly no provision for a cut of this magnitude in

the next budget.

So Congress has its work cut out for it. And its work goes far
beyond a simple $17 billion spending cut-now being talked-about.

RAISE FDIC LIMIT

First, I suggest you quickly pass the bill raising the FDIC
insurance limit to $100,000 from $40,000.

A FREEZE ON SPENDING

Second, I suggest you freeze spending and start looking at
how to really bite the bullet and create a surplus-not a balance.

DON'T SPEND MORE THAN YOU MAKE

The Carter program should be viewed only as a minimum
starting point.

The President has at least recognized for the first time that
government can't be unlike its people-that it can't spend more than
it makes. That's Important In putting the problem in focus but it's
only a halting step toward a solution.

Raising the -ciling on the national debt is academic. What's
really needed is a ceiling on spending and the creation of a budget
surplus-only a surplus will stop Inflation and bring interest rates
truly down.
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ADDENDUM TO TESTIMONY

Sindlinger Exhibit P shows that In January 1972, when
the Federal debt was $422.9 billion, the annual interest pay-
ments totaled $21.3 billion, or 5 percent of the total debt.

Since then, the magnitude of interest payments, as a
percentage of the totil debt, increased or declined as Interest
rates rose or fell.

By June 1979, as Interest to on Treasury borrowings
started to rise, the share of total interest payments exceeded
7 percent of the total debt.

In February 1980, the share of interest payments climbed
to 7.7 percent. Our SCP computerized econometric model
forecasts that the share should hit 8.7 percent by December
1980.

Because Inflation Is Indexed by Congress to Increase,
this forces long-term Interest rates (including those on 90day
T-bills) further upward to mirror inflation. As a result, there Is
an increase in the Interest cost of financing the dead, nonproduc-
tive debt money that was accumulated to pay for the "fun times"
of the pat

The Carter Administration has projected in the budget
that interest costs on the Federal Debt should be 8.2 percent for
the 1960 fiscal year-and that the rate should fall to 8.1 percent
for the 1961 fiscal year.

But the fact Is that in January 1980, the Treasury's estim-
ated total cost of the intrest-bearing Fede Debt already was
8.7 percent It was estimated that the cost of the marketable
portion of the debt was about 9.5 percent while the nonmarket-
able part cost 8. percent

Sinoe all inter rate have been rising since January and

SCP forecasts they should go still higher-by 300 to 400 bas
point (depending on the type of debt instruments) before they
lee off-there Is no way for the cost of financing the current
debt to dip to 82 percent this yew and I percent In the next
fiscal yar.
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The U.S. Treasury has $190.4 billion of marketable Federal
debt (22 percent of the total February 1980 debt of $854.6 billion)
maturing within the next 12 months.

Of this $190.4 billion ...

. About $111.7 billion Is financed by the regular Monday
auction of 52-week Treasury bill issues-or approximately $2.2
billion worth of financing every week.

* . . Another $78.7 billion is not Included In the weekly
financing. This includes nearly $18.9 billion in long-term Issues held
by the Federal Reserve Banks.

If the Treasury refinances the longer-term portions of the
debt held by the Fed banks and the debt held by these banks remains
at around $19 billion ...

There will be approximately $60 billionof older, long-term
government Issues that must be financed by the public.

For this refinancing of $60 billion-

... About $23-$25 billion has a coupon lass than 7 percent

.. About $19-420 billion carries coupons of between 7 and
8 percent.

... Another $23424 billion has coupons of between 8 and 9
percent

... Only $11 billion yields 9 percent or more.

Because of this current rise In Interest rates and forecasts that
rates will rise still further through 1980 (with no long-range fall In
sight), the likelihood of an Increase In the average cost of the market.
able portion of the Federal debt is guaranteed.
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Another situation conndng the facing problem is tha
every new isue poba 'will lie of very short maturity. Thug as
short-term rae rise a forecast nd remain k( d at high kvels-the
average cost of refinancing should ris substantially. None of these

extra costs are Included In t4 budget

A NEW FACT ON NONMARKETABLE DEBT

As for the nonmareable part of the Federal Debt-there Is a
new problem that is being presented by inflation. It is that U.$.
Savings Bonds ae paying Interest rates well below those of

competing inrest4aring instruments. Savings Bonds hit their

historical peak In September 1979. The growth rate sowed to 1
percent with the new money add from the prior yer being only
$800 million.

By February 1980, the magnitude of U.S. Savings Bonds

declined to $79.6 billion with a year-over-yaer growth of 1.29%

and a new money add of $1 billion.

The consumer has become more sophisticated, iven the

pscof money market funds, and will not hold his or her wealth
in Savings Bonds when much higher rates are available. This could

have a strong Impact on the average cost of nonmarkatable debt

because much of the nonmarketable debt Is at such low Intrest.

SCP estimates that at least $10 billion of thes Savings Bonds

will be liquidated by the public over the next 12 months-adding $10
billion to the amount of money the Treasury will have to refinance.



On another point, Business Week Magazine has estimated that
If the average cost of the debt Is Just one percentage point above the
81 perce estimate, the Cart Adminisr on will need another
$10 billion to -balance the budget In fiscal year 1981. Any higher
cost only compounds the problem.

We estimate that every increase of ten basis points in the
Interest on Treasury securities adds $1 billion to the cost of financing
the debt, So oven a rise of as small as one-tenth of a percentage
point can throw the entire fiscal plan off target.

The prospects fOr balancing the budget are very dim.

What will the Congress be faced with in the next year? We
project that by February 1981, the Federal debt should rise to
$923.8 billion. The estimated cost of this debt? $85.4 billion.
This Includes the Increased cost of financing the debt maturing
In 1980 and the added cost of obtaining debt in the marketplace
to offset the sizable reduction in the nonmarketable U.S. Savings
Bonds outstanding.

The added interest cost will amount to almost $20 billion In
payments the Federal Government will have to make over and above
what It now plans to spend. We are not talking about a $15 billion
deficit In FY 1981. We are looking at a deficit that approaches
$35--40 billion.
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EXHIBIT - B

GROWTH RATES OF GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT
AND ON A U.S. PER-HOUSEHOLD BASIS

TOTAL

GNP Implicit Reel
Growth Prkie GNP

10.01% 6.19%
11.46 6.10
12.51 6.10
12.25 6.24
10.50 6.29
12.16 7.03
11.87 7.64
13.39 8.22
13.98 8.98
10.72 8.62
10.97 8.93
10.03 8.93
10.22
10.00
9.99
&66

4.60%
5.03
6.01
5648
3.96
4.81
3.94
4.80
4.60
1.94
1.85
0.09
1.11
0.88
0.88

- 2.31

PER-HOUSEHOLD

GNP
Growth Defkator

6.62% 1.5%
8.56 3.34
9.14 2.92
9.36 3.49
8.01 3.89
9.62 4.60
9.52 6.67

11.31 6.24
12.04 7.16

8.75 &69
8.90 6"
8.07 6.99

* SindnP C a uWad Pmation (S"I ForaaI

ANALYSIS OF THE MONEY MELTDOWN ON A PER-U.S. HOUSEHOLD BASIS

"Reer" GNP Current GNP Inflation
Mone Medown

Per.U.S. Hous"eok
Per-U.S. YrJYr. Per-U.S YrJYr. Dollars Por nt

Houghold Change Household Change Meldown Me down

$ + 234.14 $26,241.27 $ + 1,64309
+ 430.74 26,955.57 2,126.33
* 531.38 27,400.60 $ 2,301.96
+ 653.27 (h) 27,046.84 + 2,30030
+ 545.61 31,756.77 4 3,413.24
+ 464.67 29,48.39 4 2,502.A2
+ 393.70 30,180.26 + 2,$00,

5W5.60 31,107.09 + kil6i26
* 546.61 31,766.77 * 3,41324
* 24.64 32,133.39 +, 2,56.01
* 6.37 32,904.94 4 2,714.60
- 161.14 33,617.18 4 2,510.10
- 135.68 34,443.60 * 2,067.83
- 179.02 34.716. 4 2,53.49
- 179.68 36,548.12 + 2,643.18
- 798.15 35,219.57 + 1,62.30

$ 7,273.22 27.72%
7,82.04 2.04%
6,210*7 26.87%
8,647.67 304%

11,93.61 37.19%
0,s.e 33.98%

10,516.82 34.83%
11,253.22 3617%
11,935.61 37.60%
12,6.&56 389%
13,225.14 40.19%
13,024.46 41.40%
14,760.02 42.06%
16,279.06 "4.01%
16,047.90 46.14%
16,325.00 4635%

Feb. 1977
Mlly "
Aug. o
Nov. "
Feb. 1978
May "
Aug."
Nov."
Feb. 1970
May "
Aug. "

Feb. 1980
May of
Aug- "
Nov."

Reel
GNP

1.7%
2.30
2.83
2.95
1.62
2.43
2.04
2.88
2.63
0.13
0.03

- 0.81

Feb. 1977
May"
Aug
Now.
Feb. 1978
May"
Aug.
Nov.
Feb. 1979
May "

"_.V. .

Feb. 19$0
May
Au.
Nov."

$18,96M.05
19,127.53
19,270.7310,206.2719,820.16

190220
19,673.43
19,863.8
19,820.16
19,6166419,679.60

10,692.72
19,684.50
19,437.82
19,00.22
18894.57
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MONTH I

JANI 1972
FEB 1972
MR 1972
APR 1972
RAY 1972
JUN 1972
JUL 1972
AUG 1972
SEP 1972
OCT 1972
NOV 1972
DEC 1972
JAM 1973
FEB 1973
MR 1973
APR ;973
MAY .1973
JUN 1973

So 197
3

1973
OCT 1973
mA 1973
PU 1973
JAR 1974
AF 1974
MAt 1974At1974
MAY X974,
JUN 1974
JUL 974
AUG 1974

'SEP 1974
OCT 1974
NOV 1974
DEC 1174
JAW 1975
FES 1975
MAR 1975
APR 1975
AY 1975

JUN 1975
JUL 1971
"a0 1975
SEP 1975

C 1975
1975

Dec 1975

PUBLIC
DEST

(BILLIONS)

,422.96
4246.0
427.30
425.36
427.90
427.30
432.46
435.41
433.90
439.16
444.26
449.30
450.16
434.86458.6
457.16
457.3)
458.16
459.0
441.86
461.46462M5

' 464.06
449.96
%48.20
470.70
474.50
471.90
474.76
473.16475.36

491.80
481.30
4810.2

492.7#
494.10
49".70509.71l
514.76526.26
533.20

$38.20
547.76553.6
562.60
564.80
574.60

PERCENT
GROWTH
3tll3

9.13
8.76
9.33
8.75
8.VS
7.55
6.91
5.231.44

7.35
6.14
4.43
7.24
,7.33
:7.48
6.67
7.21
6.15
4.34
5.14
4.44
4.58
4.02
3.50
3;47
3.24

•3.86
3.71
3.55
4133
A.36
3.83
4.61
3.5

6.14
7.42
9.49.

11.27
12.23
13.23
13.6
14.97
17.03
16.77
17.43

NEWl
MONEY

35.38
34.16
36.46
34.23
31.88
36,06
27.93
21.43
22.39
28.79
36.41
2S.99
27.20
36.86
31.30
31.86
29.40
36.86
26.6
24.46
27.56
22.60
19.66
2.460
18.10
15.90
15.96
14.86
17.40
17.90
16.38
24."6
26.16
17.76
21.40
22.86
25.91
29. o
35.26
44.86

.53.56
58.16
62.96
65.96
72.16
81.86
81.40
83.90

PUBLIC
DEST PER PERCENT NEIW
HOUSEHOLD GROWTH MONEY

0123.13 4.56 464.61
6625.42 6.00 375.26
4448.12 6.73 420.68
6628.12 6.35 395.63
6659.62 5.34 367.26
4633.24 5.22 329.29
6694.95 4.47 286.48
6724.01 2.71 177.53
6693.09 2.99 194.61
6777.78 4.60 297.82
6836.05 5.01 326.14
'895.65 3.78 251.02
6889.11 4.62 265.98
6942.13 4.78 316.71
6999.18 4.96 331.05
6975.43 5.24 347.31
6977.53 4.77 317.71
969.8 5.36 355.64

7 661.63 4.56 306.76
7643.56 4.75 319.49
7417.92 4.65 324.82
7015.12 3.56 237.42
7616.50 2.67 182.45
708.62 2.79 192.37
7042.83 2.23 153.71
7061.66 1.71 118.84
7098.9l 1.41 99.1i
7639.7X 0.92 64.28
7461.89 -.Z1 84.36
7062.3Z . 1.5 73.56
7059.78 6.83 58.13
7156.80 L2 167.312
7128.99 

I
..M 116.98

7092.43 1.11 77.36
7131.46 1.991 133.30
7246.25 2.54 186.23
7297.8,4 3.42 255.01
7389461 4.65 328.41
7544.67 6.Z3 445.98
7654.48 8.73 414.76
7831.68 16.90 749.88
7914.84 12.67 852.48
7996.33 13.29 938.55
6148.84 13.96 998.04
8241.04 15.60 1112.14
8376.57 .18.021278.14
8446.59 18.16 1294.79
8587.26 18.15 1319.01

PUBLIC
DEBT INTr,
(BILLION)

1.67
1.77
1.61
1.81
1.79
1.6
1.87
1.87
1.91
1.93
1.,93
1.96
2.07
2.61
2.13
2.14
2.16
2.18
2.32
2.34
2.41
2.44
2.40
2.48
2.53
2.46
2.49
2.46
2.51
2.54
2.69
2.66
2.71
2.71
2.66
2.79
2.61
2.62
2.74
2.74Z.76
2.74

2.96

2.97
3.84
3.05
3.13

PERCENT
GROWTH
33.33.3

3.82
3.63
4.54
6.71

5.84
.8.474.*93

3.154.43

4.49
7.44
5.5

10.49
13.3
17.56
18.22
26.23
17.47
23.7725.*33

25.972$.49
24.25

22.22
16.26
17.61

14.9714.55

14.14
15.9713.55

12.84

12.84
11.07

9.39
10.06
11.16
9.82
8.99
7.96
9.36
9.56

12.12
14.43
12.03

NE
MONEY
unan

6.170.06
6.66
4.11

0.09
6.166.15

6.13
0.10
0.20
0.24
0.32
0.33
8.34
0.33
0.44
&.47
0.49
6.51
6.47
0.52
0.46
0.39
0.36
0.320,36
0.35
f.37
0.32
0.31
6.2
0.26
0.32
0.280. 2
0.23
6.28
6.25
6.23
6.21
0.23
6.26
6.33
0.38
6.34

PUBLIC
DEBT INT. PERCENT

(12 MO.CUM) GOUTS;

21.34 2.78
21.40 2.44
21.49 2.91
21.60 3.24
21.76 3.25
21.85 4.23
21.94 4.55
21.99 4.58
22.67 4.62
22.16 4.58
22.29 4.95
22.39 5.27
22.59 5.85
22.83 4.66
23.14 7.72
3.48 8.48
23.84 9.84
24.17 10.62
24.61 12.20
25.08 14.06
25.58 15.88
26.69 17.76
26.56 19.16
27.68 20.93
27.54 . 21.92
27.93 22.33
28.29 22.22
28.61 21.86
26.97 21.51
29.32 21.32
29.69 20.63
30.01 29.42
36.31 18.51
36.58 17.22
30.64 16.12
31.16 15.67
31.44 14.14
31.67 13,39
31.91 12.82
32.19 12.52
32.44 11.98
32.66 11.41
32.88 10.74
33.13 109.40
33.38 16.12
33.71 16.23
34.10 16.55
34.43 10.50

NEW
MONEY

0.58
0.550.61

0.98

0.95
0.96
0.97
0.97

6.41

1.12
1.251.42
1.66
1.97
2.14
2.32
2.68
3.89

3.51
3.93
4.27
4.69
4.95
5.10
5.14
5.13
5.13
5.15
5.08
4.92
4.73
4.49
4.28
4.08
3.9"
3.74
3.63
3.58
3.47
3.35
3.19
3.12
3.07
3.13
3.25
3.27
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EXHIBIT - C-2

MONTH I

JAN 1976
FEB 1976
MAt 1976
APR 1976
MAY 1974
TJUN 1974

JUL 1976
AUG 1974
SEP 1976
OCT 1976
NOV 197&
DEC 1976
JAN 1977
OEB 1977
MAR 1977
APR 1977
MAY 2977
JUN 1C77
JUL 1977
AUG 1977
SEP 1977
OCT 1977
NOV 1977
DEC 1977
JAN 1971
FEB 1978
M" 1978
APR 1978
MAY 1978
JUN 1978
JUL 1978
AUG 1971
SEP 1979
OCT 1978
NOV 1978
DEC 1978
JAN 1979
FEB 1979
MAR 1979
APR 1979
MAY 1979
JUN 1979
JUL 1979
AUG 1979
SEP 1979
OCT 1979
NOV 1979
DEC 1979
JAN 1980
Fol 1980

PUBLIC
DEBT

MILLIONS)

534.4,0
593.90
600.50
42.44
610.70
626.40

633.30
.434.78
637.60
644.60
653.50
65.90
663.30
469.20
671.00
672.19
674.40
673.96
685.20
498.64
497.40
707.97
711.94
721.59
729.75
737.95
736.59
741.59
749.32
750.41
764.45
771.54
"6.39
713. 03
789.21
790.45
792.21
796.79
796.38
04.79

604.91
107.47
813.14
126.52
126.79
833.13
145.12
847.70
854.59

PERCENT
GROWTH
5,33333

18.21
18.85
17.91
16.51
15.62-16.3S
16.03
15.43
14.65
13.45
13.73
13.34
'11.89

11.4911.44
11.44
19.05
870
7.91
8.20
16.11
9.38
9.83

10.01
10.35
10.02
18.27
9.77

l1.34
11.06
11.36
11.57
10.40
11.33
10.60
9.77
9.54
1.56
7.97
1.12
8.52
7.46
7.59
6.37
7.13
6.49
6.49
7.08
7.24
7.87

NEW
MONEY2Awwx

90.30
94.20
90.10
85.30
12.50
17.20
86.30
85.60
81.10
75.60
77.10
76.90
69. 0
69.40
68.70
69*.0
61.40
54.0
49.40
51.90
44.14
59.83
63.37
65.44
67.69
66.45
6. 75
65.59
69.49
74.62
76.58
79.25
72.70
78.99
75.06
70.27
46.86
62.4
58.84
59.7 9
63.20
55.19
54.99
4 .49
54.98
50.40
50.10
55.91
57.25
62.38

PUBLIC
DEBT PER PERCENT
HOUSEHOLD GROWTH
auwzasau anuzuxg
8697.85 19.18
883372 19.54
8907.39 18.17
1905.06 16.34
9009.10 15.03
9137.37 15.45
9162.75 14.81
9"97.10 14.39
9290.36 12 .-13
9305.72 11.17
9340.51, 11.16
9481-97 10.42
9431.84 8.44
9562.60 1.25
9445.91 8.29
9670.26 1.59
957.16 7.19
961.20 5.73
9625.21 4.82
9757.35 4.95
9936.73 4.96
9901.47 4.40
10034.44 6.99
10166.59 7.22
10171.58 7.92
10283.38 7.54
16393.81 7.75
10359.19 7.12
10413.13 7.14
10502.39 8.71
10507.10 9.16
10486.68 9.52
10769.68 1.38
10821.22 9.29
10397.37 8.58
10966.19 7.17
10967.46 7.75
10975.63 6.73
11022.59 6.05
11000.48 6.19
11099.94 6.59
11084.93 5.55
11103.52 5.68
11164.75 4.47
11331.58 5.22
11318.30 4.59
11397.50 4.59
11534.49 5.11
11552.35 5.33
11621.12 5.95

NEI
MONEY
3333w

1460.02
1444.11
1363.321250.59
1177.42

1222.52
1184.42
1148.26
1049.35
935.15
933.92
89.61
733.99
728.88
738.60
765.20
64.06
523.83
442.46
460.25
646.35
595.75
655.93
464.71
746.74
720.79
747.13
6".93
756.67
841.19
881.89
929.33
832.95
919.75
860.93
800.30
789.08
492.25
628.78
641.29
684.11
582.55
596.42
478.07
561.12
497.07
500.14
567.60
584.69
653.19

PUBLIC
DEBT INT. PERCENT
(BILLIONS) GROWTH

3.19 13.63
3.09 11.01
3.21 17.09
3.21 17.12
3.22 16.73
3.14 13.67
3.73 29.40
2.16 -1.45
1.49 -50.02
2.87 -5.69
3.06 0.62
6.42 105.14
2.8 -9.77
2.77 -10.31
2.75 -14.13
2.88 -10.31
3.00 -7.01
6.38 103.12
2.91 -22.51
2.99 4.44
2.98 100.40
3.08 7.42
3.32 8.32
6.79 5.81
3.21 13.92
3.45 24.37
3.40 23.57
3.49 21.37
3.67 22.46
7.17 12.25
3.54 21.62
3.87 29.41
3.63 21.83
3.82 23.97
4.15 24.88
6.14 '14.79
4.11 25.29
4.32 25.22
4.28 25.10
4.36 25.54
4.66 27.06
8.64 20.54
4.30 21.57
4.67 20.76
4.36 20.18
4.65 21.74
5.33 28.56
9.10 20.47
5.13 24.64
5.47 26.74

NEW
MONEY
33333
0.38
0.47
0.47
0.47
0.46
0.38
0.85

-0.04
-1.49
-0.17
0.02
3.29
-0.31
-0.32
-0.45
-0.33
-0.23

3.24'-0.85
0.13
1.49
0.21
0.26
0.37
0.40
0.68
0.65
0.61
0.67
0.78
0.63
0.88
0.65
0.74
4.53
1.34-
0.83
0.87
0.88
0.9
0.99
1.47
0.76
0.80
0.73
0.13
1.18
1.47
1.01
1.15

PUBLIC
DEBT INT.
(12 MO.CUM)

34.82
35.29
35.76
36.22
34.69
37.06
37.9Z
37.87
36.39
36.21
34.23
39.52
39.21
38.69
38.44
38.11
37.88
41.12
40.28
48.41
41.90
42.11
42.37
42.74
43.14
43.12
44.47
45.08
45.75
46.54
47.16
41.04
4869
49.43
50.26
51.60
52.43
53.30
54.11
55.07
56.07
57.54
58.310
59.10
59.84
60.67
61.85
63.52
64.53
65.48

PERCENT
GROWTH

10.73
11.44
12.03
12.53
13.10
13.47
15.33
14.34
9.00
7.42
6.27
14.79
12.63
10.22
7.51
5.21
3.27

10.96
4.23
4.68

15.14
16.28
'16.938.13

10.02
12.66
15.67
18.29
20.77
13.16
17.09
11.90
16.22
17.36
18.63
20.74
21.54
21.65
21.85
22.16
22.54
23.64
23.61
23.02
22.88
22.73
23.06
23.09
23.07
23.23

NE
MONEY
anaz33.37
3.62
3.84
4.03
4. %
4.40
5.04
4.75
3.00
2.50
2.14
5.09
4.40
3.61
2.49
1.19
1.20
4.06
2.36
2.53
5351
5.90
6.13
3.21
3.93
4.92
6.02
6.97
7.87
5.41
6.88
7.64
6.79
7.32
7.89

.86
9.29
9.49
9.71
9.99
10.31
11.00
11.14
11.06
11.14
11.23
11.59
11.91
12.10
12.36



EXHIBIT - D-1

MONTH 6

-JAN 1972
,PD 1972
MAR 1972

.APR 1972
NAY 1972
JUN 1972
JUL 1972
'AUG 2972
-SEP 1972
,OCT 1972
-NOV 1972
DEC 1972
JAN 1973
,FEs 1973
,MAR 1973
APR 1973
MAY 1973
JUN 1973
-JUL 1973
,AU 1973
-SEP 1973
OCT 1973
NOV 1973

.DEC 1973
,JAN 1974
FP 1974
MAR 1974
.APR 1974
4AY 1974'
JUN 1974
-JUL 1974
AUG 1974
SEP 1974
-OCT 1974
*NOV 1974
DEC 1974
JAN 1975
PD8 1975
MAR 1975
APR 1975
MAY 1975
JUN 1975
JUL 1975
,AUO 1975
SEP 1975
OCT 1975
NOV 1975
:DE1C 1975

NET
REEPTS

(BILLIONS)
17 .805
15.241
15.224
24.533
17.272
25.593
15210
18.102
22.394
14.633
16.746
18.976
21.132
12.172
15.875
25..70'114.578
28.937
15.218
21.365
24.943
17.642
20.206
21.994
23.475
7-1.224
1.811
29.659
19.249
21.239
20.943
23.618
28.237
19.601
22.265
24.944

19.973
Z.0640
31.392
13.11S
31.98
20.96
23.604
28.815
19.318
21.8"7
25.997

PERCENT
GROWTH

11.65
0.75

15.36
14.60
31.09
13.75
15.04
15.73
13.57
17.53
12.14
10.22
20.03
19.23
4.36
5.45

-4.03
11.50r
19.72
14.0
10.9420,.56
20468
15.88
11.09
11.215.93+
14.65
16.07

-25.50
15.11
10.55
13.66
11.10
10.19

* 13.43
6.46

-1.24
19.15
5.84

-32.38
54.44
4.24

.- 0.06,
1.34

-1.45
-1.79
4.22

NEw
MONEY

1.84
0.11
2.03
3.49
4.10
3.09
1.99
2.46
2.8
2.18
1.81
1.76
3.53
Z.93
0.65
1.34

-0.76
2.94
3.0
3.26
2.45
3.01
3.46
3.61
2.34
2.05
0.94
3.79
2.66

-7.28
2.73
2.25
3.39
1.96
Z.06
2.95
1.52

-6.25
3.22
1.73

-6.23
11.72

0.89
-6.01

0.38
-0.29
-0.40

1.05

FE DE R A L F I SC A L 0 P E R AT 1 ON S 172-175

NET BUDGET SURPLUS/
OUTLAYS SURPLUS DEFICIT PERCENT NEW

(ILLIONS) OR DEFICIT (12 MO.CUM) GROWTH HONEY
muuaaumm. .ufuams xuuumwxwxun susageu among

19.610 -2.1005 -25.427 102.90 -12.89
19.747 -3.506 -27.535 97.10 -13.56
24.441 -5.217 -27.309 76.88 -11.33
14.656 5.87? -24.484, 47.84 -7.96
19.803 -2.531 -23.233 27.12 -4.98
23.307 2.286 -23.470 2.15 -0.49
18.514 -3.304 -21.#27 -1.13 8.25
21.729 -2.627 -20.114 -13.63 3.18
18.519 3.875 -17.756 -22.98 5.38
21.190 -5.457 -16.882 -27.30 6.34
21.308 -4.560 -17.443 -29.26 7.22
19.617 -6.641 -17.810 -28.11 6.97
23.673 -2.541 -18.346 -27.85 7.08
20.302 -2.130 -16.970 -38.37 10.57
20.882 -5.064 -16.757 -38.64 10.55
22.365 3.505 -19.129 -22.49 5.55
20.118 -3.542 -20.140 -13.31 3.09
20. 72 7.835 -14.591 -37'.83 8.88
2.8i1, -4."83 -15.890 -25.84 S. 4
22.264 -e.101 -;4.;i2 -29.49 5.93
2e.044 3.9"9 -14.058 -20.83 3.70
23.128 -5.46 -14.087 -16,.56 2.79
22.1 2 -1.946 -11.473 -34.23 5.97
19.749 2.241 -8.591 -51.76 9.22
23.779 -6.304 -6.354 -65.37 11.99
21.177 -0.953 -5.177. -89.49 11.79
23.854 -4.235 -6.48& -61.76 10.35
22.240 7.419 -2.494 -86.96 18.83
24192 -4.852 -3.804 -81.11 16.34
24.308 -3.049 -14.688 6.64 -0.10
24.328 -3.385 -13.470' -15.23 2.42
24.881 -1.063 -13.614 -4.01 0.57
25.796 2.441 -15.172 7.92 -1.11
26.576 -6.975 -16.661 18.27 -2.57
25.4209 -2.755 -17.470 52.27 -6.00
27.414 -2.470 -22.181 158.19 -13.59
29.254 -4.282 -26.139 311.39 -19.78
25.884 -5.911 -31.097 500.70 -25.92
28.463 -8.423 -33.285 419.44 -26.88
29.151 2.241 -38.463 1442.33 -35.97
28.884 -15.874 -49.465 1200.93 -45.68
30.638 1.344 -45.092 207.00 -30.40
31.132 -11.078 -52.783 291.86 -39.31
30.749 -7.145 -58.865 332.39 -45.23
29.203 -0.588 -61.894 307.95 -44.72
32.561 -13.245 -8.164 309.13 -51.50
29.637 -7.770 -73.179 318.89 -55.71
32.092, -6.095 -76.804 246.26 -54.62

SURPLUS/
)ECFCIT PER
HOUSEHOLD

-398.216
43#.259

-426.161
34.425

-361.595
-344.336
-331.756
-310.623
-273.491
-260.134
-268.438
0273.337
-280.796
-239.030
255.743
-291.909
-307.295
-222.800
-242.'35
-216.305
0213.820
-213.86
-173.538
-129.584
-95.576
-77.457
-95.855
-37.202
-56.587
-218.335
-200.871
-22.054
-224.627
-246.075
-257.39
-327.208
-384.08
'459.862
*492.648
-569,793
-733.718
-669.345
-784.418
-875.807
-921.367

-1015.248
1090.527

-1143.833

PERCENT NEW
GROWTH HONEY
Kansas% %%San

98.60 -197.10
92&10 -206.28
6.81 -170.8
44.33 -118.14
24.52 -71.20
-0.84 0.21
-3.38 11.82

-13.70 57.84
-24.77 90.17
-28.94 105.92
-30.80 119.51
-29.71 115.55
-29.49 117.42
-39.80 171.23
-39.99 170.42"24.11 92.72
-15.02 54.30-38.90 141.74
-42.52 89.37
-36.36 94.32
-21.93 80.07
-17.85 4.44
-35.35 94.90-52.59 143.75
-45.9 185.22
-70.92 181.37
-2.52 159.89

387.2 254.71-81.59 250.71
-1.92 4.27-17.48 42.31
-8.59 14.25

5.05 -10.81
15.17 -32.41
48.32 -83.88

152.51 -197.82303.94) -296.49
492.17 -382.26
413.95 -396.79

1431.82 -532.59
1198.61 -877.13
208.57 -451.01292 .07 -584.35
333.45 -673.75
310.18 -898.74*
312.58 -789.17
323.88 -833.13
24*9.•57 -818.83



EXHIBIT - D-2

MONTH I
wmaln use
JAN 1974
PDs 1974
MAR 1976
APR 1974
MAY 1176
JUN 1976
-JUL 1976
AUG 1976
SEP 1974
OCT 1976
NOV 1976
DEC 1976
JAN 1977
FED 1977
MAR 1977
APR 1977
MAY 1977
JUN 1977
JUL 1977
AUG 1977
SEP 1977
OCT 1977
NOV 1977
DEC 1977
JAN 1978
FED 1978
MAR 1978
APR 1978
MAY 1978
JUN 1978
JUL 1975
AUG 1978
SEP 1978
OCT 1978
NOV 1978
DEC 1978
JAN 1979
FE 1979
MAR 1979
APR 1979
MAY 1979
JUN 1979
JUL 1979
AUG 1979
SEP 1979
OCT 1979
-NOV 1979
DEC 1979
JAN 1986
FES 1980

NET
RECEIPTS PERCENT

CSILLIONS) GROWTH
ammu.EuuEa nmum.em

25.32 2.56
20.345 4.37
26 .431 1.95
33.348 6.23
22.879 74.32
37.615 17.61
22.660 12.98
27.3860 15.91
31.753 10.97
21.618 8.81
25.698 • 17.52
29.472 13.37
29.977 16.95
24.327 16.70
25.171 23.20
46.016 20.00
27.472 22.02
43.075 14.52
24.952 10.11
29.676 8.46
36.42 15.40
24.127 14.79
27.590 7.39
32.794 11.27
33.261 10.75
26.795 10.15
24.879 -1.16
42.343 5.82
34.961 26.34
47.657 10.64
29.194 17.00
35.040 18.08
42.591 16.24
28.745 19.14
33.227 20.41
37.477 14.28
38.364 15.55
32.639 21.81
31.144 25.18
52.230 23.35
38.247 9.51
53.910 13.12
33.268 13.95
39.353 12.31
47.295 11.04
33.099 15.15
38.320 15.33
42.617 13.72
43.429 13.20
37.862 16.00

NEW
RONEY

0.64

0.87
0.39
1.96
9.67
5.63
2.60
3.76
3.14
1.70
3.83
3.47
4.35
3.48
4.74
6.67
4.99
5.46
2.29
2.32
4.89
3.11
1.90
3.32
3.22
2.47
-0.29
2.33
7.29
4.58
4.24
5.36
5.95
4.62
5.63
4.48
5.16
5.84
6.26
9.89
3.33
6.25
4.07
4.31
4.70
4.35
5..9
5.14
5.06
5.22

FEDERAL FISCAL OPERATIONS i075-12b0

NET BUDGET SURPLUS**
OUTLAYS SURPLUS DEFICIT PERCENT

(BILLIONS) OR DEFICIT (12 MO.CUM) GROWTH

30.767 -5.135 -77.677 197.17
29.773 -8.92a -80. 94 159.49
29.338 -8.907 -81.178 143.89
32.638 0.710 -82.709 115.04
28.412 -5.733 -72.5"8 46.65
30.656 6.959 -46. 53 48.48
33.952 -11.292 -67.149 27.26
29.605 -2.245 -62.269 5.78
31.189 0.564 -61.117 -1.26
34.000 -12.982 -40.854 -10.72
33.083 -7.385 . -40.469 -17.37
31.891 -2.419 -56.793 -26.05
32.640 -2.663 -54.321 -30.07
31.880 -6.553 -51.946 -35.63
34.646 .9.475 -52.514 -35.31
35.547 4.469 -48.755 -41.05
33.715 -6.043 -49.065 -32.39
32.881 10.194 -45.830 -31.55
33.630 -8.678 -43.216 -35.66
34.720 -5.044 -46.015 -26.10
3 55.097 1.545 -45.034 -26.32
38.790 -14.663 -46.715 -23.23
36.84 -9.28 -48.598 -19.63
37.446 -4.852 -51.031 -1..15
36.918 -3.717 -52.085 -4.12
33.787 -6.992 -52.524 1.11
40.004 -15.125 -58.174 10.78
35.724 6.419 -56.024 14.91
36.670 -1.709 -51.690 5.35
38.602 9.055 -52.829 15.27
36.426 -7.232 -51.383 18.90
39.572 -4.532 -50.871 10.35
3.935 3.656 -48.760 8.27
42.691 -13.946 -48.043 2.84
39.134 -5907 -44.482 -8.046
41.392 -3.915 -43.745 -14.28
41.095 -2.731 -42.759 -17.91
37.739 -5.100 -40.867 -22.19
43.725 -12.581 -8.323 -34.12
40.752 11.478 -33.464 -40.27
41,618 -3.331 -35.484 -32.12
40.487 13.223 -30.916 -41.48
40.482 -7.214 -30.900 -39.88
54.279 -1*.926 -41.294 -18.83
29.625 17.670 -27.280 -44.05
47.867 -14.708 -28.042 -41.63
46.841 -8.521 -30.654 -31.39
44.010 -1.393, -28.134 -35.69
47.9881 4.559 -9.96L2 -29.93
47.208 -9.346 -34.208 -16.29

NEW
MONEY

-51.54
49.60
-47.89
-44.25
-23.08
-21.86
-14.39

-3.40
0.78
7.31

12.71
20.01
23.36
28.75
28.66
33.95
23.50
21.12
23.95
16.25
16.08
14.14
11.87

5.76
2.24
-0.58
-5.66
-7.27
-2.62
-7.00
-8.17
-4.88
-3.73
-1.33
3.92
7.29
9.33

11.66
19.85
22.36
16.60
21.91
20.48

9.58
21.48
20.00
14.03
15.61
12.80
6.66

SURPLUS'DEFICIT PER
HOUSEHOLD

3utluu.izgn
-1154.094
-1200.244
-1204.133
-1223.466
1070.526
-986.094
-787.664
-914.132
-894.594
-888.157
-879.969
-824.028
-783.522
-748.887
-756.945
-702.641
-704. 995
-656.541
-617.245
-655.257
-640.336
-63.242
-488.939
-721.630
-734.695
-740.147
-819.360
-787.902
-725.857
-740.739
-719.385
-711.151
-80.623
-489.615
-621.833
-607.879
-593.287
-566.187
-530.148
-442.239
-483.915
-425.789
-424.903
-56.981
-374.003
-383.876
-419.030
-383.979
-408.316
-465.482

PERCENT
GROWTH

199.45
161.00
144.42
114.72
45.90
47.32
25.91
4.38
-2.91

-12.52
19,.31

-27.96
-32.23
-37.61
-37.14
-42.57
-34.15
-33.42
-37.50
-28.32
-28.42
-25.32
-21.71
-12.43

6.23
-1.17
8.25
12.13
2.96

12.82
16.55
8.53
6.29
0.96

-9.74
-15.76
19.25
-23.50
-35.30
-41.33
.33.33
-42.52
"40.94
-20.27
-45.05
-42.67
-32.61
-36.83
-31.18
-17.79

New
MONEY

-770.03
-740.38
-711.48
-653.67-336.,91
-316.75
-203.24

-38.32
26.77
127.09
210.56
319.80
372.57
451.36
447.19
520.83
365.53
329.55

"370.42
258.87
254.26
224. 92
191.03
102.40
48.83
8.74

-62.42
-85.26
-20.86
-84.20

-102.14
-:5,89

-40.29

67.11
113.75
141.41
173.96
289.21
325.66
241,94
314.95
294.48
144.17
306.62
285.74
202.80
223.90
184.97
100.71



EXHIBIT - E

Per Hoetd Year.OwVIr Par Household- Year.OwrC
Yew chanp yea bw~

Inflation Mo"" MelNown

WNWr Howehol

Jon. '77
FA.
hw.

A&r

Au&.-

Aoo."
May"-

Ot"

Jno. -9

FA. .7
low. -

Am.

Aw..

Mar. -

Aon. *0

Fw-
Aw.

14

NOm.

H*owbol

19,039.72
10,109.93
16,127.53
19,179.12
16,226.0
19,770.72
19,266.46
16.421.31
19,262.03
16,2814

16,M6.23
16,46370
16562.20
1,613*
19.60m
19,673A32
19,73*
19.76436
16,65.67
19,64213
16,631.63

19,751.61
16,665.0
16,16*4

19,696.15

16,6602
16.6*4*
16.6*52

196514.14
1"Aft"6
16900.2
19,306.46
16,006.6
W6,64.67
16,763.09

+$447
+ 234.14
* 316.6
+ 400.43
+ 430.74
+ 465.60
+ 4*7.36
* 531.36

+ 417*91
+ 306.5
+ 352.50
* 393.77
* 467
+ 43076
* 417.66
* 303.70
* 446.09
4 50274

+ 560.76

+ 54541

*. 1464

& 637
-4&.72

-100.4
- 161.14

- 135.5
-1040
-13411

-174.66

-17.6
30360
626*=

-MIS.1
- *230

S"6.945384
26,241.27
26,5W.4
26.76.1
26,655.7
27.136.50
27.213.11

27,764.1
27645.64
28,64.37
26,163.32-

26,766.19

29,761.45

30,160.25
30,466*
30,60.66-
31,107.06
31,324.43
31,52.72
21,766.77
31,082A3
2,007.72

32.1"3
32ASM0*
32A"46
32*4*44
33,143.60

34,52M.6
34,716.25
34.716.M
35,107AS
3S,-*4
36,546.12
35A"*
3"".167
25,216.57
39AG&

W.6,10.02
+ 1,64X*6
+* 1.826.6*
+ 2,016"6
v 2,12.3=
+ 2,100.04
* 2.244.00

+ 2,"60."6
+ 2,3$0.30
+ 2.273.97
S2,37.47

4 2,26.3

+ 2,A27.67

*3,007*
4* 3,11.26
* 3.1160*
+ 2A41"2

*2,627A4
*2,672.51
*2,714.66
*2A64.75

+3410

+ 2,706.5
+ 2,563.4
* 2,716.17
+ 2,666.6
+ 2,44016

*1,036
*l1o2.w

*7.10042
7,273.22
7,46612

7,82.04

61210.7
5,354.44

8,67.57
8,763.03

6,656.16
10.144M

10,514"6

11,004.13
11,2611=2
110
11.707,6

12,13002
12,32.5
12,516M5
12,756z5
12,696.5
13,225.4

14,37t."
14,76.,02
14,66.6
15,135.20

15,5062
15,632.10
""04m6
112060
14,26.1
16,35.0
18,417.11

2734%
27.72
26.17
20.61
29.04
2632
26*0

30*

31.30
31.46
31.00
325
33.14
33.6
34A6
34,46
34432

35.14
26.17
38.6
37.12

38.06
3L"3

39.78

41.01
41.40
42.20
42.6
43.15
43M6
44.01
44A2
4"*1
46.14
453
46.03
4,5
"46

fgure we dedve by dbldlng currnt dolla ON~a b~ions of dollas
by the miwima of UL* households- sap 6e by SUmdlinp& Comy ach nth.

"Rail" ON1, Curmwt ONP
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EXHIBIT- F-
-Interest Paid Gross Public Percent Share Of
On Gross Public Debt (In Billions Interest Paid On Gross

Month & Year Debt (12-Mo. Sum) Of Dollars) Public Debt

1972
JnuaryA.........6 21.340 $ 422.9 6.046
February.... ...... 21.400 424.0 6.047
March........... 21.490 427.3 5.029
April ............. 21.600 425.3 5.078
May ..... ... ,... .. 21.700 427.9 5.071
Juno .............. 21.850 427.3 5.113
July ............. 21.940 432.4 5.074
August ............ 21.990 435.4 5.050
September ......... 22.070 433.9 5.086
October........... 22.160 439.9 5.037
November .......... 22.290 444.2 5.018
December .......... 22.390 449.3 4.983

1973
January ............ 22.590 450.1 5.018
February........... 22.830 464.8 5.019
March ............. 23,140 458.6 5.045
April ............. 23.480 467.1 5.136
May ...... ....... 23.840 457.3 5.213
June ............. 24.170 458.1 5.276
July .............. 24.610 459.0 5.361
August ............ 25.080 461.8 5.430
September .......... 25.580 461.4 5.543
October .......... 26.090 462.5 5.641
November .......... 26.560 464.0 5.724
December .......... 27.080 469.9 5.762

1974
January ............ 27.540 468.2 5.882
February ........... 27.930 470.7 5.993
March ............. 28.290 474.5 5.962
April .............. 28.610 471.9 6.062
May .............. 28.970 474,7 6.102
June .............. 29320 475.1 6.171
July .............. 29,690 475.3 6.246
August ............ 30.010 481.8 6.228
September .......... 30.310 481.5 6.294
October ............ 30.580 480.2 6.368
November .......... 30.840 485A 6,353
December .......... 31.160 492.7 6.324

1975
Januay ............ 31.440 494.1 6.363
February ........... 31.670 499.7 6.337
March ............ 31.910 509.7 6.260
April .............. 32.190 516.7 6.229
May .............. 32.440 528.2 6.141
June .............. 32.660 533.2 8.125
July .............. 32.880 63.2 6.109
August ............ 33.130 647.7 6.048
September .......... 33.380 553.6 6.029
October ............ 33.710 562.0 6.996
November .......... 34.100 66.8 6.016
December .......... 34.430 676.6 6.971
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EXHIBIT- F-2
Interest Paid Gross Public Percent Share Of
On Gross Public Debt (In Billions Interest Paid On Gross

Month & Year Debt (12-Mo. Sum) Of Dollars) Public Debt

1976
January.........$ 34.820 $ 584.4 5.958
February ......... 35.290 593.9 5.942
March ............. 35.760 60.5 5.955
April ............ 36.220 602.0 6.016
May..............36.690 610.7 6.007
June ............. 37.060 620.4 5.973
July.............37.920 624.6 6.072
August ........... 37.870 633.3 5.979
September.. ...... 38.390 634.7 5.733
October ............ 36.210 637.6 6.679
November ......... 36.230 644.6 5.620
December .......... 39.620 653.6 6.047

1977
January ............ 39.210 653.9 5.996
February .......... 38.890 683.3 5.863
March ............. 38.440 669.2 5.744
April ............. .38.110 671.0 5.679

ay .............. 37.880 672.1 6.638
June ............ 41.120 674.4 6.097
July............. 40.280 673.9 5.977
August ............ 40.410 685.2 5.897

September ......... 41.900 698.8 5,995
October ........... 42.110 697.4 6.038
November......... .42.370 707.9 5.984
December .......... 42.740 718.9 6.944

1978

January ........... 43.140 721.5 6.978
February ........... 43.820 729.7. 6.004
Morch ............. 44.470 737.9 6.026
April .............. 45.080 736.5 6.120
May..............45.750 741.5 6.169
June ............. 46.540 749.0 6.213
July ............. .47.160 750.4 6.283
August ............ 48.040 764.4 6.284
September- ...... 48.69, 771.5 6.310
October ........... 49.43 776.3 6.366
November .......... 50.260 783.0 6.418
December .......... 51.600 789.2 6.538

1979
January ............ 52.430 790.4 6.632
February ........... 53.300 792.2 6.728
March ............. 64.180 796.7 6.799
April .............. 65.070 796.3 6.915
May .............. 56.070 804.7 6.967

June .............. 67.540 804.9 7.148
July .............. 58.300 807.4 7.220
August ............ 59.100 813.1 7.268
September ........ 59.040 826.6 7.239
October ........... 60.670 026.7 7,338
November .......... 68.850 833.8 7.417
December .......... 63.20 845.1 7.616

1980
January ........... 64.630 847.7 7.612
February ........... 65700 854.5 7.688

63-49 0 - so - 7



EXHIBIT - G

PERSONAL INCOME BY MONTHS
(buom Of Oaam)

ow 0 man oom

ism"

Mc"

Mwe

A "

OP

"jan *7

AWe

N."

1473.6
149"3
1490J

16.376

1547.1
1647.
179.4

5612.81616.5

1631.3
5614.4
16764
14473
1704.3
1730.0
1741.3
1794.1
1701A

1834.3

1872.1
ISO.
1021
10061
1933.2
44.5

1410.1
1901.1
3006.5
2M3.3
2"S6.0
2061.9

1043.0
104682
1071.8
1070,6
1081.8
100323
1002.4
1lw

1044*
1104.6
1116.7

112233
1117.0

1116.1
113.1
113141

1133.0
1137.0
1149.3
1151.7
1164.4
1163.3
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An important factor In the health of the United States economy Is amount of real money (or dollars)
the peopl have available for spending, saving, Investment and other purposes.

The people's use of money Is the strongest force in the economy, but they must have an adequais
amount of money to use.

Ths table compaes the trends In personal income on current dollar And constant dollar bas from
January 1977 through Fbruay 1980 and demonstrates the increasing amounts of current dollar personal
income-that are being swallowed up by influtlon.

In January 1977, the diffonce between the deflated amount of "'rea" personal Income and the
magnitude of 'real" peron Income equaled about 37 percent of the "real" personal income magnitude.
By February. h difference euled more then 74 percent, or nearly twice as much as three years earlier.
Thus, the amount being lost to inflation Is fast closing In on the actual amount of "rea" money available
to people.
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EXHIBIT - H
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Exhibit H

New money adds for any monty measure Sre the amounts by which the measure expanded in
magnitude on a yerover-ye basis; io., the money added to the measure over a full 12 months. New money
additions are important because they represent the amounts of additional funds generated by the economy
itself so its people can finance future and sustainable expansion.

This table compares the year-over.year new money adds to current dollar and constant dollar personal
income for every month from January 1977 to February 1980 and demonstrates how inflation is negating
the expansion of "rea" (noney personal income. Though current dollar personal income has managed a
new money add of mor, than $200 billion for every month since October 1978, the adds to constant dollar
personal income have been only a fraction of the current dollar additions. In February, the new money add
to constant dolflr personal income was only $5A billion and 97.3 percent of the current dollar add was wiped
out by inflation.
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A contributor to the iesent rampant Inflation rate has been a capital shortfall In the United States
caned by a diversion of funds to overseas markets where the money is beyond the control of US. regulators.

This table tracks the trends of the MI-B money supply agate, gross Eurodollars and net Eurodollars
since 1505-showing the magnitude, yar-over-year percentage growth &W yearvver-yoar new money add
for each. Eurodollars hare been growing efa far faster rate diroughout this span and have far surpased M1-B,
the chief vhikl for financing consnuer spending, in magnitude.

In December 1979, Gro Eurodollars were nealy three times the size of M1-B, were growing nearly
five times as fat and had a new money add ten times as great. Net Eurodollars wor bout 60 pemet greeter
In magnitude, grew dbout four times a fast ad had O now money add nearly five times as great.
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Sindlinger's NewsRelease
Date Of Release- April 2,1980 Media In Pennsylvania

WASHINGTON, April 2nd--Despite the Carter Administrat;on's stand against reducing Federal taxes,
Congress will be forced to consider a tax rebate of as much as $40 billion in eady 1981 to add liquidity to
Ame¢can commercial banking system as a recession Is turning to a depression.

The necessity of refunding taxes by this record amount was suggested today to an important Senate
Fiscal Subcommittee by Albert E. Sindlinger, chairman of Sindlinger & Company, and one of 'he nation's
foremost consumer economists.

Mr. Sindingor sod the huge proportions of the required tax cut were calculated through his forecasts
of the bankig system's need for liquid funds during the mere economic downturn and money crunch that
should be apparent by late this year.

"Politically, a tax rebate always is portrayed as a way of pumping money into the economic system to
stimulate a flagging economy," he told Sen. Harry F. Byrd Jr.'s Finance Subcommittee on Taxation and
Debt Management.

"Less publicized, but equally Important, is that a tax cut offers the government a vehicle for getting
money to banks that ae feeling a liquidity pinch during a declining economy.

"The process Is very simple. Over 80 percent of tax refunds ae automatically deposited In the nation's
banks. So they all receive a hefty input of liquidity In a matter of weeks.

Mr. Sindlinger explained that In 1975, the banks were shy $9.5 billion in liquidity and the tax cut that
yew was $13 billion so the required $95 billion, or 80 percent. could fend its way into the banking system-
and this turned the economy around.

An ordinary reduction In tax rates or the grating of other tax benefits Is not enough, Mr. Sindlinger
said.

"To get the required liquidity to the banks,' he said, "'there must be a physical transfer of money
through checks from the Treasury to the people so they can in turn deposit the checks In their banks."

Sindlingar & Company Is a nationwide politcal/ew-nomic opinion research firm that takes continuous
duly alewihone surveys of the American people and urs the data, particularly on how people e using their
money, to foat the econonic future.
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Sindfinger's News Release
Date Of Release -- April 2, 1980

The projection of banking system problems results from Mr. Sindlingsr's forecast on the outlook for
inflation, conpmner spending, the pace of business end other relevant trends as the nation goes Into recession
later this yew. which could turn to a depression.

"The siquidity shortfall will be staggering If trends continue along the lines I forecast he told the Senate
Committee. "Forty billion dollars Is an amount that not ee Congress can command instantly. But it is a
prospect that we ll have to face and do something about quickly."

Mr. Sindlinger said that in view of coming problems, Congress must do more than just balance the
budget and its main job In the months ahead should be to create a healthy surplus.

"Although it represents a laudable departure from pest fscal excesses, a balencad budget Is only ahalting step," Mr. Sindlinger said. "To carry out the mass distribution of funds that I speak of. Congress
should be creating a surplus to keep the American economy from being totally wrecked."

600 . 063
Telephone: 21545-2800



ADDENDUM (To Testimony Beore Byrd Commnitle)

The testimony was premnted to Senator Byrd's subomtne on Apdl 2. 100. All specfic forecasts ed
general descriptions of future economic tends were based on oonditios d &W etions prevaling at the
time of Vhe stim ny.

Since that time. he has been a drnsatichop in cents, msuting in significent rvsions. of forcst.
Howwa, tie forecasts do not change the total scenario of money meltdown end evee cedit cunch Vw
will require emergency stion by Congra includinmosusl budget cutting to creo a surplus.

The key developments producing the changes In foneasts ws:

... The proposal to impose credit controls tht will be enforced by Vie Federal Rmerv.

... The failure of the Iran rescue mission.

... The continual contrction of the money supply and its failure to 'xplode- In April and May.

... A collapse of retail sales.

... An incres in Ithe number of consuns reporting declines In current income to 61 percent. or an b-
solit majority.

All of the foregoing factor are InaemlaWd.

Retal sales e off sharply in April as people, already financially hard pressed, got scared over forthcoming
credit controls and cut back their buying. The rescue mission mishap further deposed consumer buying
plans as fears erupted among the people over the threat of war.

The drop In retsil sales in turn accounted for a major portion of di decline i the money supply and the
failure for hVi M1-8 aggregate to reach levels forecast by Our economeatric model.

Briefly, ti adds up to Vie start of Vie economic collapse with Vie fail In retail sales leading the way.

As a result of the faster than anticipated economic collapse, the following revised forecasts have been issued:

INTEREST RATES--Short-term tes, including thos on Treasury bills, should decline through June.

BOND MARKET--A brief but sheky rally in prices because of a belief the Fed Is controlling the money

STOCK MARKET--A rally lasting no more than four weeks, perhaps shorter, also resulting from the belief

the Fed has mciney supply under control.

GOLO--Prke to accelerate for the balance of the year after bottom is touched drtly.
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ADDENDUM - pW

UAL OOLLAR-A dcdr inva vl a hey kyfomrncuuw.
TMeW W mig fu"WO Is dhtidmnt on how lv md how fat to dollw dedinu &W dma Feds mcdo.
Fed nOdMMY musM rVm 00 111oAN raM top oftc aase do0r. But ft Fed le h a nowin dosna onm r. ThM boh unpleswt am Ee:
RAISING THE DISOOURT RATE---Litirg th dioouna rif would put pma r on all rt-wrm raw.f6ru16ag 11- d'll , at a 110 when Eh Soomy Is gokIg dowhll. This would cut *wt nk ad bondmake rdm, et aw. s oonomi decay. inamfy crd oant md ines
LEAVING THE DIWOUNT RATE ALONE-Not chmghig die dbcoun raw would allow furth dackson Wio UI dol md also* asam t econmc daW.

[Whereupon, at 12 noon the subcommittee recessed, to reconveneat the call of the Chair.]



EXTENSION OF THE TEMPORARY LIMIT ON
THE PUBLIC DEBT

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 16, 1980

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND

DEBT MANAovrrzN GENERALLY,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room

2221, Dirkeen Senate Office Building, Hon. Harry F. Byrd, Jr.
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Byrd and Dole.
Senator BYRD. The hour of 9:30 having arrived, the committee

will come to order.
For many years, the Federal Government has spent beyond its

means. As recent testimony before this subcommittee has indicat-
ed, Federal spending for this fiscal year-fiscal year 1980-will
increase by a rate of 15.2 percent. The amount spent will increase
by $5.3 billion over the amount proposed in January's budget,
January 28.

The gross national debt has doubled since 1972. Deficit spending,
by adding to the debt, increases Federal interest costs, which in
fiscal year 1981 will be $81 billion.

This is the single most expensive line item in the fiscal year 1981
Federal funds budget.

The consequences of past deficit spending are clear. Inflation is
now at an 18-percent annual rate. Drastic measures are necessary
if we are to get inflation under control.

Financial markets are now in disarray. Long-term bond prices
have dropped dramatically because of expectations of high infla-
tion.

Investors, many of whom have placed their savings in these
securities and may be relying upon income securities for retire-
ment, are suddenly confronted with dwindling savings. Future ex-
pectations of inflation have diminished the incentive to save.

The great increase in the rate of spending must be reduced, yet
President Carter proposes to increase spending by $64 billion.

The tragedy of our current situation is that the American
worker, the American consumer, and the American investor are
paying for the mistakes that have been made in Washington, D.C.

The American worker is paying because his income is constantly
being eroded by inflation. The American consumer is paying be-
cause the availabilty of consumer products and goods is greatly
reduced through stringent credit controls, and the American inves-
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tor is paying through a dramatic decline in the-value of his invest.
ments.

The American public is paying through a lower standard of
living and few optimistic prospects. for the future. Much of this
could have been avoided if Washington has exercised fiscal disci-
p11ne. We have the potential for turning our economy around.
However, this will not occur by suddenly deciding that we need a
balanced budget and a limit on Federal spending only to reverse
this decision at the slightest possibility that the balanced budget
will cause political pain.

What is needed-is a consistent prolonged commitment to a bal-
anced budget and a spending ceiling.

Deficit reductions have come, not through expenditure reduc-
tions, but through revenue increases. In other words, we are bal-
ancing the budget-if, indeed, we balance the budget, and I am not
convinced we will-at the expense of the American taxpayer.

This is not a real commitment to a sound future economic pro-
gram.

If our economy is to prosper and the real income and well-being
of all Americans is to increase, we must break the deadly cycle of
Government spending, high inflation, high interest rates, economic
slowdown followed by an econo-nic recession, and more Govern-
ment spending.

Indeed, we need a permanent commitment to fiscal discipline in
Washington.

The committee -is delighted to have this morning the distin-
guished Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Miller.

Mr. Secretary, please proceed as you wish.

STATEMENT OF HON. G. WILLIAM MILLER, SECRETARY OF
THE TREASURY

Secretary MILLR. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
With your permission, I would like to submit for the record the

I ropared testimony and attached tables that have been submitted
for the committee.

Senator BvRw. That would be fine.
Secretary MiLLER. Then I would just like to summarize it, so we

could turn to responding to your questions.
Senato. BRnD. Very good.
Secretary Mnu.a. I am appearing here this morning to make

three requests of this committee. One, to address the issue of
increasing the debt limit, looking to the needs beyond the period
when the present debt limit expires and into 1981.

Second, to ask for an increase in the authority to issue long-term
Treasury securities.

And third, to seek approval of removal of the statutory interest
rate ce"ing on savings bonds.

Mr. Chairman, the temporary ceiling on the Federal debt now is
at $879 billion which expires on May 31 of this year and at that
time, unless there is action, the ceiling- would revert to the $400
billion permanent ceiling.-

The ceiling needs would contemplate an increase to $884 billion
for the balance of this fiscal year running through September 30.
That is an increase of $5 billion.
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It would appear by the end of the 1981 fiscal year the ceiling
should be at $900 billion, but because of the seasonal aspects of
debt management, there would be a peaking requirement in May,
1981 at the level of $910 billion -so our request would be for fiscal
year 1981 that the ceiling be at 910 billion.

The increase of $16 billion in fiscal year 1981 debt results from
net off-budget outlays of some $18.7 billion, plus the trust funds
surplus which is invested in Treasury securities of $14 billion
minus the projected budget surplus of $16 billion which would net
out to approximately $16 billion increase in debt.

This increase in the debt ceiling should be accomplished as early
as possible. It would be very appropriate to see the increase legis-
lated by the middle of May. That is because we have Treasury
offerings that are planned. We need to inform the markets and
keep a steady flow of Treasury financing so that we do not incur
the uncertainties and the increased costs that come from interrup-
tions in our debt financing program. The debt ceiling expires on
Saturday, May 31. It would be very inconvenient to deal with the
issues of debt ceiling beyond that time, and we would appreciate
very much the possibility of an earHer resolution.

The second thing that we are asking, Mr. Chairman, in addition
to this increase in debt limit is the increase in the authority to
issue long-term, that is over 10-years, Government securities, with-
out regard to the 4 percent ceiling.

The authority that we now have is for $50 billion of this type of
long-term bonds. The policy of the administration has been to try
to restore a better balance between short and longer term security
maturities and somewhat extend the average maturity date.

In mid-1965, as I recall, the average maturity for Government
securities was 5 years and 9 months. By 1976, the average maturity
had dropped to 2 years and 5 months, which means we were
running on practically all short-term financing.

Through the issuance of longer term bonds, we have now ex-
tended the average maturity out to 3 years and 10 months and we
would like to continue this program. Treasury has already used up
$45 billion of the $50 billion authority and we would recommend
that the ceiling be increased to allow the continuation of our
program, increased to $54 billion through this fiscal year and to
$70 billo-b through September 30, 1981.
As-to the savings bonds ceiling, the third issue to be presented

today, the present statutory interest rate ceiling is 7 percent. As of
June 1, 1979, the rate on savings bonds was increased to 6.5 per-
cent. As of January 1, 1980, the rate was increased to the full 7
percent for bonds that are held to maturity. These rates, while
representing increases from past practice, are substantially out of
line with current market interest rates. As a result, the savings
bonds program has been subject to declining sales and increasing
redemptions.

In the quarter that just ended-the first quarter of this year-
savings bonds sales were running at $1.4 billion for the quarter
itself, which is 26 percent lower than in the same period in 1979.
The savings bonds redemptions were $6.4 billion during this period,
which was more than three times the redemptions in the compara-
ble 1978 period. The resulting cash loss to the Treasury in this one
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quarter was $5 billion, which we had to finance in market borrow.
'Vnator ByiD. Excuse me,- is that loss on the long-term bonds?

Secretary Mrui-z. This is on the savings bonds.
Senator Bm. Only on savings bonds?Secretary MIu1zn. Savings bonds. Just to repeat it, the sales

dropped by 26 percent in the first quarter of this year over thesame quarter of the prior year to a level of $1.4 billion, but re-demptions were $6.4 billion so there was a net outflow of cash of $5
billion which we had to finance.

Senator Bviw. This is net outflow in that one quarter?
Secretary MILLz. That one quarter. "If you did that for the wholeyear, that means $20 billion that would have to be replaced with

other financing for savings bonds.
Traditionally, savings bonds have been a very stable and impor-tant part of our debt management. We had record sales of savings

bonds in 1978, but since that time we have had the drop off. While
savings bonds outstanding were running at over $80 billion, they
are now back to, I think, below $75 billion and our whole program
is therefore being impaired.

What we would recommend, Mr. Chairman, is that Congress
remove the ceiling on savings bonds and give us the authority toset the rate from time to time more in line with market conditions,
and retain this very important program both for individual savers
and for the Government financing. We would set the rate fromtime to time with due regard for maintaining of cash flows, credit
flows, to the depository institutions, but also with due regard formaintaining a sound savings bonds program. If that were done by
Congress, we would still retain the requirement that any ratechange be subject to approval by the President so that the Treas-
ury would have a check by the President on our future actions.

Mr. Chairman, those are the items we are presenting today. Iwould be very pleased to answer your questions and respond with
to any other information that you would desire.

Senator BnrD. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
As I understand it in regard to long-term securities, you seek anincrease from the present ceiling of $50 billion to $54 billion in so

far as 1980 is concerned?
"Secretary MILLE. That is correct, yes, sir.
Senator BYnD. Is that fiscal year 1980 or calendar year 1980?
Secretary Mw.T.R. Fiscal 1980 through September 30, 1980.

- Senator BRD. So that is i $4 billion increase?
Secretary Mu z. Yes, sir.
Senator YRD.. I see no problem with that.
With regard to long-term financing, what is the prospect for

long-term bonds?
I have been told by your former business associates and col-leagues, you might say, in New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, SanFrancisco, and Los Angeles, that there is no long-term bond market

at the present time and not likely to be in the immediate future.
Secretary Mumz. Mr. Chairman, there were several events ear-Her this year that did create some reduction in long-term financ-ing, some concern, as you point out, about the operation and capac-
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ity of the long-term bond market to continue to be a method of
financing both government and industrial commercial needs.

Those events included the increase in inflation rates that reflect-
ed the rapid increase of oil prices toward the end of the year and
early this year, reflected the higher interest rates that showed up
in home financing, therefore, reflected in higher numbers for the
Consumer Price Index, higher indicated rates of inflation. That was
coincident with considerable concern that some sort of controls
might be imposed on the economy, which led undoubtedly to some
anticipatory price increases that were coincident with an inflation
fever among consumers, which led to increased borrowing and
spending that was coincident with the troubles involving the
Middle East, concern with Afghanistan and Iran, which led to some
nervousness about future prospects and all of those events caused
considerable nervousness in financial markets.

As a result, there was a period of some reduction in the capacity
of the long-term bond markets to function. This happened some-
what similarly, for different reasons, in 1974 and corrected itself. I
believe it will correct itself now, and I think we are already seeing
signs in recent demands for some long-term issues to indicate that
this market is coming back into focus and that it will be able to
function as in the past and continue to be a vital part of our total
financing for national needs.

Senator BYRD. Well, Mr. Secretary, you are a Government offi-
cial of much ability and a businessman of great ability. What is
your professional judgment now in regard to long-term bonds? Are
you telling the committee that you feel that the problem in regard
to long-tern-bonds is over and that the bond market will be rees-
tablished to its formal basis in the near future?

Secretary MiLLRR. I believe we are in the process of doing that,
Mr. Chairman. I think that it would be premature to say that the
bond market is now operating at the same scope and the same
degree of vitality that it did in, let's say, the prior years. But I
believe the healing process about those concerns Is well underway.
A few recent issues of long-term securities were well-received and
sold well in the market and would indicate that we are seeing a
correction of the concerns earlier this year.

My own judgment as a former business executive in my present
capacity is that we will see a restoration of the bond markets. If it
has not happened, it will be happening soon, as we begin to demon-
strate through Federal Government actions the fiscal discipline,
the continued monetary discipline and the correction of some of
these items.

I might point out in this regard some rather important informa-
tion that would support the restored vitality of the long-term bondmarket, Mr. Chairman, let me cite you a couple of numbers that I
think would be very important. In fiscal year 1980, our estimate is
that the total funds that will be rai in U.S. credit markets
would run to about $420 billion. That is not Government. That is
all funds raised.

The Federal Government would be expecting to raise about $89
billion in those credit markets.

Senator BYRD. Excuse me. That is only new funds?
Secretary MIuLLR. Yes. That is the increase.
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Senator Bymi; Let us get the additional rollover funds. Let's takethe new funds plus the rollover now. What will that be?Secretary MILL. The comer~ble figure of rollovers would be$200 billion that we would rollover, that is, just retain.Senator B w. Let me see if I ur.,erstand. This is for 1980, fiscal

year 1980?
Secretary MILu. Fiscal year 1980.Senator BYw. Total Federal borrowing would be about $240

billion?
Secretary MnLR. Mr. Chairman, I am sorry?
Senator Bnw. Including the rollovers, Treasury will go into themoney markets for roughly $240 billion?
Secretary MiLLa. Yes, that is correct.To make the figures comparable, the total credit market funds,the net new funds raised, would be about $420 billion and thecomparable figure of net new funds raised by the Federal Govern-ment would be about $40 billion, or 9.5 percent. That is the figure I

wanted to point out.This year, the Federal Government will be taking about 9.5percent of net new funds raised. In fiscal year 1c8I, If Congressacts as I believe and hope that it will to enact a balanced budget, ifour budgetary plan is followed, then in fiscal year 1981, our projec-tion at the moment is that the total net funds raised in the creditmarkets would be $360 billion.
Senator BYRD. Including the rollover?
Secretary MiU. No, this is the net new funds. That total wouldbe $360 billion.
The Federal Government would raise in that market less than $2billion, or less than one-half of 1 percent. So we wouhgo-from 9.5percent of net new funds going to Federal financing to less thanone-half of I percent.
That is the important change that obviously will give restoredvitality to all the financial markets and I believe that that trendand direction will be one of the factors that will assure an effective,vital, well-working long-term market also.Senator BYRw. I think that where we have a divergence of view-point is that you have predicated an improvement in the bondmarket and other matters based upon public perception that fiscaldiscipline is being exercised in Washington. Frankly, I do not see

that fiscal discipline.
The propedgbudget represents a huge increase in Government

spending.
I think that the American people generally, and certainly thesophisticated ones, see that any improvement in the budgetarypicture, if indeed there Is an improvement, is coming about becauseof the huge increase in the Federal tax take, not in getting Federal

spending under control.
It seems to me that the key to the problem which our countryfaoes today, is to get Goverment spending under control. And I donot see that being done.
Others may feel that it is, but the Senator does not.You are seeking an increase in the debt ceiling for fiscal year1980 from the present $879 billion to what figure?
Secretary MixUz. To $84 billion.
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Senator BYRD. You are seeking a $5 billion increase in the debt
ceiling for fiscal year 1980?

Secretary MILLER. Yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. What do you put the current rate of unemploy-

ment?
Secretary MILLER. The current rate, the last figures that we

have, are 6.2 percent.
Senator BYRD. 6.2 percent rate of unemployment?
Secretary MILLER. Yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. In looking ahead to the new fiscal year which

begins October 1, how do you see the unemployment rate?
Secretary MILLER. The current administration projection of the

economic outlook is that unemployment will rise to about 7
percent in the fourth quarter of this year and next year in 1981 it
will go up to about 7 percent.

Senator BYRD. That is about a 1-percent increase in unemploy-
ment?

Secretary MILLER. In this calendar year that we are in now and a
further increase of another quarter percent into 1981.

Senator BYRD. So in all?
Secretary MILLER. 1 percent.
Senator BYRD. 1 -percent increase?
My colleague, Senator Robert Byrd in a speech to the Senate on

April 3 on page S3509 stated that whenever there is a 1-percent
increase in unemployment there is something like a $20 billion
impact on the Federal budget.

Senator Robert Byrd is very careful with his figures. Do you find
any fault with that $20 billion figure?

Secrtary MILLER. Mr. Chairman, there are different calcula-
tions, but thb order of magnitude is approximately correct. So I
think his figures are quite reasonable.

This, of course, brings me to a point because the budget that the
administration has presented, the revised budget contemplates the
budgetary impact of 1 -percent increase in unemployment.

Senator BYRD. What figure does that?
Secretary MILLER. I said the revised budget for fiscal year 1981

submitted by the administration assumes that unemployment will
be at this higher rate, and therefore we assume increased outlays
from higher unemployment and also reduced receipts from weaker
economic activity,.

You were asking about whether the fiscal discipline is reflected
in reduced spending or not. Well, in terms of the overall on a
comparable basis, if we had 6.2 percent unemployment in fiscal
year 1981 then we would have a very large surplus reflecting
reduced spending and higher receipts which would total some $25
billion.

So I think one has to take that into account. Our view is, of
course, that there is substantial discipline in reducing outlays in
programs across the board and across the budget in that the in-
crease in spending is only from two reasons: One from inflationary
impacts and two from the economic assumptions that assume
higher unemployment and higher payments that are mandated in
connection with lower economic activity and higher unemploy-
ment.
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On the other side of the ledger, obviously, higher unemployment

results in lower revenues under current tax laws than would other-
wise develop, without even looking at any changes in those laws. Intotal, you have this impact of some $25 billion that is absorbed in
the budget proposals. Despite that, and also partl because of reve-nue changes, there is a projected surplus of some $16 billion.

So I think the rate of change of fiscal policy, going from a deficit
of $36 billion to a surplus of $16 billion more than a $50 billion
swing, represents considerable discipline.

If you add to that reducing the Federal borrowing in credit
markets from some 9.5 percent of total new credit raised in themarkets to less than one-half percent in 1 year, I would think that
the change in fiscal posture and change in Federal presence in the
financial markets is rather dramatic.

Senator B.D. Let me just cite two figures, as to whether it isfiscal discipline or not. On November 16, precisely 5 months ago,
the Congress in its budget resolution put Federal spending or
fiscal year 1980 at $548 billion.

The President's third revised budget in the last 2 months put
spending at $612 billion.

The way I calculate it, that is an increase of $64 billion in
spending from fiscal year 1980 to fisal year 1981.

I think it is misleading for people to say-and you have not said
it, as far as I know-but it is misleading to tell the public that the
budget is being reduced when in fact it is being very substantially
increased.

Now this is what has happened with regard to reductions-on
January 28 the President advocated spending $615 billion. On
March 14, he revised that to $613 billion. More recently he has
revised it to $612 billion.

So there has been a reduction of $4 billion from the President'sfigure of January 28 but that January 28 figure called for an
increase in spending over the budget resolution approved by the
Congress last November of $68 billion.

So the.President, instead of advocating an increase in spending
of $68 billion, has only advocated $64 billion in his third budgetproposal. It is a tremendous increase in spending.

Now, let me ask you this. The 1981 budget puts interest costs on
the national debt at $81 billion.

Secretary MIuTL. Yes, sir.
Senator ?Bvw. My question is To obtain that figure, what inter-

est rate assumptions were made?'
Secretary MITuA. The assumptions for interest rates are-let me

just tick them off.
The fiscal year 1981 rates that we are assuming for a 26-week

bill would be 10 percent. For Treasury securities of over 6 years
maturity, 11 percent.

The actual rates on April 10 on the 26-week bills would be 14.1
percent. The assumption in 1981 is that they will be at 10 percent.

The maturities over 6 years are currently at 12 percent, a little
less now, incidentally, and are assumed to be at 11 percent in fiscal
year 1981.

Senator BinD. Let me be sure that I understand.
Secretary Mium. I could givi you the whole table.
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Senator BYRD. Thank you. I do not need the whole table.
The $81 billion interest charge figure-
Secretary Miller. Yes?
Senator Bviw. The 1981 budget was based on an interest rate

assumption of between 10 and 1 m percent?
Secretary MITL .Depending on maturity, 9.9 percent to 11 per

cent.
Senator BraD. Between 10 and 11 percent.-K Secretary Mnmm. Yes, that is correct.
Present rates are 14 to 12.
Senator BvYw. This $81 billion assumption was made in Decem.

ber I assume?
Secretary Miu. No. These are the revised estimates that were

made in March so that these are the estimates from the current
revised budget which have increased the rates substantially. The
result of the revised budget, Mr. Chairman, is to assume that
interest rate increases would add $3.8 billion to the interest
charges i fiscal year 1981, offset by borrowing less money, thereby
reducing interest charges by $2.2 billion.

You see, because the revised budget assumes higher interest
rates but assumes less borrowing because of moving from a pro-
posed deficit to a proposed surplus, the interest rate increaseswould add nearly $4 billion. The reduced borrowing would reduce
interest charges by $2.2 billion. The overall effect is a $1.6 billion
increase in interest payments from the budget submitted in Janu-
anator BRnD. So that your January 28 figure was 79 point

something?
Secretary MiuLa. 79.4 yes, sir.
Senator BIw. Your new figure is $81 billion?Secretary Miusz. $81 billion.
Senator BYRD. Thank you.
Do you expect corporate profits, and thus, corporate income

taxes, to increase or decrease during 1980 compared to 1979? -
Secretary MuisR. Let me see--
Senator BYiD. My general question is, do you think that the

general business conditions will be better in 1980 than 1979?
.Secretary MiLLm. In 1980, our expectation is that economic con-

ditions will be less positive-Mr. Chairman, expectations are that
we will have a moderate recession in fiscal year-in this year,

1 1980, which includes fiscal year 1980. As you know, our projection
at the moment is that we will see from fourth calendar quarter
1979 to fourth quarter 1980 a decline in real GNP of about one-half
of 1 percent.

We expect that recession to be-moderate-in duration and moder-
ate in depth. Obviously, even though we are now projecting a one-
half of 1 percent decline, that is a number that will only approxi.
mate the final results, because, as we know, economic conditions
move so rapidly.

We expect recovery of the economy in 1981 so that there would
be, from fourth quarter 1980 through fourth quarter 1981 an in-
crease of 2.2 percent in real GNP.

Now, on corporate profits. Our assumptions are that under our
current forecast, that even with that effect, because o the larger

63-094 0 - 0 - a
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pie, even though there would be less increase in overall GNP, thatcorporate profits would go up moderately, go up from $237 billion
to $242 billion, but that the aftereffect of the recession will be thatcorporate profits in 1981 will not fall at all.

So we are assuming some carryover of increase in profits, verymoderate, in fiscal year 1980 and actually a levelling off, or per-
haps a slight decline, in 1981.

The income taxes that we receive from corporations as a result ofthat would mean that we would see some increase in corporatetaxes in fiscal year 1980 but no increase in fiscal year 1981 in
aggregate dollars.

Senator BYRD. With the housing construction industry in, I guess
you could say, disarray; with the automobile industry in very direstraits, does that not indicate that business as a whole will be very
sharply off during this calendar year of 1980?

Secretary MILLER. Overall, we expect a decline. As I indicated,
Mr. Chairman, there will be different effects in different sectors.There is no question that automobile production is one of the soft
parts of the economy; housing construction is one of the soft partsof the economy. Other sectors, such as the energy area, are doing
well. The increased oil company profits will yield increased taxes
while decreased automobile company profits will undoubtedly con-
tribute to less taxes.

I think it is a mix of all these factors, some of which are positiveand going forward, even though there would be a slight down turn
in the economy, some service parts of the economy will continue to
do well. The areas of communications and energy will continue todo well. Areas such as automobiles, some heavy durables, housing
construction will be off. It is the mixture of these that nets out to
the result I indicated.

I- Senator BYRD. When do you see a decline in interest rates, and to
what degree?

Secretary MiLInsa. We, of course, believe that it is extremelyimportant, as I have said for some time, that we not rely entirely
on monetary policy in dealing with inflation, that the effort toincrease the fiscal discipline, reduce Government spending relative
to other past years is very important.

As that takes place and as the Federal Government itself be-comes less of a borrower in the market and as the slowdown in theeconomy results in less demands for credit, we expect the pressures
to come off. We expect, therefore, interest rates at some time to

S begi to moderate.
Senator BYRD. At some time? When?
Secretary MILAR. It is hard to predict, exactly. In the nextts- couple of months, I think we will see interest rates begin to reflectreduced pressures and we will see, I think, lower interest rates,

both in short-term markets and in long-term markets. The primerate will be down significantly by the end of the year.
Mr. Chairman, I should point out that near the end of February,

for example, the yield on 20-year Treasury bonds was at about 13percent, and it is now down to about 114 percent, so we have
already seen some decline in some kinds of interest rates, as wehave had this phenomenon you and I talked about a moment ago.
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We had not yet seen that in the commercial rates and the
activities of bank lending. But as the special credit restraints take
hold and as the special credit restraint program-the voluntary
program on which the Federal Reserve is working with major
banks-takes hold, and as the economic conditions of moderate
recession take hold, the demands for credit will abate and interest
rates, I believe, will begin to move down.

We also would expect inflation rates to be moving dowvn some-
where in the next few months atd coming down lower than they
are now by the end of the year.

Senator BYRD. Coming down to What degree?
Secretary MILLz. As you know, our estimate for the moment is

that if you measure by the CPI, ajain fourth quarter 1979 to fourth
quarter 1980, the CPI would be 12.8 percent.

That compares with recent numbers running about 18 percent or
so; That means to get to 12.8 percent, we must have a lower rate
than that at the end of the year,

My own hope is that we can achieve that, or better.
Senator Byin. When do you expect it to be down to a rate of 12.8

percent?
Secretary MILLER. That rate would be for the fourth quarter

from a year earlier, which means that our assumptions are it
would be below that in the latter part of this year. Let me tick off
some of the reasons that that might be possible.
_.In the first place, there are many causes of. inflation but as

distinguished from - the inflation rate in 1978, a great deal of the
inflation rate in 1979 and of the inflation rate in the first quarter
of 1980 was because of two factors. One is the increased cost of
energy, particularly oil, and inflation numbers for the first 2
months of this year included an annual rate of increase of 75
percent for energy. So, that is one current factor that is causing
the inflation rate to be higher.

The other is that during this period, the runup, for whatever
reason, of interest rates has been reflected in home financing
charges and therefore has had a major impact on the Consumer
Price Index.

If one would assume, as I do, that we will not have a nearly 100-
percent increase in the price of imported oil in 1980 as we had in
1979, then we will have a major reduction in that component of the
inflation number.

Assume at worst that we do not have any significant reduction in
interest rates but we merely stabilize and continue the present
rates of home mortgages, then in a few months you will be able to
see that there is no longer any increase, no decrease, but you will
not have an increase.

So there you will get some relief in these numbers.
I actually believe as the year processes, we would have mort-

gage rates lower. That means you will actually begin to get some
reduction in the home financing cost compound of the CPI.

Those two factors alone could contribute to a very substantialcha in the 18-percent inflation rate, because you are talking
about, you know, energy factors that directly and indirectly have a
very large impact on the CPI and the same thing applies for
mortgage rates.
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So, I think that those are reasons to believe that it would besensible, unless there is some new impact in the world, some newevent, some new disturbance, that we will begin to see these num-

bers begin to come down.If that happens, I think it will be a reassuring factor, along withthe fiscal disciplines that are being imposed by Congress. I believeose factors and the reduction of demand of Federal financing willcontribute to the conditions that I outlined, and we will begin tosee some moderation in interest rates and in prices.We are very fortunate in this winter in that so far we have notseen these extraneous and unusual and disturbing factors thatratchet into the basic wage price structure.
We had, in 1979, no larger increases in wage rates and in com-pensation rates than we had in 1978, when inflation was muchlower, so thus far we have the cooperation in the country and haveavoided having oil prices and interest rates ratchet into all of our

system.
I do not think that moderation will continue for very long unlesswe can see the relief that I am describing. But I do think that wewill see the relief and, therefore, we will come back to more moder-

ate levels.
We expect to be in single-digit CPI numbers in 1981 rather than

double-digit ones.
Senator BYRD. When in 1981?
Secretary MILUSR. I would think probably in the first half of 1981we can be seeing single digits, or even in the latter months of this

year.
Senator DOLE. Notwithstanding inflation, both interest and

inflation?
Secretary MILLER. This was the CPI number I was quoting. I amnot so bold as to forecast interest rates at the moment. I would notwant to encourage the Members of the Senate to go out and takefutures on loans at single-digit interest rates.
Senator BYRD. Let me ask two brief questions, then I want toyield to Senator Dole.
Are these high interest rates inflationary?
Secretary Mims . Yes, interest rates are, in the first place, areflection of the supply and demand relation of money and credit.Second, in order to get positive interest rates, lenders expect to getinflation plus interest so there is a reason why interest rates arerelated to the essential monetary discipline and the realities thatlenders expect to get a return on their funds or they will not lend

them.
On the one hand, interest rates, as I point out, go into healthfinancing, home financing. They go into the cost of operating busi-nesses and they end up showing up in prices and showing up ininflation calculations so that they do contribute to inflation.On the other hand, the way to insure more inflation is to try toartificially press down interest rates because if we now, for exam-ple, artificially tried to lower interest rates, we would do so byflooding the economy with excess money to drive down interestrates and what we would do then is heighten inflationary expecta-tions and we would undoubtedly end up having higher inflationafter an adjustment period rather than lower.
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So I think that the problem is a typical dilemma that in order to
get lower inflation we must be alert to the realities of restraint on
money and credit to keep it within bounds of growth-that is,
consistent with price stability. And because of prior periods of
excess growth, we are now suffering from an adjustment process
which is painful but is necessary to the process of turning inflation
around.

Senator BRwD. My last question for the moment is this, and I will
preface it by citing experiences that I have had in Virginia, and I
would guess, although I have not consulted with him, tat Senator
Dole has probably had similar questions put to him, as have other
Members of the Senate.

As I go around the State almost everyone-well, not almost
everyone, but a great many individuals I shake hands with and
talk with say this: "Why don't you people in Congress do some-
thing about interest rates?"

Now, would you help me give the appropriate response to that?
Secretary MiuzR. Yes, I certainly would. The best thing that can

be done to help interest rates is to carry out the fiscal disciplines of
reducing as rapidly as we can in an orderly way the level of
Federal spending.

Senator BYn. That is good. That is the answer I gave, and I am
glad that the Secretary of the Treasury would give that same
answer.

Secretary MiLaxm. Mr. Chairman, I think this is fundamental. To
the degree that we can take the pressure off through more fiscal
discipline, we will redud the pressure on the monetary side and
inevitably, this means that inflation expectations will abate, infla-
tion rates will come down, and interest rates will come down.

Senator BynD. Senator Dole?
Senator Doie. I think, Senator Byrd has covered most of the

ground. I think just for the record I would like to pive the adminis-
tration a chance to again indicate their opposition to wage and
price controls. I assume that is still administration policy and that
you are not going to seek any authority from Congress to impose
wage and price controls.

Secretary Mim. Senator Dole, you are absolutely correct. We
are irrevocably opposed to mandatory wage and price controls. We
think they do not work. We think they create distortions. We think
that it is easiest to impose such controls on those in the economy
who represent, perhaps, the weakest links and it is -hardest to
impose them on those who have more market power and can
continue to impose changes.

So we do not think that they work, and we do not intend to seek
authority for them. -

Senator DoLz. Is there still a feeling around that, sooner or later,
it is going to happen? I do not know if you have any evidence of
anticipatory price increases or not. There may be some, but I would
hope by now that the message is loud and clear.

Certainly the administration has indicated their opposition-
many Members of Congress have-and I would hope that anybody
who has any doubt about it would, again, read your statement
today.
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Secretary MiLumz. May I say, Senator, that there was, in my

opinion, some flurry of feeling that wage-price controls were ontheir way early this year, the early part of the year, and I thinkthat led to some anticipatory price increases that exacerbated the
inflation problem.

I believe our statements, plus the President's explicit actions onMarch 14 to announce his intensified anti-inflation program which
rejects waqe-prie controls, demonstrate that we have crossed over
on the policy decisions. Time has run out. The economy is slowing
very soon, as we see the evidence of an economic slowdown. I thinkall--even the rumors about wage-price controls will evaporate be-cause it will be obvious with a softer economy nobody is going to
throw controls on top of it.

Senator DoLz. Also, I think that building opposition, bipartisanopposition to the import fee, which-one way to balance thebudget of course, is to increase -taxes and that is going to raise
about W.6 billion.

And some have figures that tax increases next year would be an
unprecedented $1 billion when you add up the windfall tax and
taxflation and import fees and other social security tax increases
and other recommendations by the administration.

I would assume, if Congress is successful in either repealing thePresident's authority to impose an import fee, or in passing a
disapproval resolution, there would be some need for additional
spending cuts.

I know the administration is counting on the import fee. TheBudget Committee has included those revenues, but there are al-ready 16 cosponsors on the disapproval resolution. I think one way
to take care of the import fee would be on the debt limit, to take
away the President's authority, attach it to the debt limit, and see
what happens.

Secretary MILLER. Senator Dole, I might have a bit of disagree.
ment with you on that subject.

Senator DoLz. On the procedure?
Secretary MiLER. On the substance.
One, I think that our budget proposal clearly contemplates bal-ancing the budget without relying upon any revenues from the

gasoline conservation fee.
As you know, the revised budget presented by the administration

shows a surplus of $16.5 billion which is greater than the fee. Itincludes the revenue, without any revenue initiatives.
Our proposal involves a balanced budget, so all the revenue

proposes would merely go to surplus so we have no intention, nodesire, no proposal that the budget be balanced through revenue
initiatives.

The second point is that it is absolutely essential that we reduceour dependence on imported oil. We are in peril and depending onfragile insecure lines of supply. The parts of the world have demon-
strated how unstable parts of them may be.

The one way, and the surest, fastest, quickest, safest way toreduce our dependence on foreign oil is to conserve our use of oil
and oil products. And one of the best places to do this is motorfuels because of all the motor fuels used in the United States ofabout 7 million barrels of oil-equivalent a day, 40 percent, or 2.8
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60 million barrels a day is discretionary driving-not necessary to
carry on the commerce of the country or necessary for commuting
or necessary for jobs, but discretionary. And that is the place
where we can make the biggest impact in reducing our depndence
on foreign oil short-term.

Many other necessary changes that you are very familiar with
require time or investment or what-not. This Is the quickest, surest
wAy.

The United States has two choices in order to deal with motor
fuel conservation . One is to limit the physical quantity made avail-
able to the public and ration. Congress has rejected that solution in
an way t tha s been presented except in a dire emergency.

The other way to do it-and the way it is done in most of the
world-is to recognize that there should be a price incentive to
conserving motor fuel. The price of gasoline in most European
country, is $2.60, $3. Again, motor fuel in the United States now is
$1.20 or $1.30 a gallon. That is a relatively very large increase but
still way below what other nations have imposed through taxes as
a cost of motor fuel to cause conservation.

The result is twofold-they use less per capita. The second one is
an oil price increase. If you increase the price of oil on a $2.50 base
by 10 percent it is 25 cents. If you increase it in our case it is an
enormous factor that goes into inflation also.

And one of the reasons there is less inflation in some of these
countries is because there is less relative change in these prices
because they have already priced them at a level through taxation.

So I think that we feel strongly that the President is correct and
C that the Nation is correct to impose a modest, additional conserva-

tion charge that is not in any order of magnitude equivalent to
taxes in Europe or in Japan but at least is a step in the right
direction, and we believe that it would be appropriate for Congress
to allow the President to exercise that authority and to support it.

As you know, in due course, we will present to the Congress a
proposal for an ad valorem gas motor fuels tax to replace this fee,
then Congress can consider on the merits whether that is right or
not. In the meantime, the President's authority to have the fee and
to use the entitlements system to place it on gasoline runs through
September 0, 1981. It would seem logical to let that authority
continue and let the Congress in to add the question of motor
fuels taxes, on the substance and on the merits when we present
our ad valorem tax.

Senator Dois. I think the question is whether we are more
concerned by the estimates that it will add three-quarters of 1
percent to inflation, not that it may conserve 100,000 barrels. That
is a charitable estimate in the first year, and may invite an OPEC
price increase. You know all the arguments for and against.

Secretary MnU Z . Surely.
Senator DOLz. That is what troubles many of us in Congress and

having been in my State, as Senator Byrd has been in his, I do not
need to tell anyone in the administration or out. There is a differ-
ent feeling in the countryside with not quite 20 percent, but nearly
20 percent interest and high inflation.

I just cannot agree with the proposal. It is easy to vote against
-the import fee, but I think we could be persuaded to conserve. It
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hasa title now-the conservation fee-which may or may not be
accurate.

It may be a matter of some debate, but I appreciate your state-
ment on it.

Secretary MILUR. Senator Dole, may I make one short, addition.
al noint?

Inthe last 14 months, OPEC has imposed some 60 cents per
gallon tax on American gasoline and all that money flows abroad,
and that has resulted in considerable conservation of gasoline, but
we have paid it all to other folks.

It would make a lot more sen for us to keep that within our
own country and get additional conservation. Rather, I do not see
the same outrage at the 60 cent tax that foreigners imposed upon
us, and yet I believe it takes courage, it takes leadership to say letus start doing that thing right here at home. Let us start reducing
the millions of barrels of oil we import to drive in discretionary
ways so that we could change, say move to more efficient auto-
mobiles and so forth.

I do not mean to belabor it, but I think there is a point there.
Senator DoLz. Right, but I think it would make more sense if we

- would take the money and use it to fill up our strategic petroleum
reserve. There are some of us, Senator Bradley on this committee
and myself, who feel that, instead of cutting funds in that area, weought to be adding additional funds so we will have a reserve. I
notice the Washington Post indicated as much this morning.

So there is support for that. Maybe there would be some way to
salvage both.

I do not know if I have any other questions, Mr. Chairman. I
think you have covered most of them.

it s necessary to increase the debt 'eiling. I have no quarrel
with that. It is a frustrating time,

Everybody talks about a balanced budget in general terms. Then
when you get down to the nitty-gritty, it is more difficult to do.

Senator BYRD. Thank you, Senator Dole.
Mr. Secretary, do you agree or disagree that our Nation faces

severe economic problems in the months ahead?
Secretary MILLER. We face serious problems, yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. Is there any painless way to meet these problems?
Secretary MILLzR. No, sir.
Senator Bnw. In my judgment; the Federal Government for thePast 15 years has been and is now a spendaholic. Do you agree or

Secretary MILLER. I would not want to use those terms for fear oftaking away from the glamor that is attached to your using them.
Senator ByRD. I am glad to share it with you.Secretary Miu . We have, for 20 years, had a habit of running

deficits i good times and in bad. We have had only one balanced
budget in 20 years and it is apparent that the cumulative effect ofthose deficits, adding to Federal borrowing and Federal debt on a
permanent basis, have been in their cumulative impact a contribu-tor to inflation and a contributor to a psychology about sound
economic policy that has, I believe, contributed to inflation.

Our purpose should be on a bipartisan basis and in a compact
with the American people, to move back toward a philosophy that
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- when the economy is operating at optimum level of output in terms
of capit a l and resources we should have a balanced budget.

aIt po aro rate, in my opinion, to have a deficit if we are in a
---period of slack and we can expect, therefore, the budgetary impacts
of underutilization of resources.

Conversely, when we are operating at a higher rate than we
should be, we should have surpluses, but we should get back to the
idea that a normal procedure should be a balanced budget and we
qhiould have a more frequent experience of seeing a balanced
budget rather than one in 20 years.

2z_- _ Senator Bynw. At what figure do you put the budget deficit for
- fiscal 1980?
bn Secretary Mbhu. The figure that is presently projected is $36.5
billion, the deficit in fiscal year 1980.

Senator BYRD. For this year, the Federal Government will run a
deficit of $86.5 billion?

Secretary Mnuz. Yes, sir.
Senator BD. Correct.
Secretary M Riz. That is impacted by the recession obviously.
Senator Bm. Regardless of the reason.
Secretary Mmum. Yes, sir.
Senator YRD. The Government this year, the one we are in right

now-
Secretary MIUz. Yes.
Senator BYa (continuing]. Will run a deficit of $36.5 billion.
Is that correct?
Secretary Mua.n. That is correct.
Senator BD. Now, what do you project the Federal funds deficit

to be for fiscal year 1980?
Secretary Muzm. Some $50 billion.
Senator BYmR. So insofar as the operations of Government are

concerned, our Government this year will ru6i a deficit of $50
billion.

Secretary Mim. If you exclude the trust funds, the Federal
funds deficit, about $50 billion.

Senator ByRD. The only way you will get it down $14 billion,
$13.5 billion, is to take the surplus in the trust funds and the trust
funds can be used only for specific purposes, of course. The funds
'do not come from general taxation.

So if you do not use those funds then the deficit would be $50
billion for the general operation of government.

I think that 's a highly significant figure.
Now, let me ask you this. For the record, are you convinced that

the President's spending proposals for fiscal 1981 without a tax
-increase will result in a balanced budget?

Secretary Mujz. Mr. Chairman, with one caveat, yes. The
-caveat is that that would be true on the economic assumptions.

If there are changes in economic prospects or performance be-
cause of other events, then that would change, but based upon the
moderate recession and recovery from that, we project the levels of
un ployment which mean that we would have slack in our econo-my. Nonetheless, the spending cuts imposed, in my opinion, will
result in a balanced budget, iifth that caveat about economic condi-

A tions.

A
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Senator BYRD. Without a tax increase?
Secretary MILLmI. Without a tax increase, yes, sir.
That is on present tax law. That includes the present tax struc-

ture, including windfall profits.
Senator BYRD. Including what Senator Dole alluded to, the. import fee?
Secretary Miu-z. That, no. That is not taken into account. This

is assuming no import fee.
Senator ByRD. It is correct, is it not, that for fiscal 1981 that the

Government will take from the American people the highest per-
centage of taxes-the highest percentage-that it has ever taken in
taxes in relation to the gross national product.

Secretary MILLER. It will be as high in any year. I am not sure it
is the highest. It will certainly be at or near the highest level of
GNP level of intake that we have seen yes, sir.

Senator BYRD. Do you feel that there should, or should not be, a
substantial reduction in the total spending figure of $612 billion

- which has been proposed?
Secretary MILuR. I believe that our effort to introduce a new

direction to fiscal policy and efforts which we should pursue dili-
gently to reduce the relative percent of GNP represented by tax
revenues should be progressive.

I do not think that we should, or can, accomplish it all in 1 year
or in all economic circumstances.

So I think the level of spending that we proposed of $612 billion
is reasonable. If there are other ways that cuts could be made,
obviously they should be considered, but I think that is a reason-
able course.

Now, we need to create conditions that encourage a balanced
economic growth, encourage productivity, and thereby reduce the
drag on the Federal budget from low levels of growth and output.
And as we do that, I think we can bring down spending further
and bring down taxing further.

In 1 year in a recession period, to accomplish much more, I
think, would add more power to the brakes than is wise, that we
might end up tripping the economy in more of a downturn than
would contribute to the proper course of the economy.

Senator BYRD. You have some responsibility, as I recall, under
earlier legislation in regard to New York City. What is the situa-
tion now in regard to New York City's financial affairs?

Secretary MILLER. As you know, the city has presented a pro-
gram for its own budget that would achieve the requirements of
the New York guarantee program 1 year earlier than required by
the statute.

That was, of course, subject to trying to project over a period of
years the transit settlement in New York. That is in the process of
being considered. It may have some impact upon that because it
may influence the negotiation.

The mayor has indicated that he will not consider the transit
settlement a precedent and that he will look to levels of pay
changes with municipal unions that will stay within his budget
objectives, but we will just have to see how that develops. But his
program has been to meet the statutory requirement 1 year early.
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Senator BinD. What about Chrysler? Is Chrysler meeting the
statutory requirements?Secretary MnLru. Chrysler Is endeavoring to put together a fi-
nancing package that would meet the statutory requirements in
order to qualify for guaranteed loans and we will know, I think in

.--the next few weeks, whether or not the parties with a financial
stake in Chrysler are able to hammer out such a financial package,
whether they are willing to make-and will make-the concessions
in financing terms that are necessary to qualify. "

Some of them have been completed. The labor union negotiations
have made the concessions required by the statute. There has been

;-,some progress in disposing of surplus assets that would raise cash.
There has been some offering of debentures to suppliers and deal-

L.-ers to raise part of the support from those. There are negotiations
with the banks, both domestic and foreign. I think all those things

>are beginni to gell and I think we are near, within a few weeks,
of knowing whether the package can fall into place.

As you know, there is a Loan Guarantee Board made up ofmyselfand Paul Volcker and Elmer Staats who will then have to
_, -look at the plan and decide whether it is qualified and decide its

qualifications, if we can issue a guarantee.
Senator BYRw. One final question.
In your professional Judgment, what is the single most important

thing that can be done to bring about a reduction in interest rates?
Secretary Mu.wR. To not only propose, but to enact, the spend-

.. ing cuts and reductions that are in the revised budget, to show that
we are willing to exercise fiscal discipline even in the face of, F\!economic slowdown if we demonstrate the will and determination
to control inflation. I think all of those things would quickly relieve
the inflationary expectations and moderate the pressures on finan-
cial markets and result in lower inflation itself, and lower Interest
rates.

Senator BYRD. To get back to your specific testimony today in the
three categories, what you are seeking is a $4 billion increase in
ithe long-term bonds that can be issued?

Secretary MUZ. From $60 billion to $54 billion this year, and
then we would request for fiscal year 1981 $70 billion.

Senator Byan. I thought we should deal with 1980 and let 1981
take care of itself later on.

That would be a $4 billion increase in that category?
Secretary MIIuA. Yes, sir.
Senator Binn. For fiscal year 1980 in the statutory debt ceiling

you would need an increase of $5 billion?
Secretary MxLua. From $879 billion to $884 billion, yes, sir.

,Z May I point out, Mr. Chairman as you know, the House has
changed its procedure.

Senator BrD. I am aware of that.t-re t ry Mna. I want to mention it because what will happen
the House may influence what you want to do here. I am not

suggesting you change your procedure, but it may influence it,
because what you see, what will happen when the budget resolu-
tion for fiscal year 1981 is adopted in the House, it will include a
debt ceiling for fiscal year 1981.
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So they will be dealing with fiscal year 1981. You mentioned

whether we should deal with fiscal year 1981 now. They will be

match their procedure with your procedure, you may want to
handle it in your way, but you may want to start considering now
the fiscal year 1981 program.

Senator BYw. Before the House adopted that proposal, the
author of the proposal came to see me and I told him whatever the
House did was up to the House, but the Senate would make its own
decision in that regard. The House procedures have no control over
what the Senate procedures may be.

Secretary Mmum. Correct. It just may be when they send over
something on fiscal year 1981 you may want to take a look and see
if it is appropriate to consider it now or what, because, you know,

u can still handle it in your way. It is just a question of timing.i Tat is the question.
Senator BYRD. Thank you very much.
Senator DoLz. Just one additional question.
Senator BY"D. Senator Dole?
Senator Dots. Mr. Secretary, you indicated earlier that you

would not encourage any efforts to in effect, through the tax
system offset high interest rates. There has been one proposal
introduced to provide a tax credit for anything, any interest set
above 12 percent, to a certain number of dollars.

Others have suggested a two-tiered system to aid small business
and farmers. I guess it would be fair to say that you would not
encourage such efforts?

Secretary MiuxR. On the first one, Senator Dole, I think it
would be ountrproductive. In the first place, such a system-you
know, it would allow very favorable treatment for people in higher
income tax brackets and would penalize, since there Would be nodiscipline to bring interest rates down, it would penalize people
who cannot afford interest rates or are not in high brackets.

I think it would be very counterproductive.
On- the second, I think not as a matter of government, but as a

matter of commercial policy that a two-tiered system may well
work, and it the banks decide for themselves, but many banks
find it helpful in terms of a business cycle to charge lower rates to
small businesses in agriculture in times when interest rates are up,
charge a little more when they are down, and kind of average it
and bill their customers, and supply their customers, because they
are looking at it year after year, not just I month.

-Likewise, the Federal Reserve, as you know, has now a two-tiered
discount rate, for large banks who are frequently into the discount
window they will charge 3 percent extra but for smaller banks will
charge 3 percent less. So we can keep their liquidity and ability to
serve small business and agriculture.

I think there is something to be said for those things happnin,
not in legislation but in a normal economic analysis. The tax
change, I think, would be wrong.

Senator DoLx. Do you expect the administration to propose a tax
cut later this year?

Secretary Mmua . That depends entirely on the course of prog-ress on the budget proposal. It has been our view that it would be
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inappropriate and premature to consider any tax reductions until
there is a firm commitment to the spending reductions and pro-
gram. reductions that have been submitted, either the ones we
submitted or, if Congress works its will, something on the same
order of magnitude. When that is accomplished, I think that we
2 can all look at whether the economic conditions and the need to

achieve the longer term goals of balanced growth would require us
to look again at tax relief and perhaps target it into areas ofsavings, investment, and productivity that we need to encourage.
I think we must take first things first. The best thing we can do

c is show discipline in the fiscal area, which will be the way to see
that relief on the interest side, and the relief on the interest side
will improve financial markets including long-term markets, and

; that will create conditions for borrowing capital for investment
which then, supplemented with some other incentives in due
course for investment, could help us in this whole productivity
area.

But I think it is more on the order of timing.
Senator DoLE. This is not an appropriate place to discuss politics,

but there may be political considerations because you could-have a
Reagan candidacy and Carter candidacy and Reagan is on record of

-advocating some Roth-Kemp or some modification of the so-called
Roth-Kemp proposal and that might have an impact.

I do not suggest that you would make that udgment, but I am
certain that it is crossing the minds of those who advise the Presi-
dent politically.

Secretary MILLER. I will keep my advice to economic and finan-
cial matters.

Senator DOLE. Right.
Senator BYRD. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
[The prepared statement of Secretary Miller follows. Oral testi-

mony continues on p. 139.]
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FOR RELEASE ON DELIVERY
EXPECTED AT 9:00 amn.
April 16, 1980

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE G. WILLIAM MILLER
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION'AND DEST MANAGEMENT
OF THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committees

My purpose here today is to advise you of the Treasury's

financing needs through fiscal year 1981 and to request an

increase in the authority to issue long-term securities in the

market and removal of the statutory interest rate ceiling on

savings bonds.

Financing Requirements

The present temporary debt limit of $879 billion will expire

on May 31, 1980, and the debt-lmit-will then revert to the

permanent ceiling of $400 billion. Prompt enactment of legislation

is necessary to permit the Treasury to borrow to refund maturing

securities and to pay the Government's other legal obligatLons.

Our current estimates of the amounts of debt subject to limit

at the end of each month through the fiscal years 1980 and 1981 are

shown in the attached table. The table indicates that the debt

subject to limit will increase to $881 billion on September 30, 1980,

and to $897 billion on September 30, 1981, assuming a $15 billion

M-433
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cash balance on these dates. These estimates are consistent with

the Administration's March revision in the budget esti ates.

The usual $3 billipn margin for contingencies would raise these

amounts to $884 billion in September 1980, and $900 billion in

September 1981. Thus; the present debt limit of $879 billion

should be increased by $5 billion to meet our financing require-

ments through the remainder of fiscal 1980 and by an additional

$16 billion to meet the requirements through fiscal 1981. However,

as indicated in the table, the debt subject to limit reaches a

seasonal peak in May 1981 of $914 billion and then declines to

$897 billion in September, assuming a constant $15 billion cash

balance. Thus, we are requesting that the debt limit for 1Y 1981

be increased to $910 billion, which would get us by the temporary

Kay 29 peak with an adequate cash balance of $11 billion on that

date.

For your convenience, the deficit and debt figures for each

year over the past decade are shown in the final table attached to

my statement.

Let me emphasize the importance of timely Congressional action

on the debt limit. In mid-May the Treasury expects to announce

A offerings of new note issues to refund obligations which mature

on May 31 and perhaps to raise new cash. Since May 31 is a

Saturday the obligations maturing on May 31 cannot be paid off or

refunded until Monday, June 2, at which time the present debt limit

authority will have expired. Moreover, we will also need to announce

and auction Treasury bill issues in the third or fourth week
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of May. These do not settle until the first week of June.

Thus# without an increase in the debt limit by mid-4ay,-wo will be

forced to postpone offerings because delivery of the securities in

early June could not be assured. Failure to offer these securities

as scheduled could be disruptive of the Government securities market

and costly to the Treasury.

Investors aS well as dealers in Government securities base

their day-to-day investment and market'strategies on the expectation

that the Treasury will offer and issue the new securities on

schedule. Delayed action by Congress on the debt limit, therefore,

would add to market uncertainties, and any such additional risk

to investors is generally reflected in lower bids in the Treasury's

auctions and consequently in higher costs to the taxpayer.

This Comittee has made every effort in the past to assure

timely action by Congress to increase the debt limit. Yet, the

record of recent years has not been good. On three of the last

five debt limit bills action was not taken before the expiyatLon

date, and the Treasury was unable to borrow until the Congress

acted two or three days later. Significant costs were incurred

by the Treasury, and extraordinary measures were required to

prevent the Government from going into default. The Treasury was

required to suspend the sole of United States savings bonds, and

people vho depend upon social security checks and other Government

payments suddenly realized that the Treasury simply could not pay

the Government's bills unless it was authorized to borrow the funds

needed to finance the spending programs previously enacted by

Congress.
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It is essential that we do everything possible to maintain.the

confidence of the American people in their Government. Confidence

- in the management of the Government's finances was seriously under-

mined each time the debt limit was allowed to lapse, and we must

all work to avoid that outcome in this instance.

bond Authority

I would like to turn now to our need for an increase in

the Treasury's authority to issue long-term securities in the

market without regard to the 4-1/4 percent ceiling.

Under this Administration, the Treasury has emphasised debt

extension as a primary objective of debt management a policy

which we believe to be fundamentally sound. This policy has

caused a significant increase in the average maturity of the debt,

reversing a prolonged slide which extended over more than 10 years.

In mid-1965 the average maturity of the privately-held marketable

debt was S years, 9 months. By January 1976 it had declined to

2 years, S months,.because large amounts of new cash were raised

in the bill market and in short-term coupon securities. since

that timi# despite the continuing needs for cash of the federal

Government, Treasury has succeeded in lengthening the debt to

3 years, 10 months, currently.

Debt extension has been accomplished primarily through

continued offerings of long-term bonds in our mid-quarterly

refundings as well as regular offerings of 15-year bonds in

the first month of each quarter. by developing the long-term

sector of the market we have broadened the market and increased

63-e94 0 - s0 - 9
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demand for Treasury securities. These longer-term security

offerings have also contributed to a more balanced maturity

structure of the debt, which will facilitate efficient debt

management in the future. Moreover, these offerings have

complemented anti-inflation efforts. By meeting some of the

Government's new cash requirements in the bond market rather

than the bill market, we have avoided adding to the liquidity

of the economy at a time when excessive liquidity is being

transmitted into increasing prices.

Congress has increased the Treasury's authority to issue

long-term securities without regard to the 4-1/4 percent ceiling

a number of times in recent years, and in the debt limit act of

September 29, 1979, it was increased from $40 billion to the

current level of $50 billion. To meet our requirements for the

remainder of the fiscal year 1980, the limit should be increased

to $S4 billion and to meet.our requirements in the fiscal year

1981, the limit should be increased to $70 billion.

The Treasury to date has used over $45 billion of the

$50 billion authority, which leaves the amount of unused authority

at less than $5 billion. While the timing and amounts of future bond

issues will depend on prevailing market conditions, a $20 billion

increase in the bond authority would permit the Treasury to con-

tinue Its recent pattern of bond issues throughout fiscal year 1981.

We are currently issuing long-term securities at an annualized rate

of approximately $14 billion.
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Savings Bonds

In recent years# Treasury has recommended frequently that

Congress repeal the ceiling on the rate of interest that the

Treasury may pay on U.S. Savings Bonds. In the debt limit Act

of April 2, 1979, Congress increased the statutory ceiling from

6 percent to 7 percent. The Treasury increased the savings

bond rate to 6-1/2 percent effective June 1, 1979. Then, in

December 19790 the Treasury announced that the interest rate

on the new l1-year series CC bonds# which went on sale on

-January 1, 1980, would be 7 percent for bonds held to maturity

and that the rate on outstanding E bonds would also be increased

to 7 percent for bonds held an additional 11 years. Legislation

is necessary to provide for further increases beyond the present

7 percent statutory ceiling.

Hr. Chairman, we are concerned that the present requirement

for legislation to cover each increase in the savings bond rate

does not provide sufficient flexibility to adjust the rate in

response to changing market conditions. The delays encountered

in the legislative process could result in serious inequities

to savings bond purchasers and holders as interest rates rise

on competing forms of savings.

The Treasury relies on the savings bond program as an

important and relatively stable source of long-term funds.

On that basis, we are concerned that participants in the payroll

savings plans and other savings bond purchasers night drop out

of the program if the interest rate were not maintained at a

level reasonably competitive with comparable forms of savings.
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While the savings bond rate has increased relative to the

5-1/2 percent regulatory ceiling on passbook savings in federally-

insured thrift institutions, the much greater increase in market

interest rates over the past year has had a substantial adverse

impact on the savings bond program.

Sales of savings bonds in 1978 reached $8 billion, a

peacetime records but in 1979, as market interest rates increased,

savings bonds sales fell to $7 billion. In the first three months

of 1980 sales were only $1.4 billion, 26 percent below the first

quarter in 1979 and 34 percent lover than sales in the first

quarter of 1978.

The major problem, however, has been on the redemption side.

In 1979 savings bonds redemptions were $12.3 billion, compared to
$8.2 billion in 1978, an increase of SO percent. Redemptions in

the first quarter of 1980 were $6.4 billion, double the amount in

the first three month M-f 1979 and more than three times the

redemptions in the first quarter of 1978.

Consequently, the cash loss to the Treasury from the excess

of receptions over sales in the savings bond program was $5.3
billion in 1979, and was $5.0 billion in just the first three

months of 1980. These cash losses to the Treasury must be made

up by increasing the amounts the Treasury borrows in the market,

and the Treasury is currently paying significantly higher interest

rates on its market borrowings. If this situation continues, it

will be essential to increase the savings bond interest rate
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promptly in order to avoid further substantial cash drains to

the Treasury and permanent damage to the savings bond program.

The amount of any necessary rate increase will depend on current

market conditions and on the other terms and conditions offered

to savings bonds investors. We are currently reviewing the

savings bonds program to determine what changes need to be made.

Thus, we are requesting that the present ceiling on the savings

bond Interest rate be repealed as soon as possible.

Any increase in the savings bond interest rate by the

Treasury would continue to be subject to %he provision in

existing law which requires approval of the President. Also,

the Treasury would, of course, give very careful consideration

to the effect of any increase in the savings bond interest rate

on the flow of savings to banks and thrift institutions.

Debt Limit Process

I would now like to comment on the process by which the

public debt limit is established.

Separate legislation for a statutory debt limit has not been

an effective way for Congress to control the debt. The increase

in the debt each year is simply the result of earlier decisions

by Congress on the amounts of Federal spending and taxation.

Consequently, the only way to control the debt is through firm

control over the Federal budget. In this regard, the Congressional

Budget Act of 1974 greatly improved Congressional budget procedures
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and provided a more effective means of controlling the debt.

That Act requires Congressional concurrent resolutions on the

appropriate levels of budget outlays, receipts, and public debt.

This new budget process thus assures that Congress will face up

each year to the public debt consequences of its decisions on

taxes and expenditures.

The debt limit act of September 29, 1979, which established

the current limit of $879 billion, also amended the rules of the

House of Representatives to tie the establishment of the debt

limit to the Congressional budget process. Under the new House

rules, the Treasury still presents its debt limit requests in

testimony before the House Ways and Means Comitte, and that

Committee makes its debt limit recommendations to the House Budget

Committee. Yet, the vote by which the House adopts a budget reso-

lution will be deemed to be a vote in favor of a joint resolution

changing the statutory debt limit to the amount specified in the

budget resolution. The joint resolution on the debt 1-Lmit will

then be transmiAtted.to the Senate for further legislative action.

No comparable procedure exists in the Senate. The Senate must

still vote twice on the debt limit figure# in the budget resolution

and in the separate debt limit bill. Thus, it is essential that

your Comittee act promptly to assure timely action by Congress

on the debt limit.

Attachments

o0o
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ESTIMATED PUBLIC DEBT
SUBJECT TO LIMITATION
FISCAL YEAR 1980 -

Based on: Budget Receipts of $532 Billion,
Budget outlays of $569 Billion,

Unified Budget Deficit of $37 Billion,
Off-Budget Outlays of $15 Billion

($ Billions)

Operating Public Debt With
Cash Subject to Mar

Balance Limit Cont.

ACTUAL

September 28

October 31

November 30

December 31

1980

January 31

February 29

March 31

April 30

May 30

June 30

July 31

August 29

September 30

$24.2

10.5

5.6

15.9

16.6

16.7

8.2

ESTIMATED
15.0

15.0

15.0

15.0

15.0

15.0

1979 

$3 Billion
gin for
naencies

$828

828

835

846

849

856

865

872

885

874

879

885

881

875

888

877

881

888
884
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ESTIMATED PUBLIC DEBT
SUBJECT TO LIMITATION -
FISCAL YEAR 1981

Based on: Budget Receipts of $628 Billion,
Budget Outlays of $612 Billion

Unified Budget Surplus of $16 Billion.
Off-Budget Outlays of $19 Billion

($ Billions)

- Operating Public Deb!- With $3 Billion
Cash Subject to Martin for

BAlance Liit Contingencies

1980

October 31

November 30

December 31

1981

January 30

February 27

March 31

April 30

May 29

June 30

July 31

August 31

September 30

$15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

$891

898

898

894

902

911

912

914

907

903

904

897

$894

901

901

897

905

914

915

917

910

906

907

900
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UNIFIED BUDGET OUTLAYS AND PERCENT INCREASE PER YEAR-APR. 15, 1980

1 9 1 .. ... .. ... .. ~ . 289.6 $22.5 9.1
1915 . 326.2 56.6 21.0
1976 .... _______~366.4 40.? 12.3

., 191 .~___ . ____.. 402.1 36.3 9.9
198450.8 48.1 11.9

1919 --. 493.1 42.9 9.5
190 568.9 15.2 15.2

ESTIMATED OWNERSHIP OF PUBLIC DEBT SECURIMiS-FEB. 29, 1980
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Major foreign holders of Treasury public debt securities, Feb. 29, 1980

(In milions of dot]mi
Oil exporting countries I.................. 16,691
Belgium ...................... 186Ca a a ...................................................................... ii .......... iiiiiiiii 2,412
F rance ..................................................................................................................... 7,610G erm any ................................................................................................................. 38,861
Japan ......................................................................... ""..... ........ .. 17,065

N etherlands .............................................................. : 2,370Sw t e land ......................................................................... 10,359
United Kingdom ..................................... 0......................0.. .... . 8,006
International and regional ........................................... .......... ............. 6,762
A ll other ........................................................................................................ ... - 10,298

Total ................................................................................................. .. 124,758
*I Bahrain, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, United Arab, Emirates. Algeria,
Babon, 'bya, Nigeria, Indonesia, Venezuela, Ecuador.

t Partly estimated.
Source: Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, Office of Government Financing-Apr. 10,

1980.
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FOREIGN AND INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS OF PUBLIC DEBT SECURITIES '-Coniue
(k i am cl ddm)
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MEANS OF FINANCING OTHER THAN BORROWING FROM THE PUBLIC
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The nteret rate assumptions used by OMB In the March Budget Revisions to
estimate interest on the public debt for flcal year 1981:
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OWNERSHIP OF FEDERAL AGENCY DEBT, MAR. 31, 1980--Coitinued
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Senator Bnw. The next witness will be the Honorable James T.
McIntyre, Director of the Office of Management and Budget.

Welcome, Mr. McIntyre. We are glad to have you.
Mr. MclNyu. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. -
Mr. Chairman, I have a prepared statement that I would like to

submit for the recordd and limit my comments this morning to a
few introductory remarks about the budget.

I would like to submit the prepared statement for the record.
Senator BYiD. Fine. Your total statement will be published in

the record.
Mr. McIm'ym. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES T. MeINTYRE, JR., DIRECTOR,
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

Mr. Mclwrviw. V,'. Chairman and Senator Dole, it is a pleasure
to appear before you today and support the Treasury's request foran increase in the statutory debt limit and its proposals for improv-
ing the management of the Federal debt.

At the end of March, the administration released its revision of
the 1981 budget.

In contrast to previous spring revisions, this year's report reflects
more than technical reestimates. The current revisions also reflect:
Reestimates of receipts and outlays in light of revised economic
assumptions; policy changes enacted by the Congress or proposed
ythe President since the January budget was issued; and, mostimportantly, budget reductions and tax measures proposed as part

of the administration's anti-inflation program.
As a result of these changes, the debt subject to limit at the endof 1981 is now estimated to total $37.1 billion less than the January

estimate.
We have shown in my formal presentation that the fiscal year.,1980 budget deficit is now estimated at $36.5 billion. This is $3.2

billion less than the estimate in the January budget.
Outlays are estimated at $568.9 billion for 1980 and receipts aremated at $582.4 billion. The current budget estimates for 1981call for total outlays of $611.5 billion which is $4.2 billion less than

January' and receipts are estimated at $628 billion, which is $28
billion above the January estimate.
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This results in a 1981 budget surplus of $16.5 billion-the first

balanced budget in 12 years.
Let me review some of the specific changes in the totals since the

January budget. Estimates of outlays for 1980 have increased, on
net, by $5.4 billion, to $568.9 billion.

RPteestimates increase outlays $8 billion compared to January, butthese reestimates are partially offset by planned reductions of $2.6
billion. Estimate of 1981 outlays have decreased since the January
budget from $615.8 billion to $611.5 billion. This $4.2 billion de-crease is the net result of reestimates due largely to revised eco-nomic assumptions, which increase outlays $13 billion, and planned
reductions in outlays of $17.2 billion.

The current estimate of 1980 receipts is $532.4 billion-$8.6 bil-lion above the January estimate. This increase is primarily due to
the higher economic estimates stemming from revised economic
assumptions and the administration's tax proposals for motor fuelsconservation and for withholding taxes on interest and dividend
payments. It should be noted that even without these revenue-
increasing tax proposals, the 1981 budget would still be balanced.

Mr. Chairman, you do not know how pleased I am to appear
before you this year and say that we have complied with the Byrd
am enament requiring a balanced budget.

Senator Bya . I tell you, Mr. McIntyre, before commenting ap-provingly in that regai I am going to let a little time expire. I am
not totally convinced that is the case.

If it is the case, it would be because of an increase in the amount
of taxes being taken from the American people. It will not come
about as a result of a reduction in spending and that is what really
needs to be done.

Mr. Mclnrm. Mr. Chairman, we can get into that at the appro-
priate time, but I would have to say that there has also been a
reduction in the level of spending.

Senator Brun. We will get into that. That is good.
It was exactly 6 months agothat the Congress approved spending

outlays for fiscal 198 of $548 billion. Your new revised outlay
proposal is for $612 billion in round figures and that is an increase
of $64 billion.

That is not reducing spending, that is not getting spending under
control in any way, spe or form. What your original budgetproposed wasa $68 billion increase over the budget resolution
approved by the Congress 6 months ago. Your revised budget pro.
posed a $64 blon increase.

I admit a $64 billion increase is better than a $68 billion in-crease, but it is a huge Increase. The American people are being
led to believe that there has been a reduction in spending. Instead,
t has been a substantial increase in spending.

I think it s unfortunate that the Americn people, in my judg-
ment, are bei misled by statements out of Wahington. I do notthink that the sophisticated ones are being miald but those whoj read the headlines and get some skimps of the TV news are

W needs to be done is to get spending under control and that
certainly has not been done.
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You mentioned that the Byrd amendment will be complied with
by a balanced budget, I hope it will be complied with, but if it is, it
will be complied with only because this administration is taking
from the American people the highest percentage in taxes of any
year in history compared to the gross national product.

Now, let me ask you this. Do you agree or disagree that our
Nation faces severe economic problems in the months ahead?

Mr. McImw. Unless we take action to deal with inflation, yes,
we do face severe economic problems in the months ahead.

Even if we do take action, we face some months of very discom-
forting news with respect to the economy.

Senator BYRD. I think that is certainly correct.
Now, in my judgment, the Federal Government for the last 15

years has been, and is now, a spendaholic. Do you agree or dis-
agree?

Mr. McINmmu. I plead Secretary Miller's answer to that ques-
tion. I would not want to take away the credit for that terminology.

I would agree, Senator, in all seriousness that we do need to
control the rapid rate of growth that we have seen in Federal
spending.

Senator BYR. You have a rate of growth of 15 percent in this
fiscal year.

Mr. McIrmz. How much?
Senator BYRD. Fifteen percent in this year's, over the last budget

resolution.
Mr. Mclwry. The real rate of growth is virtually-well, maybe

a quarter of 1 percent in the 1981 budget over 1980, and that is.with a real rate of growth of approximately 3 percent in defense,
which I know you certainly support, and would not want to see
reduced, and also with our commitments in the energy area.

Senator Byan. We are not speaking about the reasons, Mr. McIn-
tyre. We are speaking of what the facts are.

Mr. Mc¢INry. The reasons are essential to understand what is
happening to the Federal Government spending program and with-

-out understanding the reasons, we will not be able to addrds the
causes of the problems, Mr. Chairman.

Senator BYiw. We understand the reasons. We may not agree on
the exact reasons. You do not dispute these figures I am going to
mention now. I already mentioned them, as a matter of fact.

The last budget resolution for fiscal 1980 provided for spending of
$58 biion. This is what- Congress approved 6 months ago. Youposed to spend in this upcoming year $612 billion in round
" f!ures, a $64 bilon increase.
So it is all right to talk to the American public about reducing

d but when you look at the figures, there has been a
tremendous, huge, increase in spending proposed if your budget is
adopted. I think your budget ought to be cut sharply.

Mr. M mC!Nytz Mr. Chairman, there are reasons for this growth
in expenditures.

Senator BYRD. I have heard that from witnesses before this com-
wittee going back 15 years or more. Eye, body has some reason asto why. That is why we are in this fix. There is always some good
reason as to why we have to have more and more deficits ing

Mr. McIwmi. May I throw out a few reasons?
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Senator BynD. Certainly.
Mr. Mcfrnm. First of all, the increase in real growth is veryimportant for the national security, very important to turn around.Senator Bmw. Let me comment on that.Of your $64 billion increase, 26 percent or less, 26 percent inround f goes to defense, 75 percent is elsewhere.
Mr. =McNwr A large portion of that elsewhere is social secu-rity, Senator. I have not found anybody in the Congress who is

willing to take that on.Senator By=. A large portion is elsewhere in the budget alsoand probably I am the only Senator who has submitted preciseproposals where I am convinced that you can cut your budet by20 billion-I do not say without pain. I do not think there is anypainless way out of our situation.
J say that the administration has not faced up to the problem,

he me ak yu about this. Dr. RIvlin, who will follow you-I amreading her testimony at the moment--says this.
SThe deficit of off-budget entities is estimated at about $18 billion to $19 billion In1981. O.O has recommended that the budget activities of all off-budget entities bebrought into the budget so that the unified budget wil fuy reflect Federal Govern-
ment spndn.

Do you favor or oppose that proposal?
Mr. Mclwrnm In the lons run, I would hope that we could pullthe of-budget Federal entities back on budget. As you know, they

are statutorily off budget.
I would hope---
Senator B . Would you favor a change in the statute?Mr. Mclwmu Over the long haul I think it is very important toget these entities back on budget. Most of these outlays reflect loanprograms, and as an interim measure, Mr. Chairman, we have, inthe executive branch, proposed a budget for the credit activities asan integral pert of our 1981 budget proposal. That includes most

off-budget activity.
We think that it is important to look at the total impact that theFederal borrowing and spending has in the economy and thereforewe have pzposed to the Congress that we write into approprationsbills limitations on the amount of credit that certain of the off-budget agencies can extend so that we can limit this credit activity.I think this is a good first step to control Federal credit, and thenas we get the current budget, the unified budt in better shape, Iwould hoe that-we could move these off-budget entities back on-budget where they belong where we can look at them properly.Senator BYR. Let me ask you this. If the off-budget items werein the budget today, what would be the figure for fical year 1981,

surplus or deficit?Mr. Mc mm The figure for fiscal year 1981 would be $16.3billion, depending on whose figures you are using. Ours would be
$16.3 billion.

Senator BymD. What?
Mr. Mclwfm. $16.8 billion.
Senator Byiw. Do you mean surplus or deficit?
Mr. Mchbnm Deficit,
Senator Bynu. Deficit
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So if you used the off-budget process as Dr. Rivlin recommends-
and I must say I agree with her-there would be a $16 billion
deficit in fiscal year 1981?

Mr. McINYZ. That is correct.
Senator ByRw. If you use the off-budget prop , if you take the

off-budget items and put it in the budget for fiscal 1980, what
would be the deficit?

Mr. McITM. The total to be financed would be about $65
billion, including the trust-funds surplus.

Senator Byre. $65 billion.
So I would say that we are quite a long way from putting the

Federal Governm ent-
Mr. McIN m. I need to clarify that, Mr. Chairman. I have read

youa figure on my chart here that includes more than the com-
bined on-budget and off-budget deficit. Let me give you the deficit
figures.

For 1981, we would be $2.2 billion in deficit. My earlier figure of
$65 billion did not include the trust funds which would be used.

Senator Byiw. You were talking about Federal funds?
Mr. McINTrr. Yes, sir.
Senator Bmw. Yes.
Mr. McIq'rvm. And $51.6 billion in 1980.
Senator Bmn. Speaking of the general operations of Govern-

ment, namely the Federal funds, it seems to me that that is the
2 ke to it. It would be $65 billion for 1980.

McINrTmz. That is correct, if you discount the surplus in the
trust funds.

Senator Byiw. Yes.
When do you see a decline in interest rates, and to what degree?
Mr. Mclwry. Mr. Chairman, I have never tried to predict what

Jfis going to happen to interest rates. My expectations, however,
-would be if we could get inflation down then we could expect to see

-,-interest rates come down.
My judgment is that if we could get a budget balance adopted by_

Fthe Congress and if the other elements of the President's anti-
inflation proposals are successfully executed, then I would hope'- that we could see interest rates begin to decline in consonance with
the decline in the inflation rate.

Senator ByRw. When do you look for a significant reduction in
the inflation rate?

Mr. McImrm. My hope is that some time during the summer or
early fall we will see the inflation rate begin to drop. I say that
because the mortgage interest rates that have been occurring in
the last several months are continuing to work their way through
the system and will show up, statistically speaking, in the CPI's of
the next couple of months.

The same is true for the experience of higher prices for energy
-- and I would hope, as the President's anti-inflation program took

effect, that we would see the inflation iate beginning to drop off
-,-during the summer and fall.

Senator Bmn. Could you enlighten us as to just what the Presi-
dent's anti-inflation program is?

Mr. MclNrm. Yes, sir.
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A key element of it is our proposal for a balanced budget, atighter fiscal policy. I think that while that balanced budget is nota cure-all, it is certainly an important element of the President's

anti-inflation package.
In addition to that, the President has issued his new pay and

price guidelines. These are voluntary guidelines.
To date, I think that the program has been successful.We have-not seen, as Secretary Miller said, a spillover of the effects of

higer energy prices into wages at this point.
continued aggressive enforcement of the voluntary wage andprice program, I think, is an important element, also, of the Presi-

dent's anti-inflation package.
In addition to that, the tightening of consumer credit is animportant element as well as, in the long term, dealing with someof the structural problems in our economy, particularly with takingaction to improve productivity and to increase the ability for capi-

t*l formation, for business expansion.
These are very important elements of the President's overall

-program.
Senator Byi. Excuse me. What has been done, or what has beenrecommended with regard to capital formation and productivity?
Mr. McmM m. One of the things we have done for productivityis to keep -up our expenditures, provide for real rates of growth for

research and development in the Federal budget.
I think that this is a very important element in improving ourtechnology in the United States and in providing for the technolog-

ical breakthroughs through basic research that can lead us to
greater productivity.

So that, in the budget itself, we have taken some action.
When you talk about productivity, most people think in terms oftax policy and at this point our position is that we think that thefirst essential element in the effort to control inflation is to balance

the budget.
After we have some assurance that the Federal Government will

control expenditures and that we can have a balanced budget, then
we would certainly favor, moving toward some changes in the tax
area to Improve productivity and ,capital formation.Senator Bnw. It is interesting to note that you do not feel
assuqr!dthAt fiscal discipline has been restored to the Federal'i Government?.

Mr. MdWm. The President can propose, but the Congress has
to dispose, Mr. Chairman.

' Senator BYRD. The President proposed a $64 billion increase inspending. Is that going to restore confidence on thp part of the
A - rin people that Government spending is being got In-con-
trol? Is that going to restore confidence on the part of foreigncountries that this runaway spending of the Federal Government is
being got under control? -

Ido not -think it is. Maybe you think it is, but I do not think it is.Mr. MCmiy". Mr. Chairman, if we had not cut the budget, theexpenditures in the budget would have been closer to $80 billion,sing your tgures-using your figures, it would have been closer to
$80 billion if we had not cut the budget.
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Senator BYRD. Let's use my figures-they are not really my
figures . They are what the Congress itself did. $548 billion-here is
no dispute on that figure; is there?

Mr. McINTryz. Well, we think that the actual 1980 budget is
going to be higher than that.

Senator BYRD. I am saying what the Congress itself has ap-
,Proved.

Mr. McImnw. So far.
Senator BYw. Six months ago today.
Mr. McINTYRr. So far, yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. $548 billion.
And you recommend spending $612 billion-and I say again, that

Amounts to a $64 billion increase in spending.
-Mr. Mcfrryil. Mr. Chairman, the Congress action itself last

year has resulted in a higher level of spending than is in the
Current budget.

Senator BnR. I am not defending the Congress. I think the
Congress has been totally irresponsible through the years. I am not
defending Congress. I am just saying what ihe figures are.-The figures are a matter of record. T~iey are not my figures.I think that it is discouraging that such a huge increase, is being
Woposed at a time like this and I think it is doubly discouraging
*hen the public is being led to believe that there has been a
.Wuction in Government spending-which, of course, there has not
been, as we both know.

I do not advocate a reduction beyond or below what the spending
Ms in a previous year, but I do think that you are going to have to

moderatee the great increase in spending that has taken place over
£he years and is taking place for this upcoming year if your budget
w approved.
.Do you feel that there should or should not be a substantial
iduction in the total spending figure of $612 billion?
Mr- McdNm. I do not thifk that there should be a substantial

auctionn in the figure of $612 billion. In fact, Mr. Chairman, I
Uink that it is going to take all of our efforts to keep spending

ron going above the $612 billion figure, both the a&ninistration's
efforts and the Congress effort-and I hope we can count on you to

toin us in that.
senator BYaD. I think that you are correct in thinking that it is

gnlng to take effort. I would be glad if you would endorse my $26
lon reduction.
I have come in with a reduction substantially below what you

came in with. I would be glad if you would endorse that.
pBut 1you do not feel there should be any reduction below $612

Well, I know you have a tough job. But I think that the record
ught to be clear that the administration is proposing a tremen-
dus increase in spending as compared to what the Congress ap-

*oved for this fiscal year just 6 months ago, a big increase inSpending for this fiscal year 1980 that you have proposed and you
ppse a big increase over and above that for the upcoming fiscal

Mr. McIN M. That is correct, and the big increase in 1980 is
attributable to a couple of. factors. One is a huge increase in de-
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fense spending. Two, increases in some of the entitlement programs
such as social security and also a commitment to meet other impor-
tant Federal responsibilities to the poor, such as food stamps.

I think that it is important that we meet the statutory needs and
the entitlement requirements until the Congress has acted to
change the law, Mr. Chairman.

Senator By=D. The law has a ceiling on food stanips. You propose
to take the ceiling off?

Mr. McIwrYNw. That is correct.
Senator BnrD. Is that not correct?
Mr. Mclmrm. That is correct.
Senator Bm. You proposed a 65-percent increase in food stamps

by taking the ceiling off.
Mr. McImTRz. $2.6 billion.
Senator BYn). You are seeking a change in the statute to permit

an increase in spending?
Mr. MCINTYR. Mr. Chairman, we are seeking a change in the

statute in order to avoid completely cutting the food stamp benefits
off in May for the month of June. If we do not take action to
increase it, we are going to have to completely shut down the food
stamp program.

My judgment is that that would last about 80 seconds before the
Congress enacted to relieve that cap.

What we are trying to do i something that is prudent and
responsible to keep us out of a crisis situation.

Senator BYRD. I thnk -that it is ridiculous to say that it is
prudent and responsible to increase the food stamp cost by 56
percent.

Mr. .McINTy& We did not increase the cost by 56 percent. The
fact is that the people who are eligible and the number of partici-
pants in the program require us to add $2.6 billion tOthe program
in order to keep it going for the remainder of this year.

If we do not find that program the additional money that the
President has requested, then the tood stamp program will have to
be shut down.

Senator BvaD. What was the figure for the food stamp program
in the concurrent resolution adopted November 16, 1979?

Mr. McImra. As you know, the resolution is not made up of
exact figures; certain assumptions are made to reach a total. I will
have to get the exact figure of what was assumed, but it was
somewhere around $6 billion.

Senator BYmD. A little over $6 billion.
Mr. Melwrz. Around $6 billioL
Senator Bvay. In the new budget, what is it? A little over $9

billion?
-Mr. MCima. Between $8 billion and $9 billion-$2.6 billion

above the figure in the 1980 concurrent resolution.
Senator B-, One final question. It is correct, is it not, that if

the budget Is balanced that it will be balanced not'by reducing
spending but by increasing the revenue which is being taken from
te American people?

Mr. MCINTR The budget will be balanced in two ways: By
cu.ttmn spending from what it otherwise would -have been and by
not using "dditional or new taxes. The withholding tax on interest
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and dividends and the gasoline conservation fee will not be used as
a substitute to expenditure reduction to balance this budget.

I hope that we have the opportunity to explain that we can
achieve this balanced budget without these new taxes. Recognizing

-the difficulties that we have in the economy and the uncertainties
that we have in the economy, our policies do pave the road for theV economic situation over the next several months-assuming the

-Congress supports the President's expenditure figures, an expendi-
ture in the neighborhood~ of $612 billion-that encourage the pro-
ductivity changes that need to occur and the tax changes that need
---to occur in the future.

But I think it hii very important that we balance the budget and
-that we preserve the surplus that is generated primarily from the

gasoline conservation fee and the withholding on interest and divi.
ends until we have some assurance that Congress will adopt the

" President's proposals for Government expenditures.
1 Senator BYRD. The January 28 budget that you submitted esti-

mAted revenues to be $600 billion7ft-ed n just willy-nily, 2
months later, you increased that figure to $628 billion and, of
curse, you get a much better financial picture by doing that.

4No. 1, we will have to see whether the revenues do actually come
to that figure and if they do, that means, of course, that the
:American people are paying more. The Government gains by infla-
io0n. It throws people into higher tax brackets.

The American citizens are paying more taxes and the budget, if
it is balanced-and I am not convinced it will be balanced-but if it

will be balanced, it will be balanced by increased revenues and not
'by a reduction in spending.

Insofar as supporting the President's program, his spending pro-
fgram, I would be frank with you-I do not expect to support it. I
expet.to vote to reduce it.I do notb know how many votes I will

4get, but I will make every effort to reduce that $612 billion.
Thank you very much, Mr. McIntyre.
Mr. McI . Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. McIntyre follows:]

STATaMNT or JAMES T. McITYygz, JR., DIRFAR oT mu OMcx oF
IMANA ZMNT AND BUDGtr

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee: I am pleased to support the
I Treasury's request for an increase in the statutory debt limit and its proposals for

Improving the management of the Federal debt.
Atthe end of March, the Administration released its revision of the 1981 budget. I

would like to submit for the record a copy of President Carter's message to the
Congress accompanying that update. , r r m
:--In contrast to previous spring revisions, this years report reflects more tan

-4echnlcal reestimates. Ite current revisions also reflect: reestimates of receipts and
outlays in light of revised economic assumptions; policy changes enacted by the
o ngres.sor proposed by the President since the January budget was Issued; and,

izn.smpo tybudge reductions and tax measures proposed as part of the

Adnisration's anti-inainprofram. As a result of these ha s the debt
ubJect to limit at the end o 1981 s now estimated to total $37.1 biion less than

the January estimate. My statement will discus. briefly our revised budget esti-
mates and their effect on the debt subject to the statutory limitation. The requests

.that the Treasury is making today are consistent with the March budget revisions.

BUDOlrr TOTALS

As shown in the following table the fiscal year 1980 budget deficit is now
estimated at $36.5 billion. ThIs $31 billion less than the estimate in the January
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budget. Outlays are estimated at $568.9 billion for 1980, and receipts are estimated
at $532.4 billion. The current budget estimates for 1981 call for total outlays of
$611.5 billion, which is $4.2 billion less than January; and receipts are estimated at
$628.0 billion, which Is $28.0 billion above the January estimate. This results in a-
1981 budget surplus of $16.5 billion-the first balanced budget in 12 years.

TABLE I.-BUDGET TOTALS
wd pn h bmm dI

iMi 191

Out re" b 465.9 532.4 628.0
BWd.i &Abp 493.17 69 611.5

ki UKrp*sdefl (-) -- -21.7 -36.5 16.5

OUTLAY AND RUCRIMT

Let me review some of the specific changes in the totals since the January budget.
Estimates of outlays for 1980 have increased, on net, by $6.4 billion, to $568.9
billion. Reestimates increase outlays $8.0 billion compared to January, but these
reestimates are partially offset by planned reductions of $2.6 billion. Ftimates of
1981 outlays have decreased since the January budget from $616.8 billion to $611.5
billion. This $4.2 billion decrease is the net result of reestimates due largely to
revised economic assumptions which increase outlays $13.0 billion, and planned
reductions in outlays of $17.2 billion.

The current estimate of 1980 receipts is $532.4 billlon-$8.6 billion above the
January estimate. This increase is due primarily to higher incomes and the gasoline
cnervation fee, partially offset by lower windfall profit tax receipts.

For 1981 the receipts estimate is $628.0 billion, $28.0 billion above the January
estimate. This increase Is primarily due to the higher income estimate stemming
from revised economic aMp .n and the Administration's tax proposals for
motor fuels conservation and for withholding takes on interest and dividend pay.
ments. It should be noted that even without these revenue-increasing tax proposals,
the 1981 budget would still be balanced.

THS BUIorf BY UND GROUP

Table 2 compares our January and current estimates of the budget surplus or
deficit for 1980 by fund group, and Table 3 shows the current budget totals by fund
group.

TABLE 2.-SURPLUS OR DEFICIT BY FUND GROUP, 1980

-___d __ds •-51.8 -50.1 1.1
Trat f ...................................- I8. 13.6 - 4.5
OhWWdur eeoU.. .o.. -ts -15.0 1.7

The $3.2 billion decline In the estimated budget deficit for 1980 since January is
the result of a decline in the Federal funds deficit that is only partially offset by a
decline in the trust funds surplus.
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TABLE 3.-BUDGE " TOTALS BY FUND GROUP

(Fk 19b9

1980 W98
O- INO- W1

Feder f10ds 31&4 3613 430.5
sT funds 189.6 216.0 243.6

._ f o ..w.i.. -40.1 -44.9 -46.1
TO, n(s 465.9 532.4 62&0

"Feder funds 3624 411.4 423.1
o nthnds . . . ... .... _111.3 202.4 229.5

I-terfund 1uscros -40.1 -44.9 -46.1
Yout um 493.7 568.9 611.5

SW* uor &Wcl()
FW" hn&. -46.1 -50.1 2.4rT tends 1*. 18.3 13.6 14.1

TOAd WA or m (-21.1 -36.5 16.5

Table 4 shows revised estimates of debt subject to statutory limitation, and
displays numerically the derivation of the change In debt subject to limit in 1979,

S1980 and 1981. The estimates are based on our current revisions.
Let me take a moment to discuss this derivation. The unified budget deflcit-$36.5

billion in 1980--has to be financed, essentially, by borrowing from the public. In
addition, Treasury will issue debt securities subject to limit to those trust funds
with surpluses. Te trust funds as a whole are expected to run net surpluses of
$13.6 billion In 1980 and $14.1 billion In 1,981.

Added to that are borrowing requirements arising from the activities of off-budget
Federal entities, the largest of which is the Federal Financing Bank. Off-budget
deficits, like the budget deficit, must be financed b y Government borrowing. The
total deficit of the off-budget Federal entities is estimated at $15.0 billion in 1980
and $18.1 billion in 1981.

S-This brings us to a total amount to be financed of 51billion in 1980 and-16.3
billion in 1981. To arrive at the final figures for change in the debt subject to limit,
austments must be made for means of fmancing other than borrowing, and for
other adjustments, such as changes in debt not subject to limit. Means of financing
other than borrowing include changes in cash balances and checks outstanding,
seigniorage, and miscellaneous factors.

The estimated increase in debt subject to limit is $63.4 billion in 1980. In 1981,
debt subject to limit rises by $16.1 billion, notwithstanding the budget surplus,
because of the borrowing requirements of off-budget Federal entities and the need to
provide debt securities to trust funds that experience surpluses.

TABLE 4.-DEBT SUBJECT TO UMIT
&W yw sr im b o Iars]

3980 197t

- d o 9 21.7 36.5 -16.5
Poft o budgat W or or* ambsabuld to b' W s u. w18.3 13.6 14.1

deri hnds deftrs x (-) 46.1 50.1 -2.4
Oefit cdi -0fd Federi e 6 ........ -312.4 35.0 18.

LL TO b5 be ta - 58.5 65.1 163
Means m an .1w 0of gorrMh and Oft a d. e* .........- 3.6 -11.8 -0.2

M" b dewt sWct 1A h -- 54.9 53.4 16.1
e DU" r, 0, olYw .___ 112.1 821.6 81.0

D A it ,u dcy ............ 821.6 881.0 891.1
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Table 6 comrs the' urent'and January derivations of the change In debt
subject to limit In 1981. The budget surplus or deficit swings $32 billion in the
direction of surplus, from st $16 billion deficit to a $16 billion surplus, and the
chng= I debt subject to limit falls by nearl te same amount, $31 billion.

Aohrpoint to bie noted in this table is that teeare ofstigchanges of $17
billion in trust fund surpluses and in "means of financing ohtanborrowing.
and other ajustments. This results primarily from a chang in the clausslflaton of
the energy security program. The January estimates has assumed that this program
would take the form of a trust fund, the surpluses of which would not be invested in
debt and therefore were counted as "other adjustmentt." Infat the program was
enacted as a Federal fund. As a result, the combined trust fund surplus drops by $17 -
billion and the Federal funds owing toward surplus by $17 billion more than the
$32 billion swing In the budget tofal. An offsetting 17 billion change occurs in
means of financing other than borrowing, as the adjustment for the effects of the
anticipated uninvested swrplus of the ener security trust fund becomes eo. Thus,
there is no net effect on the chang in debt subject to- limit as a result of this
reclassification from trust funds to Federal funds A similar change, though of
smaller magnitude ($5.7 billion), effects the composition of the 1980 estimates

TABLE 5.= -DEBT SUBJECT TO UMIT, 1981
(tftcW is, lb. d dimi)

6" of $rius() 15.8 -1665 -32.3
Porim cd buist dsfcfl or uurPt *t**a~ bus Wun Nr i-- ------- 3084 14.1 -16.1

Fedr &mdsdeMit or vs*(-) 46.5 -2.4 -489
Dft d 04AW W abTa. 18.1 180 0.6

TOW be h* iareu 64.6 16.3 -48.3
uim o Iiwchl ! t0 u aIN m&W . ...mb -11.6 -0.2 11.4

Oam h ddm sW v it_ _ _ _ - 41.1 16.1 -31.0

This concludes my prepared statement, Mr. Chairman. I would be happy to
answer any questions.

Senator BynD. Dr. Rivlin, we are pleased to have you.
Ms. RIrLN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased to be here.
Senator BRD. You have a fine record in this. feld, a deep knowl-

edge of these problems and the committee is pleased that you
joined us today.

You may proceed as you wish.
Ms. rvu. Thank you.

'STATEMENT OF ALICE M. RIVLIN, DIRECTOR, CONGRESSIONAL
BUDGET OFFICE

Ms. RWjN. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to appear before you today to testify

on the Treasury's request for an increase m the statutory debt
limit. My statement will cover three principal topics:

The budget estimates for the current fiscal year.
The impcations for the statutory debt limit n the next fiscal

year if the 1981 budget is balanced; and
The effect of off-budget Federal lending on the public debt.

BUDGET WrIMATX8 FOR FISCAL YRA_ 1980

The second concurrent resolution for fiscal year 1980 app roved
by the Congress last November specified revenues of $517.8 billion,
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outlays of $547.6 billion, and a deficit of $29.8 billion. The appropri-
ate level of the public debt for the fiscal year was estimated to be
$886.4 billion.

Since thep it has become apparent-on the basis of our latest
economic foocast, actual spend Pthrough February, and the ad-

6_ministration s March budget estimates-that 1980 outlays will be
significantly higher than specified in the second resolution.

On March 3, CBO informed the Chairman of the Senate Budget
Committee that our current estimates of outlays from actions al-
ready completed by the Congress would exceed the second resolu-
tion outlay ce* by $10 billion.

The effect of these new spending estimates has been essentially
to halt congressional action on various supplemental appropri-

-..'ations requested by the nation until the second resolution.-spending ceilings can be revised.
The increased estimates of outlays did not result from congres-

sional action. They stem from such causes as higher interest costs,
higher rates of infl tion, higher farm price supports -resulting

largely from the grain embargo announced in January, lower asset
sales of federally held mortgages and loans, and faster spending
rates for defense procurement and several Federal grant programs.

On March 5, at the request of the Budget Committees, CBO
is issued a revised economic forecast for 1980 and 1981 to take a.-

iicount of the recent accelerafn inlation and other develop.
ments. The new forecast for 1980 projected higher inflation, attribiutable partly to higher interest rates, and slightly lowerunemploy-

ment rates than our January forecast. The details of this revised
forecast are described in my testimony before the Senate Budget
Committee, which is attached to my statement for your informa-
tion.

--- On the basis of this- revised economic forecast, we estimate that
outlays in 1980 that would result from actions already completed
by the Congress would total $560.8 billion, or $13 billion above the

,,,second resolution ceiling. The principal reason for the $3 billion
further increase in estimated outlays since March 3 is higher inter-
est costs.

Senator BYRD. Could I ask you at that point what assumptions do
you make in determining the interest costs? What rate assump-
tions?

Ms. RPvuN. We are roughly-imilar to what Secretary Miller is
assuming except that our assumptions for longer term securities
are a little higher.

Senator BYRD. Thank you.
Ms. RWUN. The administration has proposed a number of sup-

plemental appropriations for fiscal year 1980, the largest of which
are for defense, food stamps, and energy programs. The administra-
i n's latest estimate for 1980 oulays, as of 'March 31, is $568.9

billion. The House Budget Committee has recommended that the
second resolution outlay ceing be raied to $567 billion.

The Senate Budget Committe has recommended a revised ceil-
ing of $566.4 billion. Actual spending through- February was $234

billion, or almost 16 percent above the level of outlays for the first
i5 months of fiscal year 1979. If this rate were to continue for the
remainder of this fiscal year, 1980 outlays could be as high as $571
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billion. Thus, the lik l eelfor 1980 outlays tt pit-ppear

- to e in the range of $6 bilio to $571 billion.
Revenues for 1980 are also expected to be higher than the secondresolution estimate, largely due to the highrfrcsPo nltb

and the new oil import f6e posed last month bytli President.Our current etimite of ' 1980 r 0 nues, including those froni the
windfall profits Vix, is $529 billion: -This iWplie e a. 980 deficit of$37 billion to $42 billion, which Is 'billion to $12 billion above the
second resolution level.

THR DEBT C1MMW fbt 1080
The temporary limit on the public debt, scheduled to expire onMay 31, 1980 is $879 billion. The Huse Budget Committee recom-

mends that the temporary limit be raised to $897 billion for fiscal
year 1980, an increase of $18 billion.

The Budget Committee's recommended limits for 1980 are some-what higher than that proposed by the administration, largelybecause of different assumptions about end-of-year cash balances,
means of financing and other adjustments.

THE BUDOEr OUMOOK FOR 1981

The Administration and the Congress are in agreement that the1981 budget should be balanced in order to help curb inflationary
pressures. The President submitted a revised budget to the Con-grs on March 31 that shows a surplus of $16.5 billion. The Housebudget, Committee has reported a first budget resolution for 1981
that shows a $2 billion surplus.

On March 25, the Senate passed Senate Resolution 380, express-S tg the sense of the Senate that the Committee on the Budgeti should report a balanced budget for the first resolution, and re-serve any surplus for a tax reduction. The Senate Budget Commit-
tee has complied with this policy in its 1981 budget recommenda-
tions.

Balancing the budget in 1981 will not be easy. It will requiretaki a number of difficult steps to restrain the growth in Federalspenng. Many of these steps will demand changes in basic lawrelating to benefit payments, and grants to State and local govern-ments. The Appropriations Committees will not be able to accom-plish the necessary spending reductions by themselves; other com-mittees will have to play a major role in achieving budgetary
savings.

THE DEBT CEIflG FOR 1981

A Even if the 'budget is balanced in 1981, the temporary limit onthe public debt will have to e increased again by at least $80billion. This will be necessary in order to accommodate the invest-ment of trust fund surpluses in Federal securities and the deficit of
off-budget Federal entities.We currently estimate that the trust fund surpluses in 1981 willbe on the order of $13 llion to $14 billion. The lar est surplusesSwill be for the'cvil service retirement and disability trust fund,$9.3 billion; theFederal health insurance trust funds, $6.9 billion;and the eeral disability insurance trust fund, $3.1 billion. The
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old age and survivors insurance trust find is projected to have a
deficit of about $10 billion in 1981.

The deficit of off-budget entities is ted at about $18 billionto $19 billion in 1981. Most of this deficit-90 percent, in fact-is
attributable to the credit activities of the Federal Financing Bank[FBJ. .BO has recommended that the budget activities of all off-budge entles be brought int' the budget so that the unifiedbudget -will fully reflect Federal Government spending. We alsofavor chan ng the b recording of agency transactionswith the Federal Financiag Bank so that those transactions arereflected in the agency budget&

FEDERAL CREDIT ACTIVITIS

The ministration ha undertaken to provide an explicit pro-gram budget for Federal credit activities. Its proposed cedit pro-
gram control system, contained in the Januarybudget, is an impor-t first stop toward greater control over e growth of Fedral

crdt activities.
Federal credit programs have been controlled to some extentthrough e normal budget process. For example, the budget au-thority and outlays for most direct loans of the Federal Govern-ment are included in the unified budget, net of loan repayments.Also, limitations of various kinds have been placed on some loan

guarantee programs.
But the volume of new direct loans by off-budget Federal entitiessuch as the FFB grew by 70 percent between 1976 and 1979, ortwice the rate of growth in total budget outlays. New loan guaran-tees grew even faster during the same period-by 108 percent.
Loan guarantees can often be used as a substitute for on-budgetdirect lending to escape normal budget controls. In fact manyfederalyguaranteed loans are converted to off-budget direct loanswhen they are financed through the FFB. In the January budget,the administration estimated that $10.9 billion of guaranteed loans

will be converted in this manner in 1981.
The Congress currently exercises no control over the timing oramount of off-budget financing by the FFB. But the Congress

cannot escape the consequences of it. The ceiling on the public debtmust be increased dollar-for-dollar for FFB's net lending. Even ifthe Congress balances the unified budget for 1981, the public debtceiling will continue to increase if the FFB continues to act as an
off-budget lender.

Moreover, conrsional efforts at increased budgetary restraint,including possible spending limitations, could have the effect of" enouraging more of-budget transactions, paicularly loan guar-
antees, as a way of escap.in limitations on direct spending.'rhe Budget m hove made a first step toward exercisinggreater control over Federal credit acties by including targets
for new obligations for direct loans and new commitments for loang tees in the first budget resolution for 181. Further actionsprobably have to be taken to tighten cor onal control over
both the sending budget and the credit b et two possibilities
are changing the budgetary treatment of FFB activities so thatthey are effected agency budgets, and bringing off-budget enti-
ties Into the uIfe budgt

63-B94 0 - 80 - 11
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By taking these steps, the Congress can begin to control in
advance the increase in the public debt limitation required to coverthe credit activities of off-budget entities. Otherwise, it is in theposition of simply ratifying these credit activities through the debt
mit process. We believe the Congress should determine explicitly

through a credit budget and other means how much of the Nation s
credit resources are to be allocated through Federal credit pro-
grams, and how the relative shares of Federal credit are to be
distributed among competing needs.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BRD. Thank you, Dr. Rivlin.
I think that this is, to me at least, the clearest and best explana-

tion of the situation created by the off-budget items.
Yo4 say that the volume of new, direct loans by off-budget Feder-

al activities such as FFB, increased by 70 percent between 1976 and
1979, or twice the rate of growth in total budget outlays. It seems-
to me that that is a very significant figure.

Ms. RmjvLN. Yes, the increase has been very rapid.
Senator Bywa. You say new loan guarantees grew even faster

during the same period. Differentiate between those two, could
you?

Ms. RivLm. That is the distinction between Federal lending and
Federal guarantees for private lenders.

Senator BYrD. I see.
The 108 figure is net guarantees?
Ms. Rzvm. Loan guarantees, that is right.
Senator Bin. The 70-percent figure is on loans?
Ms. RtvL. Direct loans not on the budget, right.
Senator Byvn. Direct loans not in the budget.
Ms. RIVLm. Right.

L Senator Bvw. Then you go on to say loan guarantees can often
be used as a substitute for on-budget direct lending to escape
normal budget controls. That is what you are trying to do. You areseeking to stem that, to curb that loophole, so to speak, in your
proposal?

Ms. RivLJN. Yes.
I do not know if putting loan guarantees on budget would stop

that substitution, but it would make it more obvious to the Con-
grews what was happening. The Congress, of course, would decide
what volume of Federal lending it wants.

Senator BYrD. The Congress currently exercises no control overthe timing or amount of off-budget financing by the FFB, but the
Congress cannot escape the consequences of it. I certainly think
you are right.

The coilin. on the public debt must be increased dollar per dollar
for FFB lending.
- Then you go on to say, if the Congress balances the unified
budget for 1981, the public debt ceiling will continue to increase, if
the FFB continues to act as off-budget lender. Moreover, congres-
sional efforts at increased budgetary restraint, including possiblespending limitations, could have the effect of encouraging more off-
budget transaction, particularly loan guarantees. It is a way of
escaping limitations on direct spending.
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That is an extremely important pointwhich I do not think is
well realized by the Congress as a whole. I think it is an important
point to be brought out.

What I think I will do, Dr. Rivin, if you do not object, I think I
will take ybur statement here and try to work it into some com-
ments for the Senate, because I think it is imp t for all of us to
understand just what the real effect is of thee off-budget items.

Do you feel that the off-budget agencies should be- put in the
budget Mr. McIntyre endorsed.

M& Rrivm. He endorsed it in principle in the long run.
Senator BYRD. In principle, in the long run.
Do you see any great problems created if it were to be done in

the short run?
M. Rxvum. The obvious problem is that, in whichever year this

is done, given our current circumstances, the deficit will appear to
increase. The deficit is not really increasing. It is really there
already. But the deficit in the unified budget would increase if
these activities were brought onto the budget
- Senator Bin. What it would do, it would expose a deficit that is
already there but is not apparent. Is that about the way to express
it?

Ms. RrvUm. That is correct.
Senator BnD. What significant do you attach to this. Actual

spending through February was up almost 16 percent above the
level of outlays for the first 6 months of fiscal year 1979.

That is on page 8 of your statement.
Is there anything special as to why it should be up 16 percent, or

is that a period of time where it would normally be up?
Ms. RmuN. No, that is a rapid rate of increase. We are pointing

this out so that the Congress will be aware that, if it continues
spending at this rate through the year, outlays would reach $571
billion. One principal, reason for our estimate, which is higher than
anybody else's is the acceleration in the rate of spending in de-
fense.

Senator BYRD. As I gather, you feel the deficit will be, for 1980, a
unified deficit would be somewhat more than the administrationestimates?

Ms . . Yes. The administration is estimating about $86
billion. We think it would be in the range of $87 billion to $42
billion.

Senator Bin. Could you amplify on this again. On page 8 at the
bottom, the Budget Committee's recommended limits for 1980 are
somewhat higher than that proposed by the administration, largely
because of different assumptions about year-end cash balances,
means of financing and other adjustments.

Ms. RnvuN. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
We feel that this is an important thing for the committee to

note. The administration is assuming that It can reduce the cash
balances of the Government by about $10 billion by the end of1980. That is a lot. If that does not happen, and if other things
remain equal, it would require an additional increase in the debt
ceiling.
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Senator Byn. Secretary Miller advocates a $5 billion increase inthe debt celing for this fiscal year. Do you feel that is a realisticfigure for this fiscal year? Let's leave out 1981 temporarily.
Ms. RIVwm. If you use either the House Budget Committee or theSenate Budget Committee's recommended outlays and revenuesand their assumptions about other means of financing, then it isnot a realistic figure. Those assumptions would Imply ceilings of$896.7 billion in the case of the House and $895 billion in the case

Of the Senate. Those figures are considerably higher than the ad-
ministration is recommending.

Almost all of that results from differences in the assumptions
about cash management and cash balance rundown.Senator By. To digress a moment, do you have any feeling as'to the future of the long-term bond market? Secretary Miller, Ithought was somewhat optimistic in his appraisal of what will
happen in the long-term bond market.

Ms. RrvLm. He did sound optimistic, but he is a much betterexpert on that than I am, and I would not venture an alternative
view.

Senator Brn. You say balancing the budget in 1981 will not be
easy. I shall agree with you.

Ms. RrvuNr. That may be the understatement of the week.Senator BYvD. I think that is somewhat of an understatement. Itwill require taking a number of difficult steps to restrain the
growth in Federal spending.

As I see it, we are in a fix, all of us-Congress, the executive
7 branch, everyone else, our country. We are in a fix with ourGovernment finances, and there is no easy way out.If we are going to get our financial problems in better shape it isVL going to cause some discomfort somewhere along the line. Is that

the way you see it?
Ms. Rrvu. Yes.
It is very difficult to bring into balance a budget that has beenout of balance for so long-particularly in the face of a probable

recession.
Senator Byn. It would appear that we are either in a recession

or we are pretty close to being in one. How would you analyze
that?

Ms. RIVLN. Our forecast is similar to that of the administration.
We are projecting for this year a mild recession, although our_projection is somewhat more severe than theirs. We are projecting
about a minus 1 percent growth rate for the year. The administra.Stion is saying about minus one-half a percent.

Senator Byw. Going into 1981, how do you figure 1981?
MO. RIvw . We, like the administration, expect recovery in 1981and a mild recovery-not a great bounce back, but around a 2-, percent growth rate for 1981 as a whole.
Senator Byiw. In getting to 1981, on page 4 of your statement,even if the budget is balanced in 1981, the temporary limit on thepublic -debt will have to be increased again by at least $30 billion.Do I understand this correctly that that would be $80 billion on

top of the $5 billion that the administration recommends or is it$ 3 billion over the present figure?
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Ms. RivuN. It would be $30 billion over both Budget Committee's
assumptions for 1980.

So one would be operating from a higher base in 1980.
Senator BvnD. In toting into the trust fund surpluses, the larg-

et surplu.es wsuld b for civil service retirement and disability. Is
it normal to run as high a surplus as that in that particular trust
fund?

Ms. Rmvwi. In civil service retirement?
Senator Bum. Yes.
Ms. Rrvur. Yes, that is normal.
Senator BYnD. So in effect what we are do'ng is takng the

surplus that accrued to the trust fluids, principally the retirement
of civil servant% what they pay into the Treasury and using that
to reduce the overall deficit-the overall deficit-because without
utilizing the surplus figures in the trust fund, of course the Gov-
ernment would have a much higher deficit in the Federal funds?

Ms. RivuN. That is right, but they-are a part of the unified
budget

Sentor By=. They are a part of the unified budget, but if youdeal with only the general operations of Government, there is a
substantial deficit. There is a substantial benefit for 1980. There
will be a substantial benefit for 1981 also if you deal only with
Federal funds, would it not?

Ms. . Yes.
Senator Bnw. Thank you very much, Dr. Rivlin. It has been very

interesting and I think an important contribution. I thank you for
being here.

Ms. RvLm. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Rivlin follows:]
S tAm-wEr orF Aucz M. Rrvwm, Dmw a, CoNonzoNAL BuDorr Omcz

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to appear before this Committee as you prepare to
mark first concurrent budget resolution for fiscal year 1981 and revise the
second resolution for t year.

Your deliberations occur at a critical time for the economy. During the past year,
inflation accelerated to more than 13 percent-an extraordinarily high level--while
economic activity slowed sharply. Real GNP rose just 1 percent in 1979-weU below
the 4.8 percent rate recorded in 1978. Interest rate. jumped to record high levels;
the oth m employment slowed; and real disposable personal income fell.

Most forecasts see no improvement this year. In January, inflation accelerated
further and the unemployment rate roe to 6.2 percent. The consensus proJectionShows high inflation, week economic activity, and a continued rise in the Joblem

rat, in the year ahed.
Most forecasters also agree on another point- The economic outlook is particulaly

uncertain, for at least three reasons. First, there Io a great deal about the recentbehavior of the economy that is not well understood--aily the drop In both the
90h:0081.48 r and eabor roductivity second, with interest rates and Infla-Uo ..bept = uidance for ecoomi rorecet
ems And third, reoen int ioa =veopmenta have raised widespread speula-tion about Increase li defense spending, while the acceleration of Inflation has
raised prospects for cuts in nondAee spending.

E OOOKOURO OUOOK
The latest CBO economic forecast, revised to take account of economic eventssince Jan Is sumarie In Table 1. As the table showw (1) Al grois national
duct (ONP Is expected to range from about zerogrowth to a 2 ucent decline

f0.m the fourth quarter of 1970 to the fourth quarter of, 1. D a 9,In real GNP sexctdto rcover moderately, between 1. U and 8. ;
ilths fosmr~iei qrcted Of I 0teNaqure (90
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and to remain at a high rate in 1981; (3) the unemployment rate Is forecast toaverage between 6.3 anA 7.8 percent in 1980, rising to 7.0 to &0 percent in 1981.The CBO forecast Is based on two assumptions about economic policy: First,federal spending and tax policies for fscal years 1980 and 1981 Is assumed to bethose speed in current law. The previously legilated increases in Social Securitytas scheduled for 1981 are asummed to take place; second, the Federal Reserve isassumed to hold money wth near the midpoint of the announced tae range.compared with ue anry forecast (displayed in the lower panel of Table 1),the revised forecast shows higher inflation, especially as measured by the ConsumerPrice Index (CPI); the upward revimon is attributable partly to higher interest ratesboth in the current quarter and for the forecast period. The projected decline In realactivity has not been changed slgnicany. nemployment rates are somewhat
lower than in the earlier forecast.

TABLE .--C80'S E(X)N PROJECT USED ON CURRENT LAW

19?&4caak WiaW 1$4 197.4 b 1904 110.4 b 191:4
(N

I' GP (pea t chaM) 10.0 &8 to 10.8 .. ... 10.0 b 14.2
Ra )I (197 1, " paw chae)_. 1.0 -2.0 b 0......... . 1.3 b 3.3Cmsmse P e Wax (ecen d e) 12..1.6.b... 12. 10.6 1012.6 -. 8.9 10 10.9
Uueq s rk #a* ar the YM (en) A .8 6.3 1 17.3 1.0 1&0

T JaWy 19$80 recst
NonMi (perceNt dun) 10.0 5 to 9.8 10.2 b 14.4Rea C (1972 das, percent cane). 1.0 -2.3 b -0.3.-- 2.0 to 4.0
Cansm Price he1 (peree chan) 121 8.6 to 10.6 8.3 to 10.3

qmmte w r Ja the yW (Pw)- 5.8 6.5 b 1.5 7.5 to8.5

CBO's revised current law forecast still shows a mild recession in 1980 and a weakrecovery in 1981. Thefundamental causes of the projected downturn in real activityare increased OPEC oil prices, generally high inflation, record high interest rates,
and depleted personal savings.

Rapid inflation and tight credit conditions depressed real income growth andhousehold spending in 199 and -continue to do so this year. The adverse impact ofthe tightening of credit conditions by the Federal Reserve since last October can beseen in the recent drop in housing starts and home sales. Meanwhile, rising gasolinepces anr aggingreal ncome have sharply weakened sales of domestic auto-mobiles. As a result, about one-quarter of the industry's blue-collar workers are onIndefinite layoff and a significant recovery in auto output is not expected until next
summer or later.

'e accumulating problems in the housing and automobile sectors are particular-ly Important for the overall outlook because together they account for a significantportion of total domestic production. When the likely secondaryeffects on suppliersa these industries and on producers of related products are included, the overallimpact on the economy is substantial. Retail sales other than autos are also project-edtoslow down In 1980 because of lagging real income growth, heavy debt burdens,
and the already low rate of prsonal saving.Nevertheless, CO still dos not expect a deep recession in 1980. The projected
slowdown in household spending is offset in part by the forecast behavior of othersectors. First most indicators of future business spending suggest that this sectorwill be stronger In 1980 than In most past recession& Second, net exports areexpected to.be a source of growth du ring this year. A domestic economy in arecession will demand fewer Imports, while somewhat stronger foreign economicgrowth likely will bolster the denand for U.S. exports. Finally, and most Important,the available data Indicate that Inventories have remained roughly in line withsales. Coneuently, a severe curtailment of production to trim unwanted stocks
seems unlikely.

For 1981, CBO continues to expect a les robust recovery than the typical postwarupswing. Je major reasons, aside from the shallowness of the recession, are-threefd First, high inflation will continue to constrain the purchasing power of risingmoney incomes. Second, high inflation and the international condition of the dollarar expected to persist in keeping short-term interest rates high. Third, a sizablebramg effect on the economy wil come both from the Social Security tax increases
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scheduled for 1981 and from the combination of inflation and the progressive
income tax structure which =prue fxae int tax brackets.The sharp riseo qfr1alero of P

creaseshenftg CPLfto whicomanynprdgram

fbeleve tatd verys nW tree - hnges iThe cost h& livins inbtresore

aigh t cI"tcondt "on sC peue nt the CP to hich In trn may triggerdalylar n
re austmentsst

eum r, n on is now even more serious the just a few month. ago, whie
t ec nmy stl .uuto be recarously balance b recession and amor
of lttl~e gohme uncertn but most forecasters, includingterO,
expect a comaton of high inflation and recession in the year ahead.

iTHE BDG, OUTLOOK
F. l Yar 198(.--The second conu rent resolution for fiscal year 1980 approved

tMe ponn lfat Novenmer specet revenues of $517.8 billion, outlays ofa$547.6
mon, ana deficit of $29.8 billion.-

coneunl the sL tf orie arch cnc forcst macta spe1"cmoO%nding thog any

and the mInation's latst. buget estimates released in Janury, It s, W t
that 1980 outlays will be significantly higherr than assumed for the sec olu.

Ofuitte utmeent Imost billioner , moeta
expecto above hithe sec n nation aceel th ya

'The increased estimates of outlays can be attributed to various items; for exam-ple, an additional $7 billion for higher interest cost $2 to $8 billion for higher farm
pr= e support result laely from the recent grain em , $2 billion for lower
asset s f federally held mortg and loans and $2.5 billion for faster spending
rates nor eenase procurement and several federal grant programs.

The Andinistrtion's January budget estimate for 1980 outlay ,i $563.6 billion,
or $1.lifon bove, the second resolution. The Administration's higher outlayestimate for 19l8 Includee proposed supplemental for item such as food stamps,defense and energy r o- s .......... .........R revenues for 10 manw esmted to be abot 521 bilio, including the

windfall profits tax. This is over $3 billion above the second resolution level. The
in isp ri y due to the hier forecast for inflation. The budget deficit for
pleIs likely to be as much as billionn or more above the second resolution level,
largely beause of the expected higher .seading. ,e r s 1r81.ses ing to fis a the President s budget Prooes
revenue of $600 billion o rgays of $615.8 billion, and a budget deficit of $1.8
billion. The proposed buget plans p emphasis on rra inflation and
moving towardbudgetay balance. Te 19g81 budget deficit would be $24 billion
lower than the $0 on deficit e thiated for 1980 by the ration in the

Jsiate ~ Th 10Inls ronpoud bueae bor pemitin littl a l roths
iefns oapndineg andaogtax udn.ors t h ihs evlic ol

WarILThe major revenue nitiaivest proposed in the President's budget n clhude the
windfall profits tax on oil production and cash management propoas that would
ianclerete certain tax collections. The absence of a tax cut in 1981 coupled with $21
biMIon in estimated additional revenues from the windfall profits ta and other
revenue initiatives, would increm the ratio of federal revenue to ONP to almost

22 oer spending initiative in tee President's budget Is increased b au-

thority for defense programs of about 5 percent In rel ernms-with continued real
growth in 1982 and 1983. The focus of debate on the appropriate amount of real

in defense .pending has shfe this year from olay to budget authority.
rsendin for payments for individuals, many of which are adjuted auto-maticall for $n00 bilin te cost o living, and for national defense account for

nealy all of the projected $52 billion growth n outlays in the Administration'.

d spending in other federal programs would be offst primadly bi- re-
did ut .lays fr farm price supports, usually high levels of sale of federal amtetsand various-legative savings peit als-that pro e changes to existing law
to adeve reduction in oe dbe mandated s pend ri. The legislative avns
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pro posals which total over $5 billion for 1981, have been proposed in previous
b but have not yet been ar b the Congress.

COORwtmats o th 191 Bdgt.-CBO has reestmated the Administration's
bud~ pro using our own economic assumptions and estimating knethodolo y.

o an s i tCO estimates that revenues would total a little over $609 billion,outlays would total $6 billion, and the budget deficit would be about $20 billion.
The njor CO reestimates of the Administration's budget are shown in Table 2.On the revenue side, COO estimates that current law revenues would be almost-110 billion higher than the Administration estimate, largely because of a higher
f!orecast of nation. On the other hand, the budget estimate for the windfall profitstax appears to be slightly overstated based on the tax conference agreement.

For outlaw n, the impact of the revised CEO forecast would be to increase outlays
by about $ million f6or interest on the public debt and indexed benefit payment
prolras such as Social Security. CBO also estimates that defense spending in 1981would be over $2 billion above the level estimated by the Administration, based on
recent spending patterns. Faster spending rates for such grant programs as commu-
nity development grants, federa~laid highways, and EPA construction grants add
another $2 billion to 1981 outlays.

Ca estimate of the cost savings that would result from e of hospitalcost containment legislation is about one-half of the AdinAW rs7nP$80mion
estimate largely because of different assumptions concerning the response of hospi-
tals to tie Incentives and controls that would be established. CEO also estimates
that Medicare and Medicaid outlays in 1981 could be another $900 million higher

--than those included In the Presdent's budget because of hiher utilization rates,lower savings from administrative cost reduction items, and other differences inprogrammatic assumptions. Finally, CEO estimates that receipts derived from the
se of leases of Outer Continental Shelf lands and royalties from mineral produe-
tion could be $800 million less than projected by the Administration.

TABLE 2.-CBO estimates of the administrations fiscal year I81 budget
proposals

[in biliom of dollar]

Revenues:
A dm inistration's es ) -.Ate .......................................................................... 600.0
CEO reestimates:

Current law revenues ........................................................................... 9.6
W indfall profit tax ............................................................................. ... - 0.4

CBO estimate of administration's revenue proposals ............... 609.2
Outlays.

aAdm inistr tion's estim ate ........................................................................... .616.8
CBO reestimates:

N et interest ............................................................................................ 4.6Social security and other indexed benefits ...................................... 2.2
D efense spending ................................................................................... 2.6Federal grants for community, development, highways urban

i mass transportation and municipal waste treatment facilities ...... 1.7
M edicare and m ed icaid ........................................................................ 1.3
OCS rents and royalties ............................. 0.8
A ll other, net ......................................................................................... 0.2

CBO estimate of administration's outlay proposals .................... 629.0
In addition, the Administration's January budget does not include the impact of

increased fuel costs on defense operations, which could require as much as $2.6
billion In 1980 and $4.1 billion in 1981. Enactment of the Nunn-Warner selective
pay raises for military personnel could add another $500 million in 1980 and $800
milon in 1981 or defense spending. Since January, there has been an increase in5 te tempo of defense activities in the Indian Oceaf, which will also add to defense
costs. In addition, spending in 1981 could be higher if the Administration's legisla-
tive savings proposals are not approved by the Congress, and if the large asset sales
planned by the Am stration do not occur to the extent estimated.

CONCLUSION

In view of the recent acceleration of inflation and the projected rapid growth infederal ending, there Is a great deal of discussion concerns spending cuts The
recent CEO background paper, Reducing the Federal Budget: Strategies and Exam.
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pie prepared at the request of the Chairman and Members of the House Budget
- Committeliss a large number of illustrative spending cuts, with estimates of the

cted saving For example, some of the larger cute for fiscal year 1981 would be
$1.6 billion for eliminating subsidies to the U. Postal Service and $2.4 billion for
eliminating general revenue sharing for states. To achieve much greater savings
from a sigepormwould proaby re"ur a cut in defense or in one of the.
entitlement p such as eocal Security. "hus, to achieve a large saving may
require difficult cuts In many roram know, the Administration is nowstudingcuts for this ye and Am "year log?.

A cut in federal spending can be expected to reduce aggregate demand tqnporar-
Ifly and thereby help Curtail inflation With respect to their Impact on the overall

l economy, however, such policies are not costles. They gene have an adverse
p effect on unemployment, at least for a few years. Moreover, one should not expect

-that restrictive budget poUcies will provide a "quick fix" of the inflation prlem.
P&a experience suggests that such policies are not likely to have a large impact on

on the first year.
SAlthough monetary and fiscal policy do have the potential for Improving the
economic performance of the economy through their effects on aggregate demand,
they do not address directly the fundamental economic problem of the 1970-

: fluctuations In prices and employment arising from changes in aegte supply
--aod reduced growth In productivity. These economic problems req a onger-run

approach. Thus, traditional demand management policies may help to offset the
/ real effects of a supply shock," such as a sharp Increase in the price of imported

oil. But lor~ger-run policies to encourage conservation or to increase domestic energy
supplies are needed to get to the root of this problem.

The so,rr is true of productivity growth. In order to achieve hIgh growth rates, it
may be Peoem-ary to tailor fiscal policies to promote research and development, to
encoui%.e saving rather than consumption, and to provide a sufficient return on
capital investment to ensure a more rapid modernization of the nation's plant and
equipment.

APENIX. COMPARISN OF FORUOAM!

The revised CBO forecast is in general agreement with the consensus view among
economic forecasters, which projects high inflation, weak productivity gains, and
r ng unemployment during the next year or two.

A comparison of CB'.s forecast for calendar year 1981 and those of other forecast-
e is-notmeaningful- because forecasts for -that year are greatly influenced by

7 differing assumptions about tax cuts and federal spending levels

TABLE 3.-CMPARISO f (F REVISED CBO AND OTHER FORECASTS FOR CALENDAR YEAR 1980

1% Phmm models:
ow _ _____-0.9 71 13.4
Cob ltwxw In 0.2 6.6 12.9MN" ___ -1,3 1. 12.0
Wb'rteAoI 4 .... _____________ 0.0 .9 12.0

Awp d 42 bf h, k -03 1.0 11.6
Ssvlsed coo (,6.9t ci Srjctsi r.. 0.0 6 13.0

ass1 bicsbi, S. Ni 2. Fek 10. 19O.

Senator BYRD. The subcommittee will stand in recess.
[Whereupon, at 11:50 a.m. the subcommittee recessed to recon-

vene at the call of the Chair.]
[The following tables were submitted by Senator Byrd for the-.hearing record:]
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(X)NGRESSINAL BUDGET RESOLUTMOS
(Dwis Ulm)

Fini W DuWN 4 at Emomm w~

1976- It &NW w may 1975. $12 $31.0 -$81916 2d Onret W 0ecW 1975.. 300.8 374.9 -14.6
19171 1st NrWemt 8W o May1976 - 362.5 413.3 -50.8
1971 - 2daaurrl w S keluber 1976 362.5 413.1 -50.6
1971 (siam) wmm- W ecrr g May 1971 356.6 409.2 -52.6
19781I t C rs et. QMy 19177 396.3 461.0 -64.7
1918 - - 2dCowu d SembeW 1911 . 397.0 45%3 -613
199 1st *ncudm dt May 1918. 441.9 48.8 -50.9
199 - 2 ..... m num d t SteAbe 1918 441 481.5 -38.8
191V (revised) 2d Caru BNOOKr , Malby 1979 -. 461.0 494.5 -33.5
190.1c- Cut Bude, aw 1919.. 509.0 532.0 -23.0
1980 . _ 2d C"W 6re 4 Kud November 1919. 517.8 547.6 -29.1
1980 (revised)' 2d onren Budget 53.9 5664 -31.5
1981L IstCuAcurrent Oud&* 612.9 612.9 0.0

UNITED BUDGET RECEIPTS, OUTLAYS AND SURPLUS OR DEFICIT FOR FISCAL YEARS 1958-81,
INCLUSIVE

tSoss et dors]

r"'v r Oeap Svha(+)

(-)

19_---_- -.. 19.6 82.6 -3.0
19.2 92.1 -12.9

1960. 92.5 92.2 +0.3
1961 ..... NA... ___94.4 91.8 -3.4
1962 .. .___ - . 99.1 A 0.8 - 7.1

-9... 106.6 111.3 -4.7
1964 . -. 112.1 118.6 -5.91965_ ___ _ __ 116.8 118.4 -- 1.6
1$66 130.8 134.6 -3.81961.. - 149.5 158.2 -8.1
1968 ...-.......... 153.1 1188 -25.1
1969 181,8 184.6 +3.219 019 .8 1956 - 2.8

971 ...... ........ 88I.4 211.4 -23.0
1912 - 20.6 231.9 -23.3
1913 ... _. . .2.2 241.1 -14.8
1974--_ 264.9 269.6 -4.7
19-5 281.0 326.2 -45.2

300.0 366.4 -66.4
351.8 402.1 -45.0
402.0 450.8 -48.8
465.9 493.1 -21.1

10 (e~ 532.4 568.9 -36.5
1981 (Um,-) - 628.0 611.5 +16.5

Swft Oc dt UmagmWe md 84sL We v 19#1 W~ isos
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DEFICITS IN FEDERAL FUNDS AND INTEREST ON THE NATIONAl DEBT FOR FISCAL YEAR 1959-81,
INCLUSIVE

(-1

1______9______65.8 11.0 -11 .2 1.8

1960 -.-. 15.1 14.9 +0.8 9.5
1961, 15.2 19.3 -4.1 9.3
1062 - 19.1 866 -6.9 9.5
196,S 83.6 90.1 -6.5 10.3
1964 - 81.2 95.8 -8.6 11.0
1965 90.9 94.8 -3.9 11.s
1966 ... .. 101.4 106.5 -5.I 126
1961,_ _ 111.8 126.8 -15.0 14.2
1968 114.1 143.1 -28.4 ISM
1969 . 143.3 148.8 -5.5 17.6
1910_ 143.2 156.3 -13.1 20.0
1911 133.8 163.1 -29.9 21.6
1912. 148.8 118.1 -29.3 22.5
1913 161.4 181.0 -2M.6 24.8
1914 181.2 199.9 -181 30.0
1915., 181.5 240.1 -52.6 33.$
1916. __201.1 269.9 -688 37.1
1911 241.3 295.8 -54.5 42.6
1978 210.5 332.0 -61.5 49.3
19_9 316.4 362.4 -461 60.3
1980' 361.3 411.4 -50.1 14.1

19-1t 430.$ 428.1 +2.4 81.0

OOed ma ed O W b Yw dM be

The national debt in the f0th century '-Totals at the end of fiscal years
(Rounded to the neere billion dollars)

1900 ...............................................
1901 ................................
190 2 ......................................

.190 ..............................................
1904 ..............................................

190 ..............................................

1910............................. ...190 ...............................................
190 ....................
1910 ................. ..............
1911 .................................. ...
1912 ...............................................
1913 ...............................................
1914 ..............................................
1916 .................... ...

1918 ...............................................
1919 ...............................

1920 ..........o.............. ..
192 1o.............. ..............
1922 ................................
192 ..............................................
1924 ...............................................
1925 . ............ .........
1926 ...............................................
192M .................... .....................
1928 ...............................................
1929 ...............................................
1930 .........................................
1931 ...............................................
1932 ...............................................
1933 ........ ...............
1934 ...............................................
1935......... ...........
1936 ................. ....
1937......... ...................
1938...............................
1939 ................................
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The national debt in the 201h century '-Totals at the end of fiscal years-

Continued
(Rounded to the nmret billion dollars)

1940 ...............................................
1941 .................................... .
1942 ........................................
1943 ...............................................
1944 ...............................................
1945 ...............................................
1947 ...............................................
1949 .............................. ....
194 ...................

1949.'...-........
1953 ...............................................
1951 ........................................
1952 ........................................ ....
1953 ..............................................
1954 ...............................................
1955.....o....................... .. .......o...

1956 ......................................
1957 ..........................................
19 8 ............................. .....1959 ...............................................i
1960 ...........,.................................

'Gross Federal debt.
'Estimated figures.

61
68
79

143
204
260
271
257
252
253
257
255
259
266
271
274
273
272
280
288
291

1961 ...............................................
1962 ...............................................
196 ...............................................

1969 ............ .......1971 ........................................
1972 ........................... .........
1.. ..............................................
1 3 ...........................

197 9 ....................................
1976 ...............................................
1977 ...............................................
1978 ........................................1979 ............................................
1906 ................. r .........................
1981 .................................... .

293
303
311
317
323
329
341
370
367
383
410
437
468
486
544
632
709
780
833
887
902

Source: Office of Management and Budget. fscal year 1981 budget.

GROS NATIONAL PROMUC

: 19U ... Lu IIZ 7I1,01 1,23$

1,413 1,214

1.106 1.215

.... 19S . ... 2.128 J3991919 • 2,369 1,432
1 9 12 1 1 ,4 4 9

Sow= Oft 01 Memd wd %d1. Mc Ye 191, ,d Wue,

ANNUAL FOOD STAMP EXPENDifURES FOR FISCAL YEARS 1965 THROUGH 1980, INCLUSIVE

34.4 ,5 6
.- 1 .. 69.5 !00.0

114.1 139.5
1i4.1 184.9
241.8 219.9

: 1970 ...... ........ .......................... ....................... .. . 524 279

191 1576.8 166.9Us$.1,7.8 1,666.2
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ANNUAL FOCO STAMP EXPED(TURES FOR FISCAL YEARS 1965 ThRUG 1980, INCLUIV-

(b Now d "ai)

1912 '1,909.2 2,250
1913 2201.5 2,49&.7

1914 2,844.8 2954
1915 4,599.0 4,86.4
!8 - ,132.o 5196.4
191: $,38 5,506.2
1978 5,498.8 5,6184
1979 ' 6,821.7 6,603
19801 86111 ,135.6

546,38.0 4M,395.4

SWm Osri d Jop kA bw 191 h I &a Ift

US. GOLD HOLDINGS, TOTAL U.S. RESERVE ASSETS, AND U.S. GOVERNMENT LIQUID UABI1 ES TO

[Sdis WsA b 1mh d "NJ

, ~s T.W W b

EM d Wedi Wx 1 20.1 20.1 9
o. 31, 190 ...... 22.8 24.8 19.4PDc. 31, 1970-- 10.7 145 40
C.c 31, 1913- I1. 14.4 9.6
orc 31, 1914 __11.6 15.9 120.3
Dc. 31, 1915.11.6 162 121.4
DK 31,1976 11.6 I.? 152.5Sec. 31, 19)- 11.1 13 193.8Dec 31, 1978-., 11.7 18.1 244.3

c. 31,1979 11.2 18.9 268.1

sof V. Tw" ~u~
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BUDGET RECEIPTS, OUTLAYS, AND SURPLUS OR DEFIT(-) BY FUND GROUP, 1970-81 ESTIMATE

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979
190 1981

mhlii ..uin ....m . 90.4 862 943 103.2 119.0 122.4 131.6 157.6 181.0 217.8 241.5 283.3
(oqofa n ham -.... 32. 26.8 32.2 36.2 3X6 40.6 414 54.9 60.0 653 742 74.1

Sifutal_ .... 123.2 113.0 126.9 139.4 157.6 163.0 173.0 212.5 240.9 283.5 315.7 357.4Ejcift t m 10.4 10.5 9.5 9.8 9.7 9.4 10.6 9.6 10.1 9.8 16.3 4Z.9
sW ad t um 3.6 3.7 5.4 4.9 50 - 4.6 52 7.3 5.3 5.4 58 6.0
Cuso w 2.4 2.6 3.3 3.2 3.3 3.7 4.1 5.2 6.6 7.4 7.3 7.8Mbbom . . . 3.4 3.9 3.6 3.9 5.4 6.7 8.0 6.5 7.4 92 16.2 16.3
ToM Fdl Mnd --c- .... .... 143.2 1331 148J, 161.4 181.2 187.5 201.1 241.3 270.5 316.4 361.3 430.51urd r . . . ..... 59.4 662 73.0 91.2 104 118.6 133. 1528 168.0 189.6 216.0 243.6
t v t d~m _ I -8.8 -11.6 -132 -21.3 -21.1. -251 -34.8 -36.3 -36.5 -40.1 -44.9 -461

To buot b... . . 193. 188.4 208.6 232.2 264.9 281./0 300.0 3574 402.0 465.9 532.4 6280

TnW fmi audi . ....Fod tal oaip

hdoW t =*a a- O

Thtal * wg* ori*f
.n ord"...Tri dptuor 'dflcit (-),

156.3 163.) 178.1 187.0 199.9 240.1- 269.9 295 332.0 362.4 411.4 4281
49.1 59.4 671 81.4 90.$ 111.2 1313 143.3 1553 171.3 202.4 229.5

-8.8 -11.6 -13.2 -21.3 -21.1 -25.1 -34.8 -363 -36.5 -401 -44.9 -461

196.6 211.4 232.0 247.1 269.6 326.2 366.4 4027 450.8 493.7 568.9 6115

-13.1 -29.9 -2.3 -25.6 -18.7 -52.6 -68o -54.5 -61.5 -46.1 -50.1 -2,4
10.3 6.8 5.9 10.7 14.0 7.4 2.4 9.5 12.7 18.3 +13.6 +141

-2.8 -23.0 -23.4 -14.8 -4.7 -45.2 -66.4 -45.0 -48.8 -27.7 -36.5 -16.5

'110 ad uMia chumfti I= bo
som Oftn al ftnemu ad &*Itfd 9

TrustThat
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RWcMPT, OUTAYS, AND SUPLSE ORMDOIIS iM TR WDS, FISAL YEAR 1975-81,

bulb owl* -,a

a~ -

T."d

1916:

- 66.1 64.1 +2.0
1it1 14.8 +211

- 6.2 6.) +.1
8. 13.2 -&0

- 1.5 .1 +4.4
6.8 S. +1.9
24 .4 +2.0

118.6 111.2 +1.4

1w =00w , gm0

TOW

10.1

133.1
1911:

suwi1 m
AN" o
"bErn a

F* *m s

6.2

.6
131.3

-32

-1.1
+4.8
-. 5

+2.2

+2.4

173 &.1 +12
3.2 (a) +1.2

152.8 143. +1.5

um wu
HMOn

i;_77 -7Vbmi

89.6 9.

21.6 6.

3.4 1.2
168. 155.TOW

1911
NIOw
burn **%

-" W -~- --- --too"-

Slew m i
H"b~

6on

FW*Ni - .*u

10OU
31.1
649

159
20.5
U.
4.5

104.1
29.1

12.5
1.2
.4

-4.3
+2.4

(1)

+4.0
+6A8
+1.S
+2.

+1211

-2.0
+2.6

+4.1
+8.0

+4.1
IS 1196 13 +18M3

1112 11M. -LI
* 6. 33. +2.6

8.1 631 (1)
11.4 1M2 +2.

* 260 14.17 .
to~g~ .

5. 3IS1.
-M 21&.0 20. 1.

1%'W
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RCITS, OUAYS, AND SURPLUSES OR MM IN TRUST FUNDS,' FISCAl YEARS 1975-81-

e OM( d dbn)

soe "Dty 134.1 139.9 -5,8
Heafth bsmo_ 45.4 31.4 +8.0
koe * 4.6 5.1 -. 5
UI OAl 111 19.3 18.5 +.8
Ftw m eiqio)es sm __ _25.1 16.8 +8.9

8... . .2 1.8 +.4Ol 6.3 4.0 +2.3
ToW 243.6 229.5 +14.1

,taw jdftc m ta WM *hftakr Pqr ts Mb a ft 9P.k mqb bn i iPOSI45$0 sdT o eLa

bkL-IF sm .4 iU brass mmnmq 19is91 I u1Ms h 1 M" 1911 boW I/(+)/(-) hsk* aspW

Sass Ote d MNamW W Apik I"0.

Senator BYRD. The subcommittee will stand in recess.
(Thereupon, at 11:60 a.m. the subcommittee recessed to recon-

vene at the call of the Chair.]

0


